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Abstract
Flexible vocal behaviour is an important paralinguistic signal in social interactions and
contributes to how speakers are perceived by listeners. However, it is unclear whether
speakers can volitionally modulate their voices in order to express social information
about themselves to others. Moreover, it is unclear which speaker characteristics and
neural circuits support volitional social voice modulation, despite its implications for
understanding social impairments in mental disorders such as autism or psychopathy.
Within three research articles, the psychological and neurophysiological mechanisms
involved in social vocal control are addressed.
In the first article, the efficacy of volitional voice changes to navigate listener
impressions are investigated. Here speakers modulated their voice to express social traits
(e.g. sounding attractive, intelligent or likeable). We measured social vocal control by
comparing outcome ratings for each expressed trait using a sample of naïve listeners. We
found that speakers evoked specific increases in trait perception in listeners in
comparison to their neutral voice. These evoked trait ratings were clustered along the two
main dimensions of the social trait space, which is a domain-general heuristic to inform
social perception and subsequent social behaviour. Thus, supporting the notion that
volitional vocal behaviour is a signal that can be volitionally employed by speakers to
manage how they are heard by others.
In the second article, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging to describe
neural mechanisms supporting social vocal control. The results showed that speakers
specifically engage midline and temporal cortical regions to modulate their voice, which
are reliably involved in social processing and trait representations. Moreover, we show,
that these regions are functionally coupled to a core vocal motor control area in left
inferior frontal gyrus during goal-directed social voice change. This suggests the
integration of social scripts and motor plans to achieve voluntary control over articulators
to evoke specific trait impressions in listeners.
In a third article, we investigated which speaker characteristics contribute to how well
speakers can modulate their voice to express social information to listeners, both on the
behavioural and neural level. We found that speakers’ dispositional empathy,
Machiavellistic and psychopathic traits were not associated with general performance in
social vocal control, but that speakers with higher Machiavellistic traits performed better
in evoking voice-based likeability ratings in listeners. On the neural level, both social
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processing, premotor and sensorimotor feedback regions supported the specificity with which
speakers could express trait information to listeners.
In summary, this thesis highlights the importance of vocal behaviour in expressing
ourselves to others in a way that is in line with a speaker’s goals in an interaction and offers
implications for understanding social impairments in psychopathologies such as autism
spectrum disorders and psychopathy. We suggest that volitional voice modulation is only one
of multiple processes contributing to vocal flexibility and that future work is needed to
characterize how social vocal control is achieved in, and supports communication in life
interactions.
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1 Introduction
The voice is often viewed as a stable personality characteristic, but just as facial expressions
transcend the face, how we use our voice is a dynamic and purposeful behaviour to express
ourselves to others. It contributes to how speakers are perceived and judged by others, and
thus, can have important social consequences. While an effective use of the voice can have
far-reaching social advantages, inadequate or abnormal vocal behaviour might contribute to
the prevalent social difficulties observed in a number of psychological disorders. Although a
vast amount of research focuses on how the voice is heard by listeners, much less is known
about how the voice is used by speakers and which factors contribute to beneficial vocal
modulation. The focus of this cumulative thesis is to study voluntary modulation of the voice
to express social information and is based on the following three manuscripts:
Guldner, S., McGettigan, C., Nees, F., Flor, H. (2020). Navigating interactions through vocal
control: Voluntary social trait expression in voices. Manuscript submitted.
Guldner, S., Nees, F., & McGettigan, C. (2020). Vocomotor and Social Brain Networks
Work Together to Express Social Traits in Voices. Cerebral Cortex, 30(11), 6004–
6020. https://doi.org/10.1093/cercor/bhaa175
Guldner, S., Nees, F., Flor, H., McGettigan, C. (2020). What makes a vocal chameleon?
Individual differences in social vocal control are reflected in activation of vocal
motor and social processing regions. Manuscript in preparation.
In these manuscripts, the efficacy with which social information is expressed in the voice,
the neural mechanisms underlying social vocal control, and the psychological and
physiological factors contributing to individual differences in social vocal control are
investigated. In the introductory chapter, first the concept of vocal behaviour is introduced
and a review of previous work on vocal control and its functional relevance in social
interactions is provided, followed by a description of voice anatomy and previous work on
the neurophysiological underpinnings of voluntary vocal control and socio-cognitive
processing that might be related to social vocal control. Then, the three manuscripts that form
the core of the thesis are presented, before the main findings and their implications will be
discussed. Lastly, an outlook and future research directions will be given.

2
1.1 Social vocal control
The voice is inherently social. It is the vehicle for the most prevalent form of social
communication, that is language, with speech being an intentional communicative act (Grice,
1975). Through the voice, the speaker can communicate abundant nonverbal information to a
listener. Both stable characteristics, such as a speaker’s age, gender (Puts, Gaulin, &
Verdolini, 2006) or physical characteristics (Krauss, Freyberg, & Morsella, 2002), and
psychological states, such as emotions or attitudes (e.g. Laukka, 2007; Sauter, Eisner, Calder,
& Scott, 2010; Scherer, 1972) or intentions (Hellbernd & Sammler, 2016) are reliably
communicated in a speaker’s voice. Vocal information is used extensively by listeners. Even
slight changes in vocal behaviour can express subtle emotional or intentional states of a
speaker (Karpf, 2007). In fact, the voice is strikingly dynamic - vocal parameters can vary
extensively within speakers, for instance during emotional vocal changes, and can even lead
to misidentification of familiar speakers (Lavan, Burston, et al., 2019; for review see Lavan,
Burton, Scott, & McGettigan, 2019).
Vocal changes as mentioned above refer to variability in supra-segmental speech
characteristics of the voice, that is, vocal paralinguistic behaviour, including variation in
voice quality (timbre, breathiness), loudness (intensity), and pitch (fundamental frequency,
formant frequencies). Such vocal flexibility can be spontaneously or volitionally motivated
(reviewed in Lavan, Burton, et al., 2019). Spontaneous voice changes are often automatic and
can occur in response to the external, situational context (e.g. Garnier & Henrich, 2014) or an
internal context, such as an experienced emotion (Hammerschmidt & Jürgens, 2007;
Paulmann, Furnes, Bøkenes, & Cozzolino, 2016; Pisanski, Nowak, & Sorokowski, 2016;
Streeter, Macdonald, Apple, Krauss, & Galotti, 1983; Weusthoff, Baucom, & Hahlweg,
2013). Volitional voice changes, henceforth referred to as vocal control, occur consciously
and can be controlled by the speaker. Vocal control occurs with an intention to communicate
or conceal information about ourselves to others, and can be observed for instance in vocal
imitation (Jansen, Gregory, & Brenier, 2001), vocal disguises (Hirson & Duckworth, 1993;
Skoog Waller & Eriksson, 2016; for review see Eriksson, Llamas, & Watt, 2010), singing
(Welch, Howard, & Nix, 2019) or acting (Morningstar, Dirks, & Huang, 2017; Raphael &
Scherer, 1987).
Social vocal control is a specific instance of vocal control, where voice changes are
specifically modulated to express socially relevant information to an interlocutor. Social
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voice changes have been examined more broadly in the literature, particularly during
courtship (e.g. Feinberg, Jones, Little, Burt, & Perrett, 2005). Here, voice changes often occur
in response to the perceived attractiveness of the listener (Pisanski, Oleszkiewicz, Plachetka,
Gmiterek, & Reby, 2018). Less is known about volitional voice changes to express social
information, i.e. social vocal control. Expressing social information volitionally might be
related to cultural display rules. These rules determine when and how expressive behaviours
are adequate in a specific culture (for instance wearing black at a funeral) and are learned
during ontogeny. Socialization (or enculturation) of the vocal behaviour occurs from an early
age on, with children adapting to the vocal patterns associated with stereotypical social roles
(Cartei, Cowles, Banerjee, & Reby, 2014; Cartei, Oakhill, Garnham, Banerjee, & Reby,
2020; Redford & Gildersleeve-Neumann, 2009). Plasticity in vocal behaviour continues
throughout adult life, too, depending on the various social roles taken over in professional
and private settings. Medical doctors, for instance, engage in increasingly loud speech across
the course of their training (Kiese-Himmel, Himmel, & Scherer, 2012) and experts decrease
voice pitch when giving expert advice (Sorokowski et al., 2019). This highlights, that vocal
behaviour is tightly associated with the goal of an interaction and its social consequences.
Importantly, speakers can volitionally express both affect (Viscovich et al., 2003) and social
emotions (Morningstar et al., 2017), as well as socially relevant character traits in their voice
(Hughes, Mogilski, & Harrison, 2014). Hughes et al. (2014) could show that speakers can
effectively influence, for instance, how dominant or intelligent they are perceived by
volitional voice modulations. However, from their study, it remains unclear how specific, and
therefore targeted, social vocal control can be achieved. In summary, the voice is both a
highly learned motor skill and a dynamic form of self-expression (Pisanski, Cartei,
McGettigan, Raine, & Reby, 2016; Scott & McGettigan, 2016). In fact, it has been described
as “the audio version of our personality, our sonic self.” (Karpf, 2007, p.33).

1.2 Significance of vocal control for social interactions
As reviewed above, the voice is a highly flexible, dynamic and social behaviour with
functional relevance for social communication by contributing to how speakers are perceived
by others. The voice is part of the toolbox humans have in order to adapt to situational
context (Locke, 2017) and control over vocal behaviour is necessary to adapt our speech to
others. In fact, Burnham et al. (2002) suggest that speakers make intuitive inferences about
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the emotional and linguistic needs of listeners and adjust their speech parameters to achieve
optimal communication accordingly. One of the most prominent examples of this is childdirected speech (Burnham, Kitamura, & Vollmer-Conna, 2002; Dahl, Sherlock, Campos, &
Theunissen, 2014; Kitamura & Burnham, 2003), but authors have also described particular
speech patterns when speaking to elderly people (Kemper, Finter-Urczyk, Ferrell, Harden, &
Billington, 1998) and speech directed at a lover (Farley, Hughes, & LaFayette, 2013).
Moreover, interlocutors also readily converge or diverge in their vocal behaviour (Krauss
& Pardo, 2006). Vocal alignment is important to signal and navigate social distance to others
(Giles, Coupland, & Coupland, 1991). Vocal convergence is associated with the social
context in which it is produced (Pardo, Jay, & Krauss, 2010), occurring often more strongly
in direction of the social hierarchy (Gregory & Webster, 1996) or the social desirability of the
speaker (Babel, 2012). Importantly, convergence might promote affiliation (Pardo, Gibbons,
Suppes, & Krauss, 2012), increase interactional quality (Gregory, Dagan, & Webster, 1997;
Gregory, Webster, & Huang, 1993), facilitate communicating emotions (Neumann & Strack,
2000), or even inform of abnormal social functioning if absent (Bone et al., 2014).
Vocal flexibility thus presents an important interpersonal tool, which speakers might use
to influence how they are heard and perceived by others. Previous work shows, that even
from short, neutral utterances (“Hello”), listeners reliably judge social traits in speakers, such
as how likeable (trustworthy), competent (dominant) or intelligent they might be (McAleer,
Todorov, & Belin, 2014). The “social voice space” resembles the social trait space described
for faces (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008) and social groups (Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002).
Trait judgements are rapidly formed (McAleer et al., 2014; Olivola & Todorov, 2010;
Todorov, Pakrashi, & Oosterhof, 2009; Willis & Todorov, 2006) and listeners tend to infer
additional personality characteristics of speakers based on the perceived traits (Berry, 1990;
Hughes & Miller, 2016; Montepare & Zebrowitz-McArthur, 1987; Zuckerman & Driver,
1989). For instance, speakers with younger sounding voices, are also judged to be less
competent and assertive (Montepare & Zebrowitz-McArthur, 1987), and attractive voices are
automatically associated with attractive faces (Hughes & Miller, 2016). Perhaps not
surprisingly, social judgements thus bias subsequent behaviour and attitudes towards a
speaker (Chebat, El Hedhli, Gélinas-Chebat, & Boivin, 2007; Elbert & Dijkstra, 2014;
Feinberg et al., 2005; Hecht & LaFrance, 1995; Pavela Banai, Banai, & Bovan, 2017;
Schroeder & Epley, 2015; Tigue, Borak, O’Connor, Schandl, & Feinberg, 2012). Judgements
based on vocal behaviour influence chances in a job interview (Schroeder & Epley, 2015),
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election outcomes (Pavela Banai et al., 2017; Tigue et al., 2012) or interpersonal trust
(Montano, Tigue, Isenstein, Barclay, & Feinberg, 2017; O’Connor & Barclay, 2017; Torre,
Goslin, White, & Zanatto, 2018). Trait judgements are independent of the familiarity of the
speaker (Lavan, Mileva, & McGettigan, 2021) and remain stable across linguistic
backgrounds (Baus, McAleer, Marcoux, Belin, & Costa, 2019) and stimulus content
(Mahrholz, Belin, & McAleer, 2018). Here, we ask whether and to what degree speakers can
influence how they are perceived by listeners to navigate social interactions.

1.3 Individual differences in social vocal control
Meaningful social interactions and connections to others are a pivotal part of human life.
Many mental disorders are associated with difficulties in social communication
(conceptualized in the research domain criteria; RDoC; Insel et al., 2010). The voice is a
central channel for social communication, and characteristic changes in vocal behaviour can
be observed in a number of mental disorders (Cohen & Elvevåg, 2014), underlining the
importance of understanding the factors contributing to functional social vocal behaviour in
interactions.
Early theories propose that metacognition about self and others, such as mental state
attributions, are necessary for communication to occur successfully (see also Frith, 2012).
This creates a shared intentionality (Grice, 1957) based on the mental representations of
others (Sperber, 2000). In fact, previous studies on the perception of socio-affective
information in voices indicate that an individual’s level of social reactivity is associated with
the ability to accurately identify and categorize vocal cues (Amenta, Noël, Verbanck, &
Campanella, 2013; Aziz-Zadeh, Sheng, & Gheytanchi, 2010; Jacob, Kreifelts, Nizielski,
Schütz, & Wildgruber, 2016; Neves, Cordeiro, Scott, Castro, & Lima, 2018). Clinical work
suggests that deficits in social reactivity are associated with changed spontaneous vocal
behaviour, for instance in autism spectrum disorder (Fusaroli, Lambrechts, Bang, Bowler, &
Gaigg, 2017) or psychopathy (Louth, Williamson, Alpert, Pouget, & Hare, 1998). Social
reactivity encompasses both cognitive and affective empathy components (Cuff, Brown,
Taylor, & Howat, 2014). While cognitive empathy describes an individual’s ability to
mentalize about another person, understand their intentions, beliefs and thoughts and take
over their perspective, affective empathy describes the ability to resonate with another person
emotionally (Cuff et al., 2014; Reniers, Corcoran, Drake, Shryane, & Völlm, 2011). In fact,
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cognitive empathy is thought to be under voluntary control, whereas affective empathy is
automatic (Bird & Viding, 2014). We therefore suggest that cognitive empathy skills might
be specifically important to volitionally achieve functional social voice modulations, i.e.
social vocal control ability.
Moreover, although clinical psychopathy is associated with abnormal spontaneous vocal
behaviour, this might be different for volitional social voice changes. Given that the voice
might be an important channel for beneficial self-presentation and managing social
interactions, traits associated with high social opportunism and manipulation might be related
to increased ability for social vocal control. These traits encompass both psychopathic and
Machiavellisitc traits and together with narcissism, are subsumed under “dark personality
traits” in the general population (Paulhus & Williams, 2002). Specifically, psychopathic and
Machiavellisitc traits are closely related to high levels of manipulation and social
exploitation, strategically so in Machiavellianism (Jones & Paulhus, 2009; Paulhus &
Williams, 2002). The voice has not been previously studied as a potential and volitional tool
to influence others, but previous work shows an interesting versatility to communicate
volitional socio-affective information nonverbally. For instance, a sample of inmates with
clinical psychopathy performed better in volitional emotional facial mimicry, leading to more
accurate emotion recognition in naïve raters, as well as higher ratings of authenticity in
comparison to a non-psychopathic control group. Importantly, this was in the face of a nonexistent congruent affective state in the psychopathic sample (Book et al., 2015), suggesting
skilled voluntary nonverbal social signalling. Moreover, Machiavellianism is associated with
strategically used speech convergence in social interactions, specifically when it is profitable
for the speaker (Muir, Joinson, Cotterill, & Dewdney, 2016). Thus, social vocal control might
be a channel through which people with high Machiavellistic and psychopathic tendencies
manage their impressions on others.

1.4 Neurophysiological mechanisms of vocal control
Voice physiology. Phonation has traditionally been described along lines of the source-filter
model of speech (Fant, 1960). This model is an approximation of the mechanisms driving
voice production, specifically by respiratory energy forcing air from the lungs through the
trachea, glottis and larynx, where the passing air stimulates the vocal folds into vibration. The
sound waves produced by the vocal folds are then modulated in the vocal tract, through
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manipulation of its length and shape, and radiated from the mouth. The percept of a voice can
be described as the result of three properties: fundamental frequency (pitch), intensity
(loudness) and voice quality (roughness/harmonics). All of these are the result of the
anatomical properties of the larynx and supra-laryngeal vocal tract, representing the stable
aspects of an individual’s voice. Within these anatomical limitations, however, temporary
modulation can be achieved in response to social or emotional contexts (e.g. Hammerschmidt
& Jürgens, 2007; Pisanski, Cartei, McGettigan, Raine, & Reby, 2016) or during emotion
expression (Lee, Bresch, Adams, Kazemzadeh, & Narayanan, 2006).
Vocomotor network. In order to speak, a vast amount of orofacial, laryngeal and respiratory
muscles work in accordance with each other as an outcome of extremely rapid motor
commands required for vocal control. While the primary sensorimotor and premotor cortical
representations of the vocal tract and articulators allow to control facial, tongue and
pharyngeal muscles, the laryngeal muscle groups map onto the laryngeal motor cortex. This
area has been proposed to be involved in fine-tuned laryngeal control for speech (Simonyan
& Horwitz, 2011), as well as volitional control over paralinguistic acoustic features of voice,
for instance pitch (Dichter, Breshears, Leonard, & Chang, 2018). Voice production
encompasses feedforward and feedback operations to achieve dynamic adaptation of vocal
behaviour to a target output. Computational models of speech production suggest that
particularly left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) houses sound maps for speech, which are then
used for motor command initiation and error monitoring in somatosensory (supramarginal
gyrus; SMG) and auditory areas (primary auditory cortex; A1, and superior temporal gyrus;
STG; Tourville & Guenther, 2011). Voluntary control over this system is achieved over
practice during childhood and ultimately allows the acquisition and production of verbal
signals (Tourville & Guenther, 2011). Recent work has established a core set of regions
involved in volitional control over vocal modulations. This vocomotor network includes
triangular and opercular parts of IFG, supplementary motor area (SMA), SMG, insula, STG,
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), the basal ganglia and cerebellum (reviewed by Carey &
McGettigan, 2016; Pisanski, Cartei, et al., 2016).
Concerning paralinguistic voice changes, previous work has focused on affective speech
modulation (e.g. reflected in prosody) or affective nonverbal vocalizations (e.g. laughter,
crying). The dual pathway model (Owren, Amoss, & Rendall, 2011) suggests that a finetuned sensorimotor cortical control system is involved in articulatory speech processes,
whereas a deeper, limbic system is involved in socio-emotional modulation of non-verbal
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vocalizations (Ackermann et al., 2014; Jürgens, 2009, 2002; Wild, Rodden, Grodd, & Ruch,
2003). Both streams seem to interact to produce the meaningful variation in affective and
motivational modulation of the voice during speech production. The anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC) has thus been proposed to be a possible hub of integration of emotional and
motivational vocal production as well as fine-tuned motor planning for speech, possibly by its
role in controlling pitch contour (Belyk & Brown, 2016). In fact, lesions in the ACC are
associated with speech lacking emotional intonation (Jürgens & von Cramon, 1982). The
ACC shows afferent connections from laryngeal motor cortex and efferent connections to
brain stem regions associated with gating and generative functions over the vocal apparatus
during emotional vocalizations. The periaqueductal grey (PAG) in the brain stem is in turn
directly connected to nucleus ambiguous and its laryngeal motor neurons (Jürgens & Pratt,
1979; Jürgens & Zwirner, 1996; see Figure 1).
Involvement of social processing areas in vocal control. Relatively few functional imaging
studies have probed the neural correlates of voluntary paralinguistic expression in the voice
during speech. Convergent findings suggest an involvement of cortical and subcortical areas
in emotional vocal control (in line with the dual-pathway theory). Cortical areas including
middle and posterior STG, bilateral IFG, and ACC and anterior insula. Subcortical areas
include involvement of the basal ganglia (BG), Hippocampus (HC) and Amygdala (AzizZadeh et al., 2010; Barrett, Pike, & Paus, 2004; Dogil et al., 2002; Frühholz, Klaas, Patel, &
Grandjean, 2015; Klasen et al., 2018; Petri Laukka, Åhs, Furmark, & Fredrikson, 2011;
Pichon & Kell, 2013). Of these regions, particularly right posterior STS regions were
modulated by the social context in which a speaker volitionally expressed affect in their
voice, leading the authors to conclude that STS might be central to integrating social
information into computations of voluntary affective modulations (Klasen et al., 2018).
In contrast to the centrality of the voice in social interactions, only a small body of
research has investigated neural underpinnings of specifically social vocal behaviour. For
instance, McGettigan et al. (McGettigan et al., 2013) showed that during vocal
impersonations left IFG, anterior insula and STG were involved in general voice change, but
particularly bilateral STS, and a region in posterior cingulate cortex venturing into precuneus,
were activated during social impersonations. Moreover, STS subregions were functionally
connected to a vast set of regions involved in motor control (e.g. IFG, SMA, cerebellum,
somatosensory cortex). In an online acting task in which actors covertly answered questions
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Figure 1. Areas involved in vocal control. Cortical areas are implicated in articulatory motor control for speech
(orange), whereas the dual-pathway model suggests that deeper structures, including midline ACC and brain
stem nuclei support motivational and affective vocalizations (blue), together with motor and motivational
processing in basal ganglia (green). Modified from Pisanski et al. (2016), reprinted without permission.

in the scanner while in role, specifically precuneus and medial prefrontal cortex regions were
engaged (Brown, Cockett, & Yuan, 2019).
Together with the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ), this set of regions (STS, mPFC,
precuneus) encompasses the social brain network (SBN; Frith & Frith, 2003, for metaanalyses see Bzdok et al., 2013; Schurz, Radua, Aichhorn, Richlan, & Perner, 2014; Van
Overwalle, 2009). Activation in SBN is associated with social cognitive processes important
for cognitive empathy (such as ToM and mentalizing; Frith & Frith, 2003), for instance,
social trait representation (in line with the social trait space), self-referential processing, and
future mental state simulations of the self and others (Cabeza, Ciaramelli, & Moscovitch,
2012; de Guzman, Bird, Banissy, & Catmur, 2016; Krueger, Barbey, & Grafman, 2009;
Lieberman, Straccia, Meyer, Du, & Tan, 2019; Ma, Vandekerckhove, Van Hoeck, & Van
Overwalle, 2012). SBN regions are furthermore associated with inferring social information
from voices (Hellbernd & Sammler, 2018; Jiang, Sanford, & Pell, 2017). Similar to the
integration of affective and vocomotor streams during affective vocal control, social vocal
control might rely on the integration of social processing areas and vocomotor networks.
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One previous study has explicitly tested individual differences in performance of
affective voice modulation, and found that performance was positively associated with
activity in premotor cortex and right IFG, although the right lateralized activations might be
due to the affective connotation of the produced voice. This suggests, in line with previous
work on motor expertise (Calvo-Merino, Glaser, Grèzes, Passingham, & Haggard, 2005;
Krishnan et al., 2018), that premotor regions might be important also to achieve volitional
social voice modulation, but this has not been tested so far. Alternatively, as we have seen
from clinical evidence, a speaker’s capacity to mentalize about listeners might contribute to
their ability to express social information in the voice. In favour of this, Aziz-Zadeh et al.
(2010) report an association between functional activation during perception of emotional
prosody in left IFG with trait empathy, as well as in STS, TPJ and anterior insula with trait
psychopathy. In fact, a listener’s dispositional empathy modulated activation during social
voice processing (inferring speaker confidence) in superior parietal regions and basal ganglia,
as well as the functional connectivity between these regions (Jiang et al., 2017). However,
this was not tested for volitional emotional voice production. Consequently, the underlying
socio-cognitive processing strategies that might serve to inform vocomotor plans remain
elusive, as does the question of whether motor processing or social processing might
contribute to individual differences in social vocal control ability. If social processing
contributes to individual differences in social vocal control ability, it would imply a route by
which cognitive empathy deficits and social impairments in ASD might contribute to
abnormal paralinguistic vocal behaviour.

1.5 Aims and Hypotheses
Given the social consequences of vocal behaviour, there is a striking gap in the literature
concerning volitional vocal behaviour in social interactions. The overarching aim of this
thesis was to elucidate the psychological and neurophysiological mechanisms involved in
social vocal control. To this end, a vocal control task is employed in which participants speak
varying exemplars either in their normal voice or while modulating the voice to express
specific social traits (e.g. likability, intelligence). As a control condition, speakers modulate
their voice to express physical characteristics (e.g. sounding larger or smaller). The vocal
recordings are then rated in comparison to the neutral voice by naïve listeners to estimate the
efficacy of vocal control.
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The goal of study one was to provide evidence of the efficacy of social voice modulations
and examine whether speakers can modulate and evoke specific trait perceptions in listeners
by volitionally modulating their voice. Here, it was also investigated whether performance in
social vocal control ability is predicted by more general vocal control ability (voice control to
express physical attributes). Forty healthy volunteers completed the vocal control task. We
obtained naïve listener ratings on all social trait scales on all recordings. Based on these
multivariate ratings, the following hypotheses were investigated:
1.1 social vocal modulations were expected to evoke an increase in the listeners’ perception
of the social trait specifically for the expressed trait, beyond the speakers’ neutral voice
1.2 vocal modulations were expected to evoke amplifications of trait percepts relative to the
speakers’ neutral voices that could be explained by the primary axes of the social voice
space encompassing affiliation and competence
1.3 Lastly, vocal control performance to express physical attributes (body size) was expected
to be positively associated with social vocal control performance.
The second study explored changes in neural activation in response to social vocal
control. Twenty-four healthy speakers completed an adapted version of the vocal control task
while undergoing an fMRI protocol. Based on the naïve listener ratings of the vocal
recordings, we predicted
2.1 significant up-regulation of neural activation during vocal modulation in the VMN
(including the pars triangularis and pars opercularis of the left IFG as a central vocal
control area, as well as SMA, BG, cerebellum, and insula)
2.2 a higher engagement of areas involved in domain-general social trait and self-referential
trait processing, such as pSTS/TPJ and mPFC, and
2.3 that the core vocal control network (left IFG) would be functionally connected to social
processing areas during online social voice modulation.

The third study was dedicated to investigating individual differences in social vocal
control ability, based on traits related to social reactivity (i.e. trait cognitive and affective
empathy, psychopathy and Machiavellianism). To this end, the association between social
vocal control ability, social reactivity and functional neural processing during the vocal
control task were investigated. Here, the data from the second study was re-analysed together
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with

self-report

questionnaire

measures

of

social

reactivity,

psychopathy

and

Machiavellianism. The hypotheses were:
3.1 Social vocal control ability is positively associated with dispositional empathy
(particularly

cognitive

empathy)

and

socially-opportunistic

personality

traits

(Machiavellianism and Psychopathy)
3.2 Social vocal control ability is positively related to increased activation in SBN during
social voice production, particularly in mPFC and precuneus.
Additionally, we conducted exploratory analyses to investigate whether
3.3 individual differences in social reactivity are reflected in SBN activity during social voice
production, and
3.4 individual differences in social reactivity are reflected in the amount of functional
connectivity between l-IFG and SBN during social voice production.
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2 Empirical Studies
2.1 Study 1: Navigating interactions through vocal control: Voluntary social trait
expression in voices1

1

Guldner, S., McGettigan, C., Nees, F., Flor, H. (2020). Navigating interactions through vocal control:
Voluntary social trait expression in voices. Manuscript submitted.
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Abstract
The voice is a variable and dynamic social behaviour with functional relevance for selfpresentation, for example, during a job interview or courtship. Little is known of how the
voice can be volitionally modulated to evoke favourable social trait judgements from
listeners. In this study, we investigated the mechanisms and efficacy of voluntary social voice
modulation. We recorded 40 healthy adult participants during vocal expressions of six social
traits (e.g. likeability, dominance), body-size (e.g. sounding larger) or while speaking in a
neutral voice. 40 naïve listeners rated all voices on all six trait scales. Speakers’ vocal
modulations evoked specific exaggerations of trait precepts in naïve-listeners in comparison
to their neutral voice, particularly during hostile, likeable, attractive or dominant voice
changes. Moreover, trait ratings evoked by social voice modulations could be explained by
two principal components relating to perceived affiliation and competence over and above the
speakers’ neutral voices. The efficacy of vocal control, as the evoked change in ratings on a
given trait in comparison to the neutral voice, was unrelated to basic vocomotor control
(modulation of body-size). These findings advance our understanding of the mechanisms
underlying non-verbal vocal behaviour for social communication and its functional
importance for favourable self-presentation.

Keywords: Voice production, social vocal control, self-presentation, social interactions
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Navigating interactions through vocal control: Voluntary social trait expression in voices
The voice is at the basis of navigating interactions with others. Beyond language, the voice
can be understood as a dynamic form of self-expression [1]: Vocal cues are actively used by
listeners to judge a speaker’s personality, emotions, or physical attributes [2–7] and,
importantly, their communicative intentions [8]. As such, the voice is an important avenue for
speakers to manage social interactions, for example, to express positive information about
themselves to others. However, it is less clear to what extent the voice can be strategically
used in interactions to benefit personal social goals.
Apart from explicit information that is expressed through language, implicit
information is also encoded in how we use our voice to convey a message. Vocal modulation
can be functional in a social interaction. It often responds to the emotional needs of the
listener [9,10] and the intention behind speech, be it to educate a child [11] or to engage a
potential romantic partner [12–16]. In vocal recordings of naturalistic speed-dates, Pisanski et
al. [12] found that vocal modulations occurred in response to individual and group level
estimates of a partner’s attractiveness. Moreover, when giving expert advice, university
faculty members lowered their voice considerably, which in turn was associated with higher
ratings of competence and authority in listeners [17]. These findings show that vocal
modulation occurs spontaneously and in a goal-directed manner in response to the social
context.
Vocal information contributes significantly to the impressions we make on others.
Even short, neutral utterances are used by listeners to make rapid social judgements about a
speaker [18]. McAleer et al. [18] recorded speakers reading neutral sentences. For each of the
speakers they isolated a short utterance containing the word “hello” and asked naïve listeners
to rate the voice on a number of socially relevant traits. Principal component analyses showed
that the rated traits for each speaker could be described by two primary dimensions
corresponding to perceived affiliation (also referred to as warmth or trustworthiness) and
competence (also referred to as dominance). In fact, face judgements [19] and social group
judgements [20] can also be summarized by how warm/trustworthy or competent we perceive
others to be, thereby guiding future interactions and decisions [21,22]. Comparable trait
inference has been shown across different languages [23] and speech content [24].
Although rapidly formed impressions do not necessarily reflect reality, listeners tend
to agree in their social perception of voices [18] and, moreover, these impressions predict
future behaviour towards the speaker. Trait judgements from voices are predictive of success
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in a job interview [25], election outcomes [26,27], or preferences during courtship [28].
Moreover, once formed, these judgements are often generalized to other personality
characteristics [29–31], underlining the social significance of using the voice to maximize the
possibility for favourable trait judgements from listeners. Yet, we know very little of how the
voice is strategically used in social interactions.
Volitional vocal modulations have long been neglected in voice production research
[32]. Such modulations can effectively influence the perception of physical characteristics of
a speaker, such as perceived age [33] and emotional or mental states [34]. Moreover, voice
modulation can influence the perception of a speaker’s personality traits in listeners [35], for
example, by modulating their voice to sound more dominant. However, how effectively vocal
modulation can be utilized in social interactions, depends on how specifically they lead to a
certain trait percept. In their study, Hughes et al. [35] showed that for most expressed traits,
naïve listeners perceived the trait to be stronger when it was volitionally expressed than when
the talker produced their “neutral” voice. However, the comparison obtained here was only
between the neutral voice and the intended trait, and not all other traits. To determine the
efficacy with which vocal modulation leads to a specific trait percept, multivariate ratings of
the voices (on all possible traits for all voice modulations) are needed. Further, this would
allow for an investigation of whether vocal modulations can influence the representation of a
speaker’s voice in the social voice space - that is, whether a speaker can volitionally amplify
certain traits in their voice to influence how they would spontaneously be perceived in terms
of their affiliation and competence. Such intentional vocal modulations (i.e. vocal control)
becomes particularly important when we care about how we are heard by others in order to
achieve personal goals in an interaction, for example getting hired, exerting authority, or
attracting a partner. In these instances, sounding competent, dominant, or attractive,
respectively, will increase the chances of a successful social transaction. We suggest that
speakers are indeed able to exploit knowledge of social trait perception by modulating their
voice to achieve desirable social outcomes.
The present study. The goal of this study was to analyse the volitional use of the voice in
social interactions. Based on previous findings, the present study aimed to address three open
questions in regard to this goal.
First, in order for vocal modulations to be effective, they have to be recognizable by
listeners. Therefore, we tested both the sensitivity and specificity with which social traits can
be encoded in the voice, that is, whether vocal modulations (in comparison to a speaker’s
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neutral voice) would induce an increase in the trait perception specifically for the intended
expressed trait. Second, given the extensive literature showing that social information is
intuitively clustered along the dimensions of a social trait space, namely affiliation and
competence, we investigated whether volitional vocal modulations are instrumental in the
sense that they exploit knowledge of social outcomes (i.e. the perceived trait space). To do
this, we measured whether modulated voices would evoke changes in percepts (over and
above the perception of the talker’s neutral voice) that could be explained by the two primary
dimensions of the social voice space. Lastly, we investigated how basic vocal control and
social vocal control interact. Is good basic vocal control necessary to express more complex
social information? Here, we asked speakers to additionally express a smaller or larger body
size, which was again evaluated by naïve listeners. Using these data, we explored whether the
performance in basic vocal control would predict performance in social vocal control.

Methods
Participants. Forty native German speakers (age M=22.08, SD=.27, 13 male) participated in
this experiment. Participants were recruited as a subgroup of a larger cohort from the
European IMAGEN study (for detailed description see Schuman et al., 2010). All participants
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing. All participants provided
informed written consent prior to their participation and were reimbursed with a monetary
reward for their participation, equivalent to an hourly rate of 10€. This study was approved
by the research ethics committee the Medical Faculty Mannheim of Heidelberg University
(2007-024-N-MA).
Vocal control paradigm. All speakers were asked to complete two vocal control tasks, a
social vocal control task and a basic vocal control task. The social vocal control task included
six social trait conditions: attractiveness, likeability, hostility, intelligence, confidence and
dominance. Basic voice modulation conditions required participants to perform comparable
vocal modulations on the vocal tract [36] without an immediate social connotation. These
conditions included conveying body-size through the voice (sounding physically smaller or
larger; for instructions on all social and basic conditions see supplementary materials S1).
Within the basic vocal control task, we additionally recorded non-modulated (neutral) voices
as a baseline condition. The exemplars used in all conditions consisted of three neutral
German sentences (English translations: “There are many bridges in Paris”/”Many flowers
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bloom in July”/”Bears eat a lot of honey”), which were paired with each vocal control
condition.
Design and procedure. The experiment consisted of two vocal control tasks. Before each
task, speakers were instructed on the different traits and trial structure. Speakers first
performed the basic vocal control task, followed by the social vocal control task. Within each
trial of the vocal control tasks, participants saw the target trait and the exemplar sentence on
the screen, together with a cue informing them when to speak. At the beginning of each trial,
participants had two seconds to prepare. Then the speech cue changed its color to green,
marking the start of the recording and instructing the participants to speak the exemplar while
expressing the trait in their voice. After four seconds, the speech cue turned back to red
indicating the end of the recording. Participants were then presented with a visual analogue
scale to rate how strongly they sounded like the target trait in the preceding trial. The
response scale ranged from “not at all [target]” (=0) to “very [target]” (=100). Each exemplar
and condition combination was repeated in four subsequent trials, forming a trait x exemplar
mini-block. The beginning of a new mini-block was indicated by a fixation cross (~one
second; see Figure 1).
Participants completed 36 trials (9 mini-blocks of 4 trials each) in the basic vocal
control task followed by 72 trials in the social vocal control task (18 mini-blocks of 4 trials
each). Together, the first and second part of the experiment took approximately 30 minutes to
complete. Visual cues were presented using the Psychophysics toolbox [37,38] in Matlab
(version 2016a, the Mathworks, Natick, MA). Recording were obtained on a RØDE NT1-A 1
cardioid condenser microphone (Silverwater, Sydney, Australia) in an anechoic-chamber.
Based on the performance ratings obtained after each recording, we selected one
representative recording per participant for each trait condition that had received the
participant’s own maximal intensity rating for that trait. This was done to ensure that
independent evaluations of performance would be based on sounds where the speakers had
felt most confident in their expression of the target trait and to alleviate task training effects.
In cases where multiple recordings had the same maximal rating, we selected one recording
at random.
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Figure 1. Exemplary trial structure of the vocal control paradigm for likeable voice modulations. A
trial consisted of a two second preparation time where the exemplar and modulation condition was
presented followed by a four second recording window. After the recording, participants rated their
own performance on a visual analogue scale. Each trait and exemplar combination was repeated 4
times in sequence (mini block; grey arrow) to control for training effects. Each mini block was
followed by a ~1 s inter-trial interval.

Naïve ratings. Forty naïve listeners (age M=25.38, SD=5.20, 9 male; 39 native German
speakers, 1 Polish with German C2 level) were presented with the selected voice recordings
obtained in the vocal control tasks to estimate the efficacy of social vocal control for each
speaker. Naïve listeners were recruited via the subject databases of University of Mannheim
and the Central Institute of Mental Health. Raters received a monetary reward of 10 € per
hour or an equivalent in student credit points for their participation and gave their full
informed written consent prior to participation.
In the main experiment, each listener heard a subset of 10 speakers. We
counterbalanced the subset of speakers to ensure each speaker was heard and rated by at least
10 different raters [35,39]. For each speaker, one recording of each social trait and one
recording of the neutral voice was included in the task. These recordings were presented in
randomized order to listeners in six rating blocks, where each block was dedicated to rating
how much a given voice expressed one of the social target traits. Block order was also
randomized. Listeners rated each recording on all traits on 7-point Likert-scales measuring
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the intensity of expression of the rated trait in the voice from not at all (=1) to very much
(=7). To do this, they received the same trait instructions as the speakers.
To assess basic vocal control, we additionally presented listeners with the body-size
modulation recordings of each speaker. Here listeners heard two recordings of the same
speaker in sequence. One of the recordings was the neutral voice recording of the speaker,
whereas the other one was a smaller or larger voice recording. Whether the neutral or
modulated voice recording was heard first, was randomized. The listeners were then asked to
decide which of the two voices they heard sounded smaller or larger. The response was
classified as correct if the rater chose the modulated voice recording in accordance with the
modulation task (larger or smaller). Stimuli were presented using the Psychophysics Toolbox
[37,38] in Matlab (version 2016a, the Mathwork, Natick, MA) on Headphones (Sennheiser,
Wedemark-Wennebostel, Germany) in an anechoic chamber.

Data analyses
Data analysis was conducted in R (http://www.R-project.org/). To assess the effect of
social vocal control, we calculated the average change in naïve ratings as a function of the
neutral versus the modulated voice samples, individually for each speaker and each trait. We
subtracted the mean trait ratings for the neutral voice recordings on a given trait scale from
the mean ratings obtained on this trait scale for each modulated voice sample, per speaker. To
illustrate this with an example: for intelligence, we separately subtracted the mean
“intelligent” ratings for the neutral voice from the mean “intelligent” ratings for the attractive,
likeable, hostile, intelligent, confident and dominant voice. Thus, we obtained the change in
mean ratings as a function of each expressed trait, on each rated trait (henceforth referred to
as ∆-ratings). The ∆-ratings were then analyzed in the framework of linear mixed-effects
models (“lme4”-package in R [40]), separately for each rated trait. We implemented a priori
defined planned treatment contrasts comparing the congruent social trait condition (when the
trait expression and trait rating coincided, e.g. ∆-ratings of intelligence for intelligence
modulations) to ratings of all other social conditions (when the trait expression and the trait
rating did not coincide, e.g. ∆-ratings of intelligence for likeability modulations). Thus, we
tested directly whether sounds from the congruent trait condition received significantly
higher trait ratings on that trait than all other voice modulation conditions. Each model
included mean naïve ratings from one of the trait conditions as the outcome variable, the
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expressed trait as a fixed effect term, and speaker as a random intercept. Likelihood ratio tests
were performed to test the effect of trait expression on the ∆ - ratings, by comparing the
models with fixed effects to the null models with only the random intercepts.
Next, we entered all z-transformed ratings for the neutral voice recordings into a
principal component analysis (PCA). This analysis allowed us to explore the underlying
dimensions of the social voice space in neutral voices [18]. We then entered all z-transformed
∆-ratings from all modulated voice recordings into the PCA under the hypothesis that vocal
modulation would evoke changes in rating behaviour that can be described within the social
voice space as a common social navigational map (i.e. exaggerated trait ratings as a function
of social vocal modulation). In order to interpret the PCA components, we computed
univariate one-way ANOVAs testing the effect of the social vocal control condition on each
PCA component. Planned sum contrasts were then computed to test whether the recordings
that were obtained from a particular social vocal control condition were significantly different
from the overall mean. All principal component analyses were conducted using the package
“FactoMineR” in R [41].
Lastly, we aimed to explore the association between basic and social vocal control.
Social vocal control performance was operationalized as the mean ∆-rating of a speaker
across all social traits. To estimate the basic vocal control performance, we used the average
accuracy with which raters classified small or large body-size expressions for each speaker.
To test whether the performance in basic vocal control would predict the performance in
social vocal control, we computed linear regression models using performance in basic vocal
control (mean rate of correctly classified modulated voices across raters for each speaker and
averaged over small and large modulation conditions) as the predictor for performance in
social vocal control (mean ∆-rating averaged over all congruent trait ratings for each
speaker). Due to a recording error, ratings for body-size modulations of one speaker were
missing. We also excluded one speaker whose performance in basic vocal control was out of
the normal range (with an accuracy below more than 1.5 times interquartile range).

Results
Efficacy in social vocal control
Inter-rater reliability (Cronbach’s α) for the modulated voice ratings was .86 for all
traits (95% CI: .85 - .87; within trait categories all Cronbach’s αs ≥ .83, see supplementary
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table S4). There were significant changes in mean intensity trait ratings evoked by social
vocal modulation compared to neutral voices (∆-ratings) for all expressed traits, all χ2s(5)>
45.12, all ps<.001 (see figure 2A; descriptive results from naïve ratings on neutral voices are
reported in supplementary figure S3). To assess the specificity of social vocal control for
each trait, we computed planned contrasts to test whether congruent trait ∆-ratings (when the
expressed trait and the rated trait coincided) were rated significantly higher than incongruent
traits (when expressed traits did not coincide with trait ratings).
Likeable voice modulations evoked a significant mean ∆-rating of .79,
t(105.90)=4.35, p<.001, and were rated as sounding more likeable than any other trait
modulation (all bs< -.51, all ts(200)> -2.9, all ps≤ .01). Attractive voice modulations were
rated as sounding significantly more attractive than neutral voices (mean ∆-rating =.99,
t(115.09)=5.89, p<.001), and any other trait modulation (all bs< -.36, all ts(200)> -2.1, all ps≤
.042).
Intelligent voice modulations evoked marginally higher ratings in intelligence
compared to neutral voices (mean ∆-rating=.28, t(95.44)=1.76, p=.08) and were perceived as
sounding similarly intelligent to confident (b=.19, t(200)=1.3, p=.21), dominant (b=-.19,
t(200)=-1.28, p=.20), and likeable voice modulations (b=-.12, t(200)=-.86, p=.39). However,
hostile (b=-.95, t(200)=-6.34, p<.001) and attractive (b=-.70, t(200)=-4.7, p<.001) voice
modulations, were rated as sounding significantly less intelligent compared to intelligent
voice modulations.
Compared to neutral voice samples, confident voice modulations evoked significantly
higher ratings on confidence (mean ∆-rating=.67, t(100.76)=3.99, p<.001). Apart from
dominant voice modulations, which did not significantly differ from confident voice
modulations on perceived confidence (b=-.03, t(200)=-.20, p=.84), all other trait modulations
were rated as significantly less confident (all bs< -.33, all ts(200)> -2.02, all ps≤ .044).
Dominant vocal modulations were perceived as significantly more dominant than
neutral voices (mean ∆-rating=1.69, t(117.84)=11.21, p<.001), and all other trait modulations
(all bs< -.43, all ts(200)> -2.72, all ps≤ .007). Lastly, hostile voice modulations evoked a
significant mean ∆-rating of 1.93, t(152.58)=12.16, p<.001, and were perceived as more
hostile than all other trait modulations (all bs< -1.26, all ts(200)> -6.93, all ps≤ .001) apart
from dominant voice modulations, which were perceived as sounding similarly hostile (b=.28, t(200)=-1.53, p=.13).
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Figure 2. A. Mean changes in trait ratings from normal voices (Δ-ratings) evoked by social vocal
control. Planned contrasts show differences in trait ratings over all social vocal control conditions.
*** p<.001, ** p<.01, * p<.05. Error bars are standard errors. B. Biplot of principal components for
normal voice recordings of speakers. C. Biplot of principal components for Δ-ratings of modulated
voice recordings of those speakers (i.e. ratings of modulated voices above and beyond neutral voices).
Ellipses represent 95% confidence intervals around the group means of expressed traits.
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Table 1. Principal component loadings of all social traits and
explained variance
PCA on …

ratings of neutral
voices

∆-ratings of
modulated voices

Trait

PC1

PC2

PC1

PC2

Likeability

.74

-.58

.93

.07

Attractiveness

.76

-.52

.86

-.01

Intelligence

.94

.00

.59

.70

Confidence

.94

.21

.28

.90

Dominance

.75

.59

-.48

.81

Hostility

.21

.90

-.84

.40

58.41

30.25

49.82

35.23

Explained Variance (%)

Note. Loadings represent the correlations of the trait judgments with the
first two principal components as calculated including all six social traits.
Correlations above .8 are highlighted in bold.

Social voice space for modulated voices
Inter-rater reliability for neutral voice recordings was comparable to previous work
(Cronbach’s α = .85, see supplementary table S4; [18]). We entered all trait ratings obtained
for the neutral voice recordings into a principal component analysis to explore the
organization of perceived vocal information along the dimensions of the social voice space
[18]. The data were adequate for principal component analysis with appropriate intercorrelations (KMO=.73, with individual KMO >.53; Bartlett’s test of sphericity, χ2(15) =
209.14, p<.001). The first two components cumulatively explained 88.7% of the total
variance (PC1 58.41%, PC2 30.25%, PC3 3.1% see Figure 2B and Table 1). Confidence and
Intelligence ratings loaded positively and most strongly on the first principal component. For
the second component, hostility loaded positively, whereas likeability and attractiveness
loaded negatively.
To investigate whether modulated voices represent exaggerations of voices along the
social voice space dimensions (affiliation and competence), we next examined the principal
components of the changes in trait ratings induced by the modulated voice recordings.
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Therefore we entered the ∆-ratings of all recordings of trait modulations into a PCA. The
sample contained sufficiently large inter-correlation between items (KMO=.72, with
individual KMO >.65; Bartlett’s test of sphericity, χ2(15) = 1049.96, p<.001). The first two
components cumulatively explained 88.6% of the total variance (PC1 49.8%, PC2 35.2%,
PC3 6.1%, see Figure 2C and Table 1). Likeability and attractiveness ratings loaded highly
positively on the first component, while hostility ratings showed highly negative loadings.
Dominance and confidence ratings loaded most strongly on the second component (see also
supplementary materials S6 for PCA of modulated voice based on non-normalized ratings).
The social vocal control condition (i.e. the trait that was expressed) had a significant
effect on PC1, R2=.31, p<.001. The traits likeability, b=1.1, p<.001, and attractiveness,
b=0.88, p<.001, were positively associated with PC1. Hostility, b=-1.54, p<.001, and
dominance, b=-1.02, p<.001, were negatively associated with PC1. For PC2, there was also a
significant effect of social vocal control condition on the component with R2=.22, p<.001.
Here, dominance, b=0.9, p<.001, and confidence, b=.63, p<.001, were positively associated
with PC2, while likeability, b=-.51, p<.001, and attractiveness, b=-1.12, p<.001, were
negatively associated.

Efficacy of basic and social vocal control
Individual performance in social vocal control was summarized as each speaker’s
mean congruent ∆-rating across all six traits (e.g. ∆-rating of intelligence on intelligent voice
modulations, ∆-rating of likeability on likeable voice modulation, etc.). Across the speakers,
performance ranged from 0.1 to 2.13 with a mean modulation performance – reflected in
listener sensitivity to congruent changes - of M=1.06, SD= 0.55 (see supplementary figure S5
A). Thus, for congruent trait modulations, speakers evoked a mean increase of 1 point on the
Likert-scale compared to the neutral voice, across all traits.
Basic vocal control was estimated by taking the average accuracy with which large or
small voice modulation were correctly classified as such across all raters. Average accuracy
over both modulation conditions was 70%. There was a significant difference in accuracy for
classification of small voice modulations (M=79%, SD=.16) and large voice modulations
(M=61%, SD=.16), t(37) = -4.46, p <.001 (see supplementary figure S5 B). We found that
basic vocal control did not predict performance of social vocal control, adjusted R2 = -.03, F
(1, 36) =.09, b = -.31, p =.76.
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Discussion
Although aspects of a person’s voice are relatively stable across the lifespan [42], the voice
can also be highly variable across situational contexts and interactional motives. Although
researchers have recently gained more insight into how voices are perceived, the dynamics of
volitional vocal modulations in interactions remain largely unexplored. Our study offers
novel evidence on the voice as an effective social behaviour. We show that social traits can
be successfully and specifically expressed through the voice. Moreover, we show that the
perceptual changes in social traits evoked by these vocal modulations can be described by
two underlying dimensions, namely affiliation and competence. We thus corroborate
accounts of the social voice space and extend these findings by showing that speakers can
intentionally create amplifications of trait impressions in listeners over and above the trait
impressions induced by their neutral voice. Lastly, we show that basic vocal control is not
associated with performance in social vocal control, possibly suggesting differential
strategies and mechanisms underlying these two types of vocal changes.
Efficacy of social trait expression in voices. Across the expressed social traits, speakers
were able to induce an amplification of trait percepts relative to their neutral voice by
volitionally modulating their voice while speaking short neutral sentences. These results are
in line with previous work showing successful volitional trait expression in voices [15,43].
However, there were differences in the efficacy of voice modulations across social traits:
while vocal modulation was particularly successful for expressions of likeability,
attractiveness, dominance and hostility, it was less specific for intelligence and confidence
voice modulations. In fact, only hostile and attractive voices were clearly discernible from
intelligent voices in their perceived intelligence. Hughes et al. [35] report successful
expression of intelligence in the voice, reflected in an increase in intelligence ratings when
comparing neutral to intelligent voices. Using multivariate ratings, we observed that while
intelligent voices were rated significantly higher in intelligence than neutral voices (similar to
the findings by Hughes et al. [35]), they are not specific in evoking the desired trait percept
(with confident modulations evoking comparable intelligence ratings). This underlines the
importance to study not only the sensitivity with which voice changes increase trait
perceptions, but also how discernible they are from other voice modulations. This might be
relevant for voice modulations in social scenarios where not any voice change leads to a
desired outcome, but specific modulations lead to specific trait percepts. Moreover, social
interactions involve the sender and the recipient and future work will have to determine the
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factors that both contribute to the proficiency with which a speaker encodes traits in their
voice, and with which the listener decodes these traits accurately.
While intelligence and confidence voice modulations were less specific in evoking
respective trait percepts, traits relating to social affiliation were more clearly differentiated.
This might be due to the evolutionary significance of this dimension – determining whether
an interlocutor has good or bad intentions toward a person will in turn decide whether they
should avoid or approach them. The primacy of this dimension for social interactions is
reflected in faster response times to affiliation-related words [44], more reliable trait ratings
[45], and in competence ratings having only modulatory effect on affiliation ratings [46].
Alternatively, it might be that intelligent and confident voice modulations were more difficult
to achieve by speakers [39]; however, we found that speakers were similarly satisfied with all
their trait expressions, including intelligence voice modulations (see supplementary figure
S2). Lastly, although Mahrholz et al. (2018) have shown high agreement in trait ratings of
neutral voices across different types of speech, we cannot rule out that the specific speech
content used in our study may have had some influence on the ease with which certain traits
could be volitionally expressed and/or perceived (e.g. a sentence about flowers might more
easily convey likeability and warmth than intelligence).
In summary, we show that speakers can induce increased trait ratings for a given trait,
and that they achieve this specifically for this trait. For instance, expressing likeability leads
to increased ratings of likeability, but expressing hostility induces a decrease in ratings of
likeability. This might not be surprising, but given that the correlations rely on perceptual
differences relative to the neutral voice (∆-ratings), it speaks to the validity of vocal
modulations in achieving trait percepts, particularly in a participant sample that was taken
from the general population and not pre-selected to have formal voice training. Importantly,
we observed a high inter-rater agreement, similar to previous studies on unmodulated voices
[18,24]. Intentional social manipulation of the voice was recognizable and specific,
supporting the notion that the voice is a dynamic tool that can be intentionally deployed to
express socially relevant information to an interlocutor.
Vocal modulations influence perception in the social voice space. Previous work suggests
a social voice space for impression formation [18], similar to that of faces [19]. In our study,
ratings of neutral voice samples corroborate this: When judging social traits in neutral voices,
listeners ratings could be summarised by two underlying social trait dimensions previously
described as the social voice space [18], namely one relating to affiliation (PC2) and one to
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competence (PC1). The social voice space has been shown to be generalizable over linguistic
backgrounds [23] and might emerge through social learning over the course of development
[47,48] independent of visual input [49]. Here, we find support for the social voice space for
neutral voices for short sentences, in line with previous work noting a high correlation
between word and sentence stimulus types when rating social traits [24]. However, in
contrast to previous work [18] we also found that the competence dimension explains more
variance in the data than the affiliation dimension. The social relevance of our speech
exemplars might account for changes in perception particularly of traits relating to the
affiliation dimension (e.g. warmth/trustworthiness) [50,51], since we used short ambiguous
sentences that were not person-directed or matching with the expressed trait. However, other
work has shown that social ratings of voices across ambiguous and socially relevant content
is strongly correlated [24], suggesting that the speech content does not significantly influence
perceptions of social traits, such as affiliation [52]. Alternatively, our conflicting findings
might more likely be an artefact of our instruction in the neutral voice condition to “speak
without trying to express anything in particular”, thereby potentially toning down information
in the voice that is potentially used by listeners to infer how trustworthy or warm a speaker
sounds.
We extend previous work by providing novel evidence that trait ratings evoked by
intentional voice modulations can also be described by the two primary canonical dimensions
of the social voice space. In other words, speakers can specifically amplify the perception of
social traits in listeners through intentional vocal modulations and might exploit the social
voice space to do so. How vocal modulation interact with listener ratings along the social
voice space axes, has previously only been shown for artificial variation of voice pitch, which
increased ratings of trustworthiness [53,54] (for comparison, see supplementary table S7 for
acoustic profiles of voice modulations in our study), but not for spontaneous human
vocalizations. From our findings, we suggest that volitional voice modulation might therefore
add to the social make-up used by speakers to situate themselves in the social space, such as
in social scenarios where a certain impression is targeted (e.g. to convey competence,
confidence, leadership or attractiveness [25–28]). Importantly, these vocal expressions are
goal-directed social behaviours, reflecting the attempt to evoke favourable behaviour or
judgements from listeners, i.e. to compel a listener to do or think something. Moreover, vocal
modulations can be persuasive even if the listener detects that these are deliberate [55].
Additional insights come from populations in whom vocal modulation is changed. For
example, patients on the autism spectrum and patients suffering from depression exhibit
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characteristic acoustic differences during speech along with pervasive social difficulties
[56,57]. In these populations, the changed speech pattern can be informative to determine
symptom severity and treatment response [58–60].
Modulators of the efficacy of social vocal control. Our data suggest the voice to be a highly
dynamic social behaviour that can be strategically modulated to achieve changes in trait
impressions. Both modulation tasks evoked specific impressions in listeners: social vocal
modulation lead to an average increase of one point on the Likert-scale compared to the
neutral voice of a speaker. Also body size modulations in the basic vocal control were
effective, particularly for small voice modulations. This is in line with previous work,
showing that perceptions of body size can be reliably manipulated through the voice [36].
Interestingly, our results show no significant association between the efficacy of basic and
social vocal control. This suggests that vocal control to express social information might be
more related by implicit social cognitive processing [39] than explicit vocal control. A
speaker might think less about an acoustic target to adjust the voice to, but might rather make
use of social scripts with the best outcome prediction. Together with the characteristic
prosodic and cognitive empathy deficits in autism spectrum disorders, this suggests that skills
related to cognitive empathy, such as perspective taking, contribute to successful social voice
modulation. Conversely, high traits of Machiavellianism or psychopathy might positively
contribute to vocal modulation success, as shown for facial mimicry [61]. Lastly, both
interlocutors - the speakers and the listeners - are important for effective communication [62].
Future studies using interactional set-ups would be useful in understanding dynamic vocal
control in more naturalistic social settings [63].
Limitations and future research
In this study, we were interested in the efficacy of expressing social traits in the voice in spite
of individual variation in how this might be acoustically achieved [53,54,64,65]. Males and
females, for instance, might have different acoustic strategies to signal dominance, with
females increasing the harmonics to noise ratio, and decreasing local shimmer and jitter,
while there are no observable differences in males in these parameters [35]. Yet, in the same
study both males and females are equally effective in evoking increased dominance ratings.
Although we did not set out to investigate the acoustic modulators of voice modulation,
acoustic analyses might add to the present literature in unveiling which parameters are
manipulated by a speaker to encode, and used by the listener to decode social information.
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Second, one key aspect of successfully engaging in social vocal control for selfpresentation might concern the listener being convinced of a speaker being intelligent, for
instance, independently of perceiving that they are trying to sound intelligent. This relates to
the authenticity with which speakers are able to express social traits in their voice, which we
did not measure in this study. As noted above, variation of nonverbal vocal parameters is
effective to persuade others, even if listeners are aware of the persuasion attempt. Moreover,
modulated voices even increased the perceived sincerity of the speaker [55]. This might be
due to the assumption that nonverbal signals are less controlled and a more honest signal than
verbal attempts (for review see [66]). In fact, even if proven to be false, voluntary displays of
over-confidence lead to positive person judgements and social status enhancement [67]. To
investigate the specific role of nonverbal vocal modulation in self-presentation, future studies
should include additional control ratings such as authenticity, valence and arousal to explore
the impact of detectable voluntary voice modulation.
Conclusions
We corroborate previous work showing that trait ratings of neutral voices are clustered along
the dimensions of the previously reported social voice space. Importantly, we find that
exerting social vocal control leads to recognizable and specific changes in the perception of
these voices. These changes clustered along the dimensions of affiliation and competence in
the social voice space, indicating that speakers can effectively evoke goal-directed trait
judgements in listeners over and above their neutral voices.
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Supplementary Materials

S1. Vocal Modulation instructions.
Attractive:

Speak as if you were trying to impress someone in whom you are romantically
interested.

Dominant:

Speak as if you were trying to assert authority.

Intelligent:

Speak as if they were at a scholarly conference giving a presentation.

Confident:

Speak as if you were trying to make others trust and believe in your ability to
do something.

Likeable:

Speak as if you were trying to be liked by someone else.

Hostile:

Speak as if you want to distance yourself from someone else.

Large:

Speak as if you were physically taller than you are.

Small:

Speak as if you were physically smaller than you are.
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Figure S2. Speakers’ mean performance ratings of voice modulations A. For all
recordings. B. for recordings selected for naïve ratings. Speakers own performance ratings
were obtained after each trail and were given on a visual analogue scale with anchors at 0
(=not at all) and 100 (=very). For each expressed trait and speaker, only those recordings that
received maximal intensity ratings was passed on to naïve listeners for ratings. A.
MeanAttractiveness=65.1, SD=23.2; MeanDominance=69.4, SD=22.1; MeanHostility=72.2, SD=21.4;
MeanIntelligence=68.3, SD=21.0; MeanConfidence=67.4, SD=20.7; MeanLikeability=71.6, SD=20.0;
MeanNeutral=86.8, SD=15.2. B. MeanAttractiveness=82.1, SD=16.1; MeanDominance=85.8, SD=15.6;
MeanHostility=87.8, SD=13.8; MeanIntelligence=85.9, SD=14.3; MeanConfidence=84.9, SD=15.2;
MeanLikeability=87.1, SD=14.1; MeanNeutral=95.5, SD=8.96.
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Figure S3. Mean ratings of neutral voices. Naïve listener ratings obtained for the neutral
voice recordings on all traits for each speaker given on a 7-point Likert-scale ranging from 1
(=not at all) to 7 (very). MeanAttractiveness=3.01, SD=0.99; MeanDominance=2.88, SD=0.96;
MeanHostility=2.19, SD=0.76; MeanIntelligence=3.85, SD=1.10; MeanConfidence=3.86, SD=1.20;
MeanLikeability=3.73, SD=1.03.

S4. Inter-rater reliability. Cronbach’s α for normal voice recordings and expressed traits.
Table S4. Cronbach’s α scores grouped by each expressed
trait and the normal voice ratings among the 10 raters of
each recording.
Trait

Cronbach’s α

95% CI (lower - upper)

Likeability

.87

.84 - .89

Attractiveness

.86

.84 - .89

Intelligence

.83

.8 - .87

Confidence

.85

.82 - .88

Dominance

.86

.84 - .89

Hostility

.86

.84 - .89

Normal

.85

.83 - .85

All recordings

.86

.85 - .87
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Figure S5. Vocal Control Performance. A. Social Vocal Control. Mean ∆-ratings across
all congruent trait expressions and ratings. A higher value signifies a larger deviation from
the normal voice rating (an increase in intelligence ratings for intelligent voice modulations
relative to the intelligence rating for the neutral voice) B. Basic Vocal Control. Average
accuracy over all raters for vocal body size modulations as the relative number of correctly
classified recordings shown for each speaker. A value of 0.5 is equal to 50% of raters
classified the modulated recording correctly.
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S6. Results of PCA of mean ratings on social traits for modulated voices. The sample
contained significantly large enough inter correlation between items to allow PCA analysis
(KMO=.72, with individual KMO >.63; Bartlett’s test of sphericity, χ2(15) = 1345.10,
p<.001). The first two components cumulatively explained 87% of the total variance (see S5
Table 1). Figure S6 depicts a biplot of loadings on mean ratings of social traits on modulated
voices grouped by the social traits expressing the voice including group centroids. Ellipses
illustrate 95% confidence intervals on group centroids of social traits expressed in the voices.
Table S6 shows the loadings of social trait ratings on the two first principal components.

Table S6. Principal component loadings of all
social traits and explained variance on
modulated voice ratings
Trait

PC1

PC2

Likeability

.9

.3

Attractiveness

.81

.28

Intelligence

.25

.91

Confidence

.17

.95

Dominance

-.66

.71

Hostility

-.92

.21

Explained Variance (%)

46.1

40.5

Note. Loadings represent the correlations of the trait
judgments with the first two principal components as
calculated including all six social traits. Correlations
above .9 are highlighted in bold.

Mean Intensity
(dB)
77.82 ± 3.28
78.66 ± 2.99
HNR
14.20 ± 3.33
14.38 ± 3.33

% Unvoiced
28.59 ± 11.41
27.53 ± 10.8

Spectral centre
of gravity (Hz)
527.99 ± 290.46
521.99 ± 260.54

SD spectrum
(Hz)
1178.46 ± 766.4
1176.83 ± 743.6

Attractive
1.82 ± .28
194.41 ± 48.5
81.00 ± 33.32
76.85 ± 3.65
26.12 ± 10.93
14.47 ± 3.02
416.52 ± 242.89
934.14 ± 604.75
Intelligent
1.91 ± .39
208.40 ± 51.29
80.52 ± 37.25
79.61 ± 3.19
28.78 ± 12.53
15.11 ± 3.59
528.96 ± 362.28 1168.91 ± 807.44
Confident
1.68 ± .26
206.67 ± 50.3
78.71 ± 36.73
80.50 ± 3.48
28.35 ± 11.12
14.47 ± 3.61
571.18 ± 258.71 1294.10 ± 691.39
Dominant
1.80 ± .31
195.64 ± 43.25
68.06 ± 31.53
81.56 ± 3.41
29.42 ± 11.43
14.41 ± 3.45
592.32 ± 320.51 1316.36 ± 766.57
Hostile
1.74 ± .32
192.13 ± 38.75
75.72 ± 42.98
79.86 ± 4.63
31.24 ± 10.91
13.39 ± 3.23
594.37 ± 317.13 1445.72 ± 709.73
Large
2.08 ± .36
192.53 ± 51.6
70.09 ± 32.58
80.67 ± 4.14
27.97 ± 10.83
15.25 ± 3.61
508.46 ± 283.42 1060.69 ± 636.82
Small
1.95 ± .36
259.89 ± 95.63
86.36 ± 38.40
75.81 ± 3.8
32.89 ± 11.18
14.93 ± 3.7
504.28 ± 234.7
1138.36 ± 623.22
Note. SD = standard deviation, HNR = Harmonics-to-noise-ratio. Extraction of acoustic parameters was done using the software package PRAAT (Boersma & Weenink,
2015).

Table S7. Acoustic description of normal and modulated voices.
Expresse
Mean F0
SD F0
Duration (s)
d Trait
(Hz)
(Hz)
Normal
1.75 ± .32
205.96 ± 52.45
84.71 ± 43.28
Likeable
1.65 ± .29
213.61 ± 50.71
90.54 ± 30.37
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2.2 Study 2: Vocomotor and social brain networks work together to express social traits
in voices2
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Abstract
Voice modulation is important when navigating social interactions – tone of voice in a
business negotiation is very different from that used to comfort an upset child. While
voluntary vocal behaviour relies on a cortical vocomotor network, social voice modulation
may require additional social cognitive processing. Using functional MRI, we investigated
the neural basis for social vocal control and whether it involves an interplay of vocal control
and social processing networks. Twenty-four healthy adult participants modulated their voice
to express social traits along the dimensions of the social trait space (affiliation and
competence), or to express body-size (control for vocal flexibility). Naïve listener ratings
showed that vocal modulations were effective in evoking social trait ratings along the two
primary dimensions of the social trait space. Whereas basic vocal modulation engaged the
vocomotor network, social voice modulation specifically engaged social processing regions
including the medial prefrontal cortex, superior temporal sulcus and precuneus. Moreover,
these regions showed task-relevant modulations in functional connectivity to the left inferior
frontal gyrus, a core vocomotor control network area. These findings highlight the impact of
the integration of vocal motor control and social information processing for socially
meaningful voice modulation.

Keywords: fMRI, social communication, social traits, vocal control, voice production
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Vocomotor and social brain networks work together to express social traits in voices

Similar to the impression management we perform when we dress up for a job interview, can
we influence how we are perceived by volitionally modulating our voice? Despite the
importance of the voice for social judgement formation and the voice being a fundamentally
social behaviour (McGettigan 2015), we understand little about the cognitive and
neurobiological underpinnings of expressing social information in voices. Although the voice
remains relatively stable within its anatomical boundaries throughout adult life (Pisanski,
Fouquet, et al. 2016), vocal behaviour is adaptable to specific social contexts and expressing
socially relevant information (reviewed by Pisanski et al., 2016). Consequently, the voice
carries a multitude of information about a speaker, such as their emotional state and
personality traits (Banse and Scherer 1996; Krauss et al. 2002; Sauter et al. 2010; Pisanski,
Cartei, et al. 2016; Oleszkiewicz et al. 2017). Not surprisingly, vocal information is
spontaneously used by listeners to infer the intentions of an interlocutor (Hellbernd and
Sammler 2016), e.g. to judge how trustworthy or dominant a speaker is (McAleer et al.
2014). These judgements can be represented in a social voice space (McAleer et al. 2014),
showing spontaneous attribution of traits signalling approach or avoidance, i.e. how likeable
or dislikeable a speaker might be, and how socially potent they are, i.e. how intelligent they
sound. The social voice space is stable across cultures (Baus et al. 2019) and related to
specific acoustic modulation patterns. Pitch contour, for instance, is closely associated with
ratings of trustworthiness (Belin et al. 2017; Ponsot et al. 2018), while an interaction of both
pitch and intensity measures has been related to expressing hierarchy or confidence in the
voice (Ko et al. 2014; Jiang and Pell 2017).
The two dimensions of the social voice space, namely affiliation (also termed warmth
or trustworthiness) and competence (also termed dominance or confidence) represent the axes
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of the social trait space (Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick, 2007; Harris & Fiske, 2007), parallel to the
previously reported social space of faces (Todorov et al. 2005; Todorov, Said, et al. 2008).
Receiving beneficial judgements in the social space is important to achieve successful
interactions: previous work suggests that vocal cues might be an important contributor to this,
for example predicting positive outcomes in a job interview (Schroeder and Epley 2015) or a
political election (Pavela Banai et al. 2017). Dynamic voice changes can be observed
spontaneously in response to external cues (e.g. raising the volume of one’s voice in a noisy
environment), as well as intentionally in response to internal goals (e.g. trying to impress a
panel at an interview). Related to the latter context, vocal control describes the capacity to
perform goal-directed and voluntary modulation of suprasegmental speech characteristics
during voice production. Through vocal control, speakers can influence how old (Skoog
Waller & Eriksson, 2016), or how feminine versus masculine they are perceived (Cartei,
Cowles, Banerjee, & Reby, 2014). Moreover, immediate social information can also be
communicated through controlled vocal modulations, such as social emotions (Morningstar et
al. 2017). Such voluntary voice modulation to express social information, i.e. social vocal
control, can directly impact listeners, who make use of vocal information to make
spontaneous social trait judgments. Hughes and colleagues (2014) recorded speakers’ voice
modulations to express traits, such as dominance, and presented them to naïve listeners.
Compared to the speakers’ normal (i.e. non-modulated) voice recordings, dominant voices,
for instance, were indeed rated as higher in dominance than normal voices. This study
suggests that social vocal control presents an effective interpersonal tool, which can be
instrumental in eliciting beneficial social judgements. However, Hughes and colleagues
(2014) only ever obtained perceptual ratings on the intended trait for each modulated voice
category (e.g. speech intended to sound dominant was only rated for dominance and not, for
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example, for trustworthiness). Hence, the specificity, and therefore the potency, of social
vocal modulations remains unclear.
Exerting vocal control has been shown to rely on a fronto-parietal vocomotor control
network (VMN) between the IFG pars triangularis/opercularis, supplementary motor area
(SMA), the supramarginal gyrus (SMG), insula, superior temporal cortex (STC), anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC), basal ganglia (BG) and cerebellum (reviewed by Pisanski, Cartei, et
al., 2016; Simonyan & Horwitz, 2011). The IFG has a crucial role in speech motor control
during vocalization. It is thought to be a central executive and primary input region for
voluntary voice production (Hage and Nieder 2016), representing speech sound maps for
feed-forward vocal control, particularly in opercular parts of left IFG (Tourville and Guenther
2011). Thus, it provides input to primary motor cortex, which in turn engages a cortical and
subcortical network to exert control over vocal production (Simonyan and Horwitz 2011).
To our knowledge, no study has specifically targeted the neurobehavioural
mechanisms involved in social vocal expression. Some insight comes from studies
investigating vocal modulation to express affect. The expression of such affective
vocalizations has been proposed to rely on the interaction of a dual-pathway system
consisting of the neocortical regions of the VMN and a phylogenetically older network of
subcortical brain structures such as the basal ganglia and the amygdala (Ackermann et al.
2014; Hage and Nieder 2016). In line with this, voluntary affective vocal expression engages
both vocomotor areas related to volitional expression as well as areas related to processing
affect, such as the IFG, BG, ACC and STC and Amygdala (Barrett et al. 2004; Aziz-Zadeh et
al. 2010; Laukka et al. 2011; Pichon and Kell 2013; Frühholz et al. 2015; Klaas et al. 2015;
Belyk and Brown 2016; Mitchell et al. 2016; Klasen et al. 2018). This interplay of affect
processing streams and the vocomotor network therefore suggests that some informational
integration, is necessary to achieve the successful expression of affect in the voice.
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In line with this, studies investigating the association between social traits and voice
production point to an interaction of social processing areas with vocal motor processing
areas during socially meaningful voice changes. Klasen and colleagues (2018) showed that
activation in the right superior temporal cortex (STC), was modulated by the social context
during emotional voice production, suggesting that areas associated with domain general
social processing (social brain network; SBN) might be involved in expressing socially
relevant information in voices during speech, as it is for perception of social traits in voices
(Hellbernd and Sammler 2018). Another study of speech production that directly manipulated
third person vocal identity expression (i.e. impersonations) reported activated regions in the
right superior temporal sulcus (STS) that were functionally connected to left IFG during
voice production (McGettigan et al. 2013). In another study, actors gave improvised, but
covert, answers to questions about themselves while in role. In line with the previous studies,
responding in the first person of a fictional character (during acting) also engaged right
posterior STS regions in addition to a network of ventral (vmPFC) and dorsal medial
prefrontal regions (dmPFC) and precuneus, which are all implicated in the SBN (Brown,
Cockett, & Yuan, 2019). Although less specifically targeting vocal modulation in their task,
the latter study is one of the few that offers some insight into intentional first person trait
modulation, and supports the idea that SBN regions might also be instrumental in achieving
voluntary expressions of identity in the voice.
Social vocal control is an intentional goal-directed behaviour that requires a socially
beneficial expression of self-related traits. To be successful, social vocal control should
therefore involve some form of trait processing. Together with the medial prefrontal cortex
(mPFC), the posterior portion of the STS (or temporo-parietal junction; TPJ) is an important
and domain-general contributor to the social brain network (Van Overwalle 2009; Bzdok et
al. 2012; Schurz et al. 2014) and is engaged during evaluative judgments of affective
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information in voices (Dricu and Frühholz 2016). The mPFC is reliably activated during tasks
that require mentalizing (Schurz et al. 2014) and has been proposed to subserve social trait
judgment along the dimension of the social trait space (Harris et al. 2005; Harris and Fiske
2007; Ma et al. 2013, 2016; Van Overwalle et al. 2016), particularly in ventral parts (Harris
and Fiske 2007; Van Duynslaeger et al. 2007; Ma et al. 2014, 2016; Tavares et al. 2015; Van
Overwalle et al. 2016). Moreover, mPFC is specifically engaged during tasks requiring
psychological self-representation, possibly reflecting emotional or evaluative processing of
the conceptual self. Compared to other-referential tasks, self-referential tasks are reliably
associated with increased activation in SBN areas, such as mPFC, bilateral STG, precuneus,
and TPJ (Hu et al. 2016). In fact, mPFC and pSTS/TPJ are involved in trait processing both
when social traits are in reference to oneself or to another person (Nicolle et al. 2012). While
the mPFC represents rather long-term, static trait information about others (and likely, the
self), the pSTS/temporo-parietal junction is involved in rapid, short-term intention and goal
attribution (Saxe and Powell 2006; Ma et al. 2012) both for verbal and nonverbal information
(Redcay 2008; Shultz et al. 2012; Redcay et al. 2016). In summary, social vocal control to
express beneficial traits might entail an integration of vocomotor and social trait processing
areas in relation to the self. Although social trait perception in voices has recently gained
attention (e.g. Hellbernd & Sammler, 2018), no study to our knowledge has tested this
directly in voice production.
Lastly, although some evidence points to the representation of a common trait code in
the ventral mPFC (Van Overwalle et al. 2016), the question of whether the two main
dimensions of the social trait space engage separable neural regions remains controversial.
While the affiliative traits (e.g. warmth, trustworthiness) are associated with processing in
ventral mPFC, competence evaluations have been shown to additionally engage the
precuneus (Ma et al. 2016). In the present study, both competence and affiliative traits were
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expressed volitionally in the voice in our social vocal control task, allowing insights on the
neural representation of these two social space dimensions.
In summary, although speaking can be understood as a goal-directed social behaviour,
little is known about how social traits are encoded in the voice. The current study addressed
this gap in the literature, posing two research questions on the issue. First, we tested whether
social vocal control would be effective in evoking percepts that vary along the dimension of
the social trait space: affiliation and competence. Here, we tested in particular beneficial
social traits, i.e. sounding likeable or hostile, and sounding intelligent to navigate
interactions. This is in alignment with the spontaneous perception of voices on the social
voice space (McAleer et al. 2014) and comparable to commonly expressed social information
in everyday social interactions. Second, we aimed to illuminate the functional neural
correlates supporting social vocal control to navigate this social space, i.e. to express social
traits. Based on the literature on neural correlates of basic vocal control, we predicted
significant changes in neural activation during vocal modulation in the VMN (including the
pars triangularis and pars opercularis of the left IFG as a central vocal control area, as well as
supplementary motor area, basal ganglia, cerebellum, and insula). For social vocal control,
we expected a higher engagement of areas involved in modality-independent social trait and
self-referential trait processing, such as pSTS/TPJ and mPFC. To achieve social vocal
control, we expected that the core vocal control network (left IFG) would be functionally
connected to social processing areas during online social voice modulation. According to
accounts of the social trait space, we further explored whether social vocal control to express
traits along the two dimensions of affiliation and competence would rely on differential
engagement of social processing areas and lastly, whether there would be differential
functional connectivity profiles with left IFG for these two dimensions of the social trait
space.
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Methods
Participants. Twenty-four right-handed, native British English speakers (Mage = 21.04
SD=3.26, 3 male) participated in this experiment. All participants had normal or corrected-tonormal vision and reported no history of hearing, language, neurological or psychiatric
disorders. Volunteers were recruited from the participant pool at the Department of
Psychology at Royal Holloway, University of London and received 30 GBP as
reimbursement. All participants provided their full informed and written consent prior to
participation according to the Declaration of Helsinki (1991; p. 1194). This study was approved
by the research ethics committee of Royal Holloway, University of London (587-2017-10-2414-50-UXJT010).
Social vocal control task. The main experimental task consisted of a social vocal control
task in which participants were asked to express social and non-social traits in the voice. The
social traits were selected to represent the two principal dimensions of the social trait space
(Fiske et al. 2007), namely affiliation (also warmth/trustworthiness) and competence (also
referred to as dominance; see Belin, Boehme, & McAleer, 2017; McAleer, Todorov, & Belin,
2014 for prior work on trait dimensions in voices). Social traits included vocally expressed
intelligence (competence), and likeability and hostility (affiliation dimension), thus spanning
the social voice space reflecting spontaneous social appraisal of neutral voices (McAleer et
al. 2014). Modulating the voice to express a large body size, as well as speaking in nonmodulated “normal voice”, were implemented as control conditions (see supplementary
materials S1). A body-size modulation was chosen as a control condition because it demands
substantial vocal tract manipulations (e.g. larynx lowering, changes in vocal fold tension),
without having direct social trait implications (Pisanski, Mora, et al., 2016). Exemplars
consisted of four two-syllable, five-letter pseudowords with a C-V-C-V-C (C=consonant, V=
vowel) phonotactic structure (i.e. belam, lagod, minad, and namil; Frühholz et al. 2015).
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These exemplars have previously been used in tasks involving voice production with
affective content (Frühholz et al., 2015).
Design and procedure. Prior to the main experiment, participants completed a short training
task, during which they were introduced to the exemplars and social traits to be expressed and
could familiarize themselves with the social vocal control task. In the scanner, participants
then completed the task, which consisted of 4 runs of 150 trials, including 30 rest trials. Each
run consisted of a randomized order of the 5 vocal modulation conditions (normal / large /
hostile / likeable / intelligent) paired with one of the 4 exemplars. Each exemplar and
condition combination was repeated 6 times over the course of a run. Out of these, 3
repetitions were Go trials and 3 were No-Go trials. Go and No-Go trials were presented in
randomized order, with the restriction of a maximum of three No-Go trials in a sequence.
Within each trial, participants were presented with a social target trait and a fixation cross for
two seconds. During this time they were asked to prepare to express the target trait in their
voice. In Go trials, the exemplar was then shown at the position of the fixation cross for 1.5
seconds. At the beginning of this silent gap the exemplar appeared on the screen and
participants were asked to vocalize the exemplar while expressing the target trait. During NoGo trials the fixation cross remained on the screen for the duration of the silent gap and no
exemplar was presented (see Figure 1). We included both Go and No-Go trials in the task, to
filter neural activation specifically related to active, ongoing voice production (Go) and
thereby exclude any other task-related cognitive processing effects (present in Go and NoGo). Importantly, participants prepared to speak in both trials, but only received a target word
in Go trials.
Vocal recordings of speech in Go trials were recorded using an in-scanner MRcompatible microphone (Opto-acoustics, FOMRI-III). Visual cues were presented using the
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Figure 2. Experimental procedure and example trial structure of the social vocal control task. A.
Participants first completed a training session, prior to completing the social vocal control task in the scanner.
Post-scanning, each speaker rated all of their own vocal recordings on 7-point Likert-scales (self-rating). Lastly,
naïve listeners rated the social vocal control performance of each speaker’s best (i.e. self-selected) vocal
modulations on all social traits. B. During the scanning sessions, participants prepared each social trait
expression for 2 s before being shown the relevant exemplar. During Go trials, speech was recorded during the
silent inter-scan gap of 1.5 s after the exemplar was presented. During No-Go trials, no exemplar was presented,
and the fixation cross remained on the screen but changed its color to green to indicate the duration of the silent
gap.

Psychophysics toolbox (Brainard, 1997, Kleiner, Brainard & Pelli, 2007) in Matlab (2014a,
the Mathworks, Natick, MA) – these were projected onto a screen at the back of the scanner
bore and viewed via a mirror on the headcoil. The total scanning time was around 50 minutes.
After scanning, participants were re-invited to rate their own performance on the
social vocal control task, using the voice recordings acquired during the scanning session. To
do this, they were presented with their voice recordings blocked by the expressed target trait.
Recordings were presented in a soundproof booth via Sennheiser Headphones HD306, using
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the Psychophysics toolbox (Brainard 1997, Kleiner, Brainard & Pelli, 2007) in Matlab
(2014a, the Mathwork, Natick, MA). For each recording the participant was re-invited
approximately 1 week later and asked to evaluate how strongly they had expressed the social
trait on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from not at all (=1) to very much (=7). Based on these
subjective ratings, we selected one recording for each trait category, for each participant that
had received the participant’s own maximal rating for that trait. This was done to ensure that
independent evaluations of performance (i.e. with naïve listeners) would be based on sounds
where the original participants had felt confident in their accurate expression of the target
trait. In cases where multiple recordings had the same maximal rating, we selected one token
at random.

Naïve ratings. For each participant the highest rated recording for each trait category was
then presented to naïve listeners to obtain a performance index. For this task, the normal
voice recordings were intensity normalized across all 24 speakers. The resulting
normalization parameter was then used to normalize trait recordings within each speaker: this
preserved within-speaker differences between the traits while maintaining average intensity
levels between speakers. The normalized recordings were then presented to 24 naïve listeners
(Mage=19.92, SD=1.47, 4 male). Listeners were recruited through at the Department of
Psychology at Royal Holloway, University of London. All raters signed their informed
consent prior to participation and received 5 GBP as reimbursement for their participation.
To reduce experiment duration and avoid fatigue effects, each rater heard only a
subset of 10 speakers. The subset of speakers was counterbalanced to ensure that each
speaker was heard by at least 10 different listeners. Recordings were presented in randomized
order within 7 blocks. Each block consisted of one of the 4 relevant social trait modulations
to be rated (hostility, likeability, intelligence and body size), or an additional stimulus
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property (i.e. arousal, valence, authenticity). One recording of each speakers’ normal voice
was included in the task, since we were interested how the trait ratings induced by the vocal
change differed from the normal voice of each speaker. Using this approach, each listener
rated each recording on all traits over the course of the blocks: Ratings were given on 7-point
Likert scales measuring how strongly the heard voices expressed a given trait, ranging from
not at all (=1) to very (=7). For the valence ratings, the scale ranged from very negative (=-3)
to very positive (=3). Arousal ratings were rated on a Likert-scale ranging from very sleepy
(=1) to very alert (=7). Listeners also rated each recording on perceived authenticity –
however, due to some uncertainty about how participants interpreted this scale we have
chosen not to include the authenticity ratings in the analyses reported here. The order of
blocks was randomized between listeners. Stimuli were presented using the Psychophysics
Toolbox (Brainard 1997, Kleiner, Brainard & Pelli, 2007) in Matlab (2014a, the Mathwork,
Natick, MA) on Sennheiser Headphones (Sennheiser U.K. Ltd, Marlow, UK) in a soundproof
booth.

fMRI acquisition and analysis
Task-based fMRI. Functional brain images were acquired on a 3T Siemens TIM Trio
scanner with a 32 channel headcoil, using a rapid–sparse event-related 3D echo-planar
imaging (EPI) sequence (32 axial slices, slice gap 25%, resolution 3x3x3mm2, flip angle 78°,
matrix 64 x 64, TE: 30 msec, TR: 3.5 sec, TA: 2 sec). A 3D T1-weighted MP-RAGE scan
was acquired for EPI image alignment and spatial normalisation (voxel size 1 mm isotropic;
flip angle 11°; TE 3.03 ms; TR 1830 ms; image matrix 256 x 256). Analysis was conducted
in SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Preprocessing steps included spatial
realignment, segmentation, co-registration, normalization (functional images were resampled
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to a voxel size of 2x2x2mm) and smoothing (FWHM=8mm). 1st Level general linear models
included the conditions as regressors and subjective ratings as parametric modulators, which
were analysed in the framework of one-sample T-tests at the second level. We used a
significance threshold of p<.001 for second level tests, uncorrected for multiple comparisons.
To ensure a type 1 error of p=.001 at the individual voxel level and a threshold of p=.05
corrected for multiple comparisons at the cluster level, a cluster extent threshold was
computed for each contrast. This threshold was determined using 1,000 Monte-Carlo
simulations based on whole-brain fMRI activation, as described elsewhere (Slotnick et al.
2003). The resulting clusters were labelled based on the location of each peak activation
using the in-built Neuromorphometrics and the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas in
SPM12. For illustrations, parameter estimates were extracted from significant clusters in the
group maps using the MarsBar Toolbox in SPM12 (Brett et al. 2002).
Psychophysiological Interactions. Lastly, we investigated the integration of social
processing with vocal motor processing reflected in task-related connectivity changes during
exerting social vocal control with the core vocal motor area in left IFG. To this end, we
computed psychophysiological interactions (PPI) in SPM12. To isolate the individual core
vocal motor area, we constructed VOIs (volumes of interest) based on the peak activation of
the 2nd level group contrast of Go > No-Go trials in left IFG. A sphere of 10 mm radius was
constructed around the peak of this activation map ([-52 12 24]) and used as a mask image to
search for peak activation on a single-subject level with a voxel height threshold of p <.001.
We then defined VOIs on the peak activation for each participant and built individual spheres
with radius of 6 mm (i.e. 3 voxels) around this peak coordinate. The first eigenvariate of the
functional MRI signal change was then extracted from the VOIs and the mean time course
was multiplied by the task regressors. In separate PPI analyses, the task regressors were based
on the following contrasts: 1) Go > No-Go for social modulation trials, and 2) affiliation
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(likeable and hostile) > competence (intelligence) trials. We added these interaction terms for
each model as regressors to the 1st level models, along with the deconvolved source signal of
the VOI and the task regressors. Contrasts between Go and No-Go trials for the relevant
conditions (e.g. social vocal control) were chosen, because we were interested in exploring
mechanisms specific to voice production, while subtracting out other general task-related
effects that were common to both task types (e.g. imagining a social scene). Thus, the
contrast of Go > No-Go allowed us to target the mechanisms specifically involved in
achieving ongoing social voice production.
Statistical analysis of rating data
Vocal modulation performance. The ratings obtained from naïve listeners were analysed in
R (http://www.R-project.org/). To assess the success of the voice manipulations to express
social traits, we calculated the average change in naïve ratings for modulated voices relative
to the normal voice samples, for the intended trait (e.g. comparing “intelligent” ratings for the
normal and “intelligent” trials) and for the other traits (e.g. comparing “intelligent” ratings for
the normal and the “likeable” trials) individually for each speaker and each trait. Thus, we
obtained the change in mean ratings, henceforth ∆ - ratings, from each speaker’s normal
voice as a function of each expressed trait (e.g. intelligent ratings of “intelligent” modulation
– intelligence ratings for the normal voice), and for each trait condition, allowing us to
measure the effectiveness of volitional social trait expression, i.e. the sensitivity and
specificity with which voice changes evoked the intended social trait percepts in listeners.
The ∆ - ratings were then analyzed in the framework of linear mixed effects models for each
trait separately ('lme4' package; Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015). Each model
included the expressed trait as a fixed effect term and speaker as a random intercept to
account for within subject variation. Likelihood ratio tests were performed to test the effect of
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trait expression on the ∆ - ratings, by comparing the models with fixed effects to the null
models with only the random intercepts. We implemented planned treatment contrasts with
the congruent trait rating as a reference, to test directly whether sounds from the congruent
trait condition received significantly higher trait ratings than all other voice modulation
conditions. Statistical significance for all models was set at a Bonferroni corrected
significance level of p =0.013 (for 4 comparisons within each model).
We also contrasted ratings on arousal and valence across the social trait modulations
in the framework of linear mixed effects models, using the expressed trait as a fixed effect
term and the speaker as a random intercept. Here, the mean ratings were entered into the
model, because we aimed to statistically contrast differences in comparison to the normal
voice. Therefore, we again implemented planned treatment contrasts in these models with the
ratings obtained for the normal voice as reference. Again, statistical significance for all
models was set at a Bonferroni corrected significance level of p =0.013 (for 4 comparisons
within each model). Statistical assumptions for all implemented linear mixed effects models
were tested and met.
Social trait space dimensions in voice modulation. To test the differentiation of the trait
categories based on the multivariate naïve ratings (∆ - ratings, which measures the change in
ratings relative to the normal voice on the different traits, as well as arousal and valence), we
computed a linear discriminant analysis in R ('MASS' package; Venables & Ripley, 2002).
The final model included the trait category (i.e. likeable, hostile, intelligent and large) as
dependent variable and the mean – centered change in naïve ratings for the modulated voices
from the normal voice (∆ - ratings) on all trait scales, as well as on arousal and valence, as the
predictor variables. This allowed us to explore the contribution of individual trait and control
(i.e. arousal and valence) ratings to discriminant functions and test whether these would be
differentiable along the conceptual distribution of the affiliation and competence dimension
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of the social trait space (Fiske et al. 2007; McAleer et al. 2014; Belin et al. 2017). In other
words, we tested whether changes in ratings evoked by modulating the voice represent
exaggerations within the trait space.
Results
Behavioural results
Subjective ratings. Subjective performance (as assessed by the talkers themselves) differed
among the social traits expressed in the social vocal control task, χ2(4)=40.26, p<001.
Planned contrasts showed that likeable voice modulations (M=5.37, SD=.64) were perceived
as equally successful as the normal (M=5.68, SD=0.72) voice expression, t=-1.89, p=.06.
That is, normal voice trials sounded as normal as likeable modulations sounded likeable. All
other trait modulations were perceived as less intensely expressed in the voice, yet above the
midpoint of the 7-point Likert scale (hostile: M=5.20, SD=0.61, intelligent: M=4.59,
SD=0.60, large: M=4.97, SD=0.76, all ts < -2.913, all ps<.01). This indicates that participants
felt they were able to do the task, in spite of differences in performance between the traits.
The subjective speaker rating for each recording was included as a parametric modulator in
the fMRI analysis for the respective condition regressor to account for differences in
functional activation related to task difficulty.
Vocal modulation performance. For analysis of the naïve listener ratings, all voices (normal
and modulated) were rated on all trait scales (likeable, hostile, intelligent, large). There was a
significant relative change in the naïve listener ratings evoked from social vocal modulation
in all trait categories relative to normal voice recordings (∆ - ratings), indicating that social
vocal modulation was perceivable by the listeners (all χ2s(3)>29.40, ps<001, see Figure 2).
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Figure 3. Results from univariate repeated-measures ANOVAs for each rated trait category. A. Changes
in trait ratings relative to ratings of each speaker’s normal voice (∆-ratings) as a factor of social trait modulation.
The models represent the comparison of congruent trait ratings to all incongruent trait ratings. B. Changes in
intensity ratings on arousal and valence from normal voices as a factor of social trait modulation. ***p<.001, ns
= not significant. Contrasts were corrected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni correction. Error bars =
standard errors.

Planned contrasts showed that modulated voices expressing likeability were rated as
sounding significantly more likeable than voices expressing other traits (all bs<-1.18, all
ts(72)<-4.87, all ps<.001). Likeable voices were also perceived as more positive (b=-1.11,
t(96)=5.29, p<.001) and higher in arousal than normal voices (b=0.90, t(96)=3.53, p<.001).
Hostile voice modulation lead to significantly greater relative ratings of hostility, than
did likeable modulations (b=-2.68, t(72)=-10.11, p<.001), or intelligent voices (b=-1.76,
t(72)=-6.71, p<.001). Voices expressing larger body-sizes were perceived as similarly hostile
as hostile voices (b=-0.15, t(72)=-0.55, p=.58). Hostile voices were also rated as more
negative (b=-1.39, t(96)=-6.60, p<.001) and higher in arousal than normal voices (b=1.35,
t(96)=5.01, p<.001).
Intelligent voices were perceived as sounding more intelligent than hostile voices
(b=-1.11, t(72)=-5.39, p<.001) or large voices (b=-0.93, t(72)=-4.51, p<.001). Likeable
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Figure 4. Distribution of linear discriminants of each recording resulting from the first two linear
discriminant functions. Colours show the trait expressed by the speakers.

voices also gave relatively increased intelligence ratings, although marginally less so than
intelligent voices (b=-0.40, t(72)=-1.92, p=.059). Intelligent voices were perceived as higher
in arousal (b=1.06, t(96)=3.93, p<.001) but similarly neutral in valence as normal voices (all
bs<0.22, all ts(96)<-1.13, all ps>.05).
Lastly, voices modulated to sound larger induced a positive change in size ratings that was
significantly higher than for likeable voices (b=-1.80, t(72)=-8.60, p<.001) or intelligent
voices (b=-1.17, t(72)=-5.59, p<.001). Large voices were rated similarly large as hostile
voices (b=-0.18, t(72)=-0.88, p=.383), but were perceived as higher in arousal than hostile
voices (b=2.04, t(96)=7.57, p<.001). Large voice modulations were also perceived as more
negative than normal voices (b=-1.27, t(96)=-6.03, p<.001). Taken together, congruent trait
ratings (i.e. when the expressed trait and the rated trait coincided) were generally rated
significantly higher than incongruent trait ratings (i.e. when expressed traits did not coincide
with trait ratings; see Figure 2).
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Figure 4. Vocal Modulation Network: Activation maps. The contrast Go Modulation > Go Normal voice
(red) evoked changes in activation in ACC, IFG, Insula, SMA, SMG, STG. The contrast Go Normal voice > Go
Modulation (blue) showed activation in IPC, MFG, MTG, Precuneus, PCC. ACC = anterior cingulate cortex,
IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, IPC = inferior parietal cortex, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, MTG = middle
temporal gyrus, SMA = supplementary motor area, SMG = supramarginal gyrus, STG = superior termporal
gyrus. L= left, R = right.

Social trait space dimensions in voice modulation. Linear discriminant analysis further
showed a successful differentiation between social voice modulations based on naïve ratings
of traits and ratings of arousal and valence (Wilk’s lambda=.355, F(12,227.8)=7.06, p<.001).
Four recordings were removed as multivariate outliers from the analysis, leaving 92
modulation recordings in the model. The model showed an overall classification accuracy of
57% (95% CI = 0.46, 0.67), which was significantly above the No Information Rate (NIR =
26%, p<.001). Based on the ratings, likeable voices were best differentiated, with high
sensitivity (87%) and specificity (83%), whereas large voices (from the body size condition)
were least classifiable with a sensitivity of 32% but specificity of 87%. A combination of
three linear discriminant functions allowed this classification, whereby the first two linear
discriminants explained 96% of total variance. Based on the modest discriminant power of
the third function, it was not analyzed further. The first function differentiated best between
likeable and hostile voice modulation, accounting for 88% of explained between-group
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Table 1. Functional activations for the contrasts go modulate > go normal voice and go normal > go modulate.
Contrast

Modulation >

k

4817

Region

Hem.

Coordinate

T

Z

x

y

z

-4

68

10.55

6.31

Supplementary motor area

L

0

normal voice

Pre-Supplementary motor area

L

-8

-2

72

9.28

5.93

(go trials)

Anterior cingulate gyrus

L

-4

16

42

8.58

5.69

Inferior frontal gyrus, pars triangularis

L

-38

26

2

6.19

4.7

Inferior frontal gyrus, pars opercularis

L

-56

8

10

5.62

4.41

Insula

L

-32

18

-4

5.54

4.37

Insula

R

48

12

-2

5.87

4.54

Superior temporal gyrus

R

56

8

-4

4.82

3.97

R

62

2

-2

4.7

3.9

L

-52

-36

28

4.9

4.01

0

-28

12

7.5

5.28

R

12

-36

14

5.23

4.2

R

4

-22

24

3.79

3.31

L

-54

-52

46

9.13

5.88

L

-54

-56

32

7.46

5.27

R

54

-54

34

8.92

5.81

R

56

-48

46

8.06

5.50

R

48

-60

36

7.99

5.47

R

6

-42

40

7.57

5.31

R

2

-58

42

6.36

4.78

Superior frontal gyrus

R

26

30

46

7.54

5.30

Middle frontal gyrus

R

40

18

40

6.58

4.89

R

40

28

46

6.31

4.76

L

-34

24

48

6.59

4.89

1290

374

Normal voice

142

Supramarginal gyrus

865

Corpus callosum, posterior part

1215

Inferior parietal cortex

> Modulation
(go trials)

2530

1306
2073

816

554

238

Inferior parietal cortex

Posterior cingulate cortex

Middle frontal gyrus

L

-38

30

44

6.55

4.87

Superior frontal gyrus

L

-22

28

50

5.29

4.24

Middle temporal gyrus

L

-56

-34

-10

6.79

4.98

L

-62

-36

-4

6.4

4.8

L

-58

-24

-16

5.84

4.53

R

62

-22

-14

5.73

4.47

R

58

-6

-24

4.4

3.71

Middle temporal gyrus

108

Cerebellum

L

-38

-74

-34

5.13

4.14

92

Orbital frontal gyrus

R

42

54

-6

5.10

4.13

Middle frontal gyrus

R

46

54

4

4.0

3.45

Note. k, cluster size in number of voxels, Hem., Hemisphere, L, left, R, right. Coordinates are in Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotactic space. p<.001 uncorrected, minimal cluster size: 61 voxels.

variance. Differentiation based on this discriminant function relied on hostile (b=.33), bodysize (b=.50) and likeable (b=-.19) voice ratings, but not intelligence ratings (b=.02). Among
the control ratings, valence ratings (b=-.45) and arousal (b=-.27) also contributed to the
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differentiation. The second discriminant differentiated between intelligent voices and voices
expressing affiliation traits (likeable and hostile voices), accounting for 8% of the betweengroup variance (see Figure 3). Intelligence (b=1.14) ratings loaded on this discriminant in the
opposite direction of hostile (b=-.32), likeable (b=-1.03), as well as body-size ratings (b=.59). Arousal (b=.18) ratings also contributed to this function, whereas valence did not
(b=.02). Thus, the changes in rating behaviour induced by the vocal modulation can be
differentiated relative to the expressed trait and together, reflect the two dimensions of the
social trait space affiliation and competence as reported previously (e.g. Fiske et al. 2007;
McAleer et al. 2014; see Figure 3).

fMRI results
Group contrasts. Voice Modulation as opposed to normal voice (all modulation conditions >
normal voice (Go trials)) induced changes in functional activation in 5 clusters, showing peak
activations in the bilateral insulae, right superior temporal gyrus, left inferior frontal gyrus
(IFG: triangular and opercular portions), supplementary motor area (SMA) and the anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC), left supramarginal gyrus (SMG) and posterior parts of corpus
callosum at a threshold of p<.001, minimal cluster size of k=61 voxels. In contrast, speaking
in a normal voice elicited changes in activation in bilateral inferior parietal cortex (IPC),
bilateral middle frontal gyurs (MFG), bilateral middle temporal gyrus (MTG), posterior
cingulate cortex (PCC), and left cerebellum (see Figure 4 and Table 1).
Social voice modulations compared to nonsocial voice modulations (likeable ∩
hostile ∩ intelligent) > body-size, thresholded at uncorrected p<.001, minimum cluster size of
k=61) induced changes in functional activation in 9 clusters with peak activation in left
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Figure 5. Social voice modulation: Activation maps. The contrast Social > Non-social voice modulation
(yellow) activated areas including the bilateral STS, mPFC, left HC cortex, RSC, lingual gyrus, cuneus and
precuneus (not depicted). Nonsocial > social voice change (green) lead to changes in activation in left triangular
parts of the IFG. IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, mPFC = medial prefrontal cortex, HC = Hippocampus, RSC =
retrospenial cortex, STS = superior temporal sulcus. L= left, R = right.

Table 2. Functional activations for the contrasts social > nonsocial modulation and nonsocial > social modulation.
Contrast

Social > Non-

k

1930

Region

Lingual Gyrus

Hem.

L

social voice
change
(go trials)

x

y

z

T

Z

-8

-78

-6

6.61

4.90

-10

-84

0

6.43

4.81

0

-88

0

5.77

4.49

86

Precuneus

L

-20

-48

36

5.02

4.08

62

Cuneus

L

-20

-92

20

4.17

3.56

-22

-86

32

3.83

3.33

105

Hippocampus

L

-22

-20

-14

4.85

3.98

111

Ventral medial prefrontal cortex

L

-6

44

-12

4.68

3.88

-12

48

-6

3.86

3.36

69

Dorsal medial prefrontal cortex

L

-4

62

28

4.45

3.45

122

Superior temporal sulcus

L

-58

-8

-16

4.17

3.56

-48

-6

-18

4.15

3.55

-54

-18

-16

4.02

3.46

52

-8

-18

4.63

3.85

58

-14

-14

4.18

3.57

L

-6

-40

6

3.9

3.38

R

2

-46

12

3.81

3.32

L

-44

46

16

4.96

4.05

144
68
Nonsocial >

Coordinate

65

Superior temporal sulcus
Retrosplenial cortex
Inferior frontal gyrus, pars triangularis

R

Social voice
change
(go trials)

Note. k, cluster size in number of voxels, Hem., Hemisphere, L, left, R, right. Coordinates are in Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotactic space. p<.001 uncorrected, minimal cluster size: 61 voxels.
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hippocampus (HC), dorsal and ventral portions of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), left
cuneus and precuneus, bilateral lingual gyri, bilateral superior temporal sulci (STS) and
bilateral retrosplenial cortex. In contrast, nonsocial voice modulations (body-size > likeable
∩ hostile ∩ intelligent) compared to social voice changes engaged left-lateralized regions in
the triangular portions of the IFG (see Figure 5 and Table 2).
During vocal modulation along the affiliation dimension of the social trait space
(hostile ∩ likeable > intelligent, thresholded at p<.001, minimum cluster size of k=58), we
found functional activation changes in the left amygdala, the right posterior STS/temporoparietal junction (TPJ), right SMG, right precentral gyrus and an activation cluster spanning
from posterior cingulate cortex to the precuneus. The competence dimension (intelligent >
hostile ∩ likeable) induced activation changes in 4 clusters, including a cluster in the left
IFG, spanning opercular and triangular portions and into medial frontal gyrus, inferior frontal
gyrus pars orbitalis, bilateral superior frontal gyrus, including SMA, as well as a cluster
spanning over lingual gyrus bilaterally and left cuneus/calcarine gyrus (see Figure 6 and
Table 3).
PPI. The PPI analysis revealed changes in functional connectivity of the left IFG with
regions in dorsal mPFC, right putamen, left posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and precuneus,
middle cingulate cortex, right posterior insula, right IFG (opercula and triangular portions)
and cerebellum during social voice modulation trials (Go > No-Go social voice modulation).
Inversely, during No-Go social modulation trials, functional connectivity increased between
IFG and left anterior insula (see Figure 7 and Table 4). During trials requiring vocal
modulation along the affiliation dimension, we observed changes in functional connectivity
between the IFG and clusters in the dorsal striatum (spanning to anterior insula), middle and
posterior portions of right STS, and right triangular and orbital portions of the IFG (see
Figure 7 and Table 4). There was no meaningful change in functional connectivity between
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Figure 6. Social trait space modulation: Activation maps and parameter estimates. The contrast Affiliation
> Competence (blue) induced changes in activation in clusters including right TPJ, right SMG, precuneus,
bilateral AMY. The contrast Competence > Affiliation (red) evoked BOLD changes in left IFG pars opercularis
and pars triangularis, ACC, SMA, cuneus and lingual gyrus. Parameter estimates illustrate evoked changes in
response to each modulation condition. ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, AMY = amygdala, IFG = inferior
frontal gyrus, mPFC = medial prefrontal cortex, HC = Hippocampus, PCC = posterior cingulate cortex, SMA =
supplementary motor area, SMG = supramarginal gyrus. Bar plots illustrate parameter estimates (arbitrary units)
in the significant cluster per condition compared to rest, error bars = standard errors. L= left, R = right.

the left IFG and other brain regions during competence voice modulation (see also
supplementary materials S3). All contrasts were thresholded at uncorrected p<.001, minimal
cluster size of 58 voxels.
Discussion
The voice is both a dynamic social behaviour and a rich source of information about a person.
Successful modulation of the voice to express socially relevant information is an important
contributor to achieving interactional and communicative goals. In this study, we found
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Table 3. Functional activations for the contrasts Affiliation > Competence and Competence > Affiliation
modulation.
Contrast
Affiliation >

k
912

Region

219

T

Z

y

z

L

-12

-42

50

7.47

5.27

R

2

-42

48

5.08

4.12

Posterior cingulate gyurs

R

12

-34

44

4.77

3.94

Supramarginal gyrus

R

60

-44

38

5.64

4.42

58

-36

32

4.97

4.05

48

-28

32

4.43

3.73

46

-54

14

5.29

4.24

56

-58

10

5.02

4.08

-18

4

-10

5.27

4.23

Precuneus

Posterior superior temporal sulcus / Temporo-

R

parietal junction

Competence >

Coordinate
x

Competence
711

Hem.

97

Amygdala

L

74

Precentral gyrus

R

54

-2

10

4.24

3.60

2526

Cuneus

L

-10

-90

2

8.28

5.58

Lingual gyrus

L

-8

-80

-2

7.79

5.40

0

-84

-2

7.61

5.33

-26

20

56

6.61

4.9

-10

34

54

6.05

4.63

Affiliation

Calcarine gyrus
2026

1218

67

Superior frontal gyrus

L

0

26

46

5.33

4.26

Inferior frontal gyrus, pars triangularis

L

-48

26

12

6.0

4.61

Middle frontal gyrus

L

-42

48

0

5.65

4.43

-34

58

12

5.20

4.19

-36

30

-6

4.81

3.96

Inferior frontal gyrus, pars orbitalis

L

Note. k, cluster size in number of voxels, Hem., Hemisphere, L, left, R, right. Coordinates are in Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotactic space. p<.001 uncorrected, minimal cluster size: 58 voxels.

support for our hypotheses: First, we showed that social trait judgements are modulated along
the social trait space dimensions as a function of social trait expression in voices. Second,
neural activation data showed activation of processing networks related to social trait
processing (STS, pSTS/TPJ, mPFC, Precuneus) and vocomotor control (left IFG, SMA,
SMG, ACC) during the performance of voluntary, socially-relevant vocal modulation.
Finally, functional connectivity analyses suggest an interaction between the left IFG and the
social brain network during the performance of social vocal modulations.
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Figure 7. PPI analysis connectivity maps, seed: left IFG. Go Social > No-Go Social Voice Modulation
(yellow). During social voice modulation left IFG was functionally connected to regions including the medial
prefrontal regions, posterior cingulate cortex, BG and right IFG. Affiliation > Competence modulation (blue).
Connectivity with the left IFG increased during social voice modulation along the affiliation continuum with
right STS and IFG, as well as two clusters in the basal ganglia including (dorsal striatum). Seed: left IFG. BG =
basal ganglia, dmPFC = dorso-medial prefrontal cortex, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, PCC = posterior cingulate
cortex. L= left, R = right.

Vocal control of social traits expression
Our behavioural data showed that volitional expression of social traits in the voice was not
only recognizable as a voice change, but effective in its intention: it led to specific changes in
perceptual ratings relevant to the targeted social trait. One previous study has investigated
vocal modulation to express trait information (Hughes et al. 2014). In this study, the
modulated speech exemplars were sequences of numbers, which were rated by naïve listeners
and compared to the rating of the normal voice for the congruent social trait only. We extend
these findings, showing evidence for specificity and effectiveness of vocal modulations.
Further, we show that social voice modulations during speaking of pseudowords are
differentiable for naïve listeners on a multivariate level, and that the change in rating
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Table 4. Results of the PPI analysis.
Contrast

k

Region

Hem.

Seed: L IFG
Go > No Go

718

Posterior cingulate cortex

L

(social modulation)
R

T

Z

x

y

z

-10

-42

22

6.81

4.99

-4

-50

28

4.61

3.84

4

-46

32

4.52

3.79

60

Middle cingulate cortex

L

-2

-30

44

4.42

3.72

103

Dorsal striatum

R

30

-22

4

5.67

4.44

67

Posterior Insula

R

28

-6

22

5.02

4.09

32

-14

20

4.49

3.77

6

62

28

4.67

3.87

4

58

38

4.14

3.54

20

62

26

3.82

3.33

50

16

20

5.19

4.18

208

283

140

No Go > Go

Coordinate

Dorsal medial prefrontal cortex

R

Inferior frontal gyrus, pars triangularis

R

48

30

14

4.37

3.69

Inferior frontal gyrus, pars opercularis

R

50

8

22

4.87

4.0

Cerebellum

L

-26

-76

-32

4.77

3.87

-32

-68

-34

4.2

3.39

-40

-60

-36

3.82

3.33

79

Anterior Insula

L

-26

26

6

5.18

4.18

165

Dorsal Striatum

R

16

-2

4

5.49

4.35

(social modulation)
Affiliation >
Competence
160

65
102
88

R

28

6

2

4.47

3.75

Anterior Insula

R

30

24

14

4.33

3.74

Superior temporal sulcus

R

52

-14

4

4.77

3.93

50

-28

-4

4.68

3.88

46

-34

0

4.44

3.74

44

22

10

4.69

3.89

38

28

10

3.70

3.25

36

12

36

4.66

3.87

28

14

46

4.24

3.61

44

44

-10

4.26

3.62

50

44

2

3.82

3.33

30

44

-8

3.75

3.28

Inferior frontal gyrus, pars triangularis
Middle frontal gyrus
Inferior frontal gyrus, pars orbitalis

R
R
R

Note. k, cluster size in number of voxels, Hem., Hemisphere, L, left, R, right. Coordinates are in Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotactic space. p<.001 uncorrected, minimal cluster size: 58 voxels.

behaviour relative to hearing normal voices was best discriminated on two discriminants
relating to the affiliation and competence dimensions of the social trait space. Our data
therefore suggest that voluntary social vocal modulations evoke a change in perception of the
speaker’s voice, which can amplify a social trait rating relative to their normal voice.
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We observed that vocal modulations to increase perceived body size and hostility
were most often perceptually confused compared to the other modulation conditions. This
might be driven by the fact that acoustic information related to body size, the body size
projection, is an important contributor to perceptions of emotions in voices
(Chuenwattanapranithi et al. 2009). Anger in particular, is related to an increased body size
projection through vocal tract elongation. Although in this work, we did not ask speakers to
express any emotion, we acknowledge that expressing hostility and anger might have similar
social implication, i.e. to keep a safe distance from a speaker. Nevertheless speakers reported
very differentiable scenarios during the hostile compared to the large voice modulations (e.g.
“speaking louder” when trying to increase body-size versus “speaking to somebody I don’t
like” during expression of vocal hostility). This differentiation was observable in speakers on
the neural level, where only the supplementary motor area (SMA) showed overlapping in
functional engagement during the two conditions (see supplement S4). This implies
differentiable underlying social cognitive processes when modulating the voice to express a
large body size versus hostility, in the face of perceptual confusion of body-size and hostility
on the receiver end.
Trait judgements in the social space have been replicated extensively (reviewed by
Fiske et al., 2007) and might reflect domain-general processing of information about the
intentions of others, including judgements of personality from voices (McAleer et al. 2014;
Baus et al. 2019), faces (Todorov, Said, et al. 2008) or stereotyping of social groups (Fiske et
al. 2002). Although the voice has predominately been studied as a vehicle for spoken
language, theorists have described speech as actions primarily carrying intentional force
(Austin 1975; Grice 1975). In fact, the voice is primarily a tool for interpersonal
communication – vocal behaviour mainly occurs when there is an intention to communicate
information to others. Thus, the voice is an important source of information about a speaker’s
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intentions. Our data underline the potential social benefit that could arise from successful
vocal modulations in interactions with others, whether to express liking, maintain distance, or
convey competence.
Proficiency in the volitional control of social expression in the voice might be an
important contributor to successfully managing impressions in a variety of social situations,
from job interviews (Schroeder and Epley 2015) to political campaigns (Pavela Banai et al.
2017). As such, it could be a strategic tool with which social opportunists might manage
another’s impressions to achieve beneficial outcomes. One previous study has explored the
effect of affective subcomponents of the psychopathic personality on prosody perception
networks (Aziz-Zadeh et al. 2010). This study suggested a positive association between
affective empathy levels and functional activation in common motor and perception regions
during listening to affective prosody. However, whilst showing decreased sensitivity to socioaffective cues (Blair et al. 2007), individuals scoring high on psychopathy are particularly
effective in volitional affective facial expressions (Book et al. 2015) and unimpaired in
social-cognitive tasks (Theory of Mind abilities; Winter, Spengler, Bermpohl, Singer, &
Kanske, 2017). Whether this extends to the voice - that is, whether trait cognitive versus
affective empathy also has an effect on social voice modulation efficiency - remains unclear.
Thus, the potential dissociation between perceptual sensitivity to spontaneous social cues as
compared to the production of volitional social cues might be an important avenue for future
studies.
The VMN in voluntary voice modulation
We report a modulation network engaged in voluntary vocal control in left IFG, ACC, SMA,
SMG, STG and insula. This network overlaps largely with the previously reported vocomotor
network (VMN) involved in voluntary vocal control (left IFG, SMA, SMG, ACC, STC and
insula; Barrett et al., 2004; Golestani & Pallier, 2007; McGettigan et al., 2013; Peschke,
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Ziegler, Eisenberger, & Baumgaertner, 2012; Pisanski, Cartei, et al., 2016; Reiterer, Hu,
Sumathi, & Singh, 2013; Simmonds, Leech, Iverson, & Wise, 2014). Our experimental set-up
allowed us to compare specifically which parts of the VMN are centrally engaged in nonsocial aspects of vocal control, by asking participants to modulate the expression of body
size. Here, particularly left IFG (pars triangularis), showed significant changes in activation
when speakers produced vocal modulation without social content. The left IFG is a central
structure of the volitional vocal control network involved in all aspects of vocalization
(laryngeal, orofacial and respiratory control; reviewed by Simonyan & Horwitz, 2011). It is
anatomically connected to ACC and the laryngeal and facial motor areas in the primary motor
and ventral premotor cortex. Representing sound maps for feed-forward processing
(Tourville and Guenther 2011), as well as for motor coordination, l-IFG exerts top-down
inhibitory control of the subcortical affective vocal network via the ACC (Hage and Nieder
2016). We corroborate the central role of left IFG in voluntary vocal control. Moreover, vocal
body-size modulations are typically associated with changes of both fundamental frequency
and formant frequencies (Pisanski, Mora, et al. 2016). The triangular part of the l-IFG shows
enhanced activation during modulation of prosodic information of the voice (Agnew et al.
2017) and is involved in semantic processing of vocal information during speech perception
(Gough et al. 2005). Keeping with these findings, our findings support the notion that l-IFG
(in particular pars triangularis) provides input into the formation of sound maps for speech
that encompass supra-segmental and prosodic vocal meaning.
Neural mechanisms underlying social voice modulation
Our social vocal control task required participants to modulate their voice to express social
traits. We hypothesised that this task engages the SBN, a set of regions related to social
cognitive functions, including social trait and self-referential processing. In line with our
hypothesis, the social vocal modulation conditions (hostile, likeable, intelligent) engaged the
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dorsal and ventral portions of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), the bilateral superior
temporal sulci (STS), left hippocampal formation and precuneus more strongly than the nonsocial vocal modulation condition (body size). These areas comprise the SBN (Van
Overwalle 2009; Schurz et al. 2014), and have been partly implicated in previous studies
requiring socially meaningful voice production, during impersonations (McGettigan et al.
2013; Brown et al. 2019) or while volitionally modulating the voice within a social contexts
(Klasen et al. 2018). In the current study, we show the first evidence for engagement of social
processing areas during voluntary voice change to express beneficial social traits.
MPFC is a core SBN area involved in domain-general social cognitive processing
(Bzdok et al., 2012; Molenberghs, Johnson, Henry, & Mattingley, 2016; Schurz et al., 2014;
for review see Van Overwalle, 2009) and mental state inference from vocal cues (Dricu and
Frühholz 2016). Importantly, mPFC is suggested to represent social knowledge (Krueger et
al. 2009), related to the social trait space (Van Overwalle 2009; Ma et al. 2011, 2012, 2014,
2016; Van Overwalle et al. 2016) in reference to others and the self (Nicolle et al. 2012; see
also meta-analytic evidence of mPFC representation of the psychological self in Hu et al.
2016). Our findings corroborate the involvement of mPFC in processing related to social trait
knowledge and importantly, extend previous work in showing its involvement in social
evaluation, related to both others’ and own actions towards others. In the present study, we
manipulated the modulation of the voice to express social traits, which can be understood as a
goal-directed social behaviour (Wolpert et al. 2003). Such voluntary social behaviour has
been suggested to rely on mPFC engagement (Thornton et al. 2019), with specific roles for
ventral and dorsal regions (Krueger et al. 2009). While dorsal mPFC is thought to represent
social goal orientation and execution, ventral mPFC activation reflects self-relevant outcome
expectations by modelling social behaviour (Nicolle et al. 2012) based on social trait
knowledge (Ma et al. 2014). In support, we found both ventral and dorsal regions in mPFC
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are engaged during social voice change. Moreover, specifically dorsal mPFC was
functionally connected to l-IFG during socially modulated speech, suggesting it may serve as
an input region to l-IFG. We therefore suggest that engagement of mPFC in this study might
reflect the speaker accessing social trait knowledge to inform the formation of specific trait
related vocomotor maps to achieve goal-directed vocal adjustments.
Together with mPFC, middle parts of the STS showed enhanced activation during
social vocal control conditions. The STC contains both emotion-sensitive (Kreifelts et al.
2009) and voice-sensitive (Belin et al. 2000) areas, and similarly to the fusiform gyrus for
face processing, has been reported to be involved in voice identity processing (Belin and
Zatorre 2003; Schall et al. 2014) and expression (McGettigan et al. 2013). While STG is
involved in auditory prediction modelling during vocal control (e.g. Frühholz et al., 2015;
conceptualized in the DIVA-Model of speech production by Tourville & Guenther, 2011),
STS is reliably involved in inferring communicative intent from observed actions (e.g.
Redcay et al., 2016; Schurz et al., 2014). Our current findings suggest that activity in the STS
might not only be related to processing intention in others, but communicating one’s own
social intentions to others, too.
Lastly, precuneus involvement is seen in tasks requiring social trait inference (Tavares
et al. 2015; Ma et al. 2016; Van Overwalle et al. 2016) and self-referential processing (Hu et
al. 2016). Interestingly, precuneus was the only classic social brain area to be more strongly
engaged during normal compared to modulated voice production, supporting previous work
suggesting the role of precuneus in self-referential processing (Cabanis et al. 2013).
Nevertheless, more work is needed to understand the specific neural and cognitive
mechanisms involved in active social behaviour, particularly in interactive settings that allow
us to capture the entirety of social interactions, i.e. the action-feedback loop between two
interlocutors.
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Differentiation of social trait space dimensions in the voice. Although some evidence
points to an integrated, common trait code processing in mPFC and precuneus (Tavares et al.
2015; Ma et al. 2016; Van Overwalle et al. 2016), these studies either did not directly
compare the two trait dimensions (Ma et al. 2016) or showed differences in the valence of the
dimensions (Van Overwalle et al. 2016). Our data suggest that vocal control to express these
two components is associated with separable sites of activation and different functional
connectivity patterns with vocomotor control networks. Whereas expression of the
competence trait led to a stronger engagement of vocomotor control areas in IFG and SMA,
affiliative modulations elicited greater activity in a right-dominant network of pSTS/TPJ,
SMG, PCC and the left amygdala.
The affiliation dimension connotes positive or negative intentions towards others,
whereas the competence dimension suggests potency or power to act on such intentions
(Fiske et al. 2007). We found that posterior portions of the STS/TPJ were engaged during
expression of affiliative information in voices. Processing in the pSTS/TPJ region is
particularly dedicated to evaluating others’ immediate intentions (Saxe & Powell, 2006; for
meta-analytic results see: Molenberghs et al., 2016; Schurz et al., 2014; Van Overwalle,
2009) when they are socially significant (Redcay et al. 2010). Given that the affiliation
dimension is of high social significance, functional processing in pSTS/TPJ might
specifically subserve basic intention encoding of a speaker’s own intentions to achieve
volitional vocal expression. Keeping with this interpretation, another structure specifically
engaged during affiliative vocal modulation was the amygdala, which has frequently been
associated with processing behaviourally relevant and salient stimuli (Ewbank et al. 2009).
Previous voice research has shown that the amygdala is reactive to affective content in voices
(Frühholz and Grandjean 2013; Dricu and Frühholz 2016; Pannese et al. 2016), and is
involved in regulating emotional vocal output behaviour (Pichon and Kell 2013; Frühholz et
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al. 2015). We found that amygdala activation was most pronounced during hostile vocal
modulation along the affiliation dimension - this is in line with an affective processing
account (LeDoux 2012), but also with previous work showing the amygdala’s involvement in
encoding stereotypical information along the affiliation dimension in faces (Engell et al.
2007; Todorov, Baron, et al. 2008; Todorov, Said, et al. 2008).
We observed that intelligent voice modulations were less distinctly perceived than the
likeability or hostility expressions. In a perceptual study, a similar network of pSTS/TPJ,
SMG, medial portions of STS, PCC, ventral mPFC and amygdala emerged when subjects
heard clearly expressed vocal intentions as opposed to ambiguous recordings (Hellbernd and
Sammler 2018). Ambiguous expressions engaged SMA, IFG and insula, regions that overlap
partly with the competence-related activations we report. The increased engagement of
motor-related regions in our study therefore might be due to effects of difficulty in
formulating the vocomotor plan to sound “intelligent”, leading to perceptually ambiguous
expressions. In fact, the fMRI participants judged their own intelligent vocal modulations as
less successful than other trait modulations (see supplement S2). Although we accounted for
such differences in task difficulty by introducing parametric modulators based on the selfratings in the statistical models, further studies manipulating social vocal control on both
dimensions and reflecting both poles (i.e. decreased as well as increased intelligence) will be
needed to differentiate whether the topographical activation differences observed in the
current study reflect social or vocomotor processing differences.
Linking social information with motor planning
Our results investigated the interplay of the VMN and SBN in the support of social
voice modulation, by examining task-related changes in the functional connectivity of the left
IFG. The l-IFG is the central executor providing speech sound maps for voluntary
vocalizations (Tourville and Guenther 2011). As a primary input region to the vocomotor
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network, IFG might serve as a hub for integrating social and vocal information, which is then
used to create sound templates for vocomotor translation. We found that SBN regions
emerged as being functionally coupled with l-IFG during socially motivated voice production
- namely dorsal mPFC, precuneus, right IFG – as well as regions in the basal ganglia.
Expressing affiliative information in the voice (speaking in a likeable or hostile voice)
revealed additional functional connectivity with right STS. This suggests that during ongoing
voice production, social cognitive computations work together with l-IFG to inform motor
coordination of the vocal tract. Interestingly, only dorsal mPFC showed significant functional
connectivity with l-IFG during social vocal control, but not ventral mPFC. Dorsal mPFC is
structurally connected with premotor and somatosensory areas (Öngür et al. 2003), and has
been associated with own choice execution (Nicolle et al. 2012) and representing goal
oriented social schemata (Krueger et al. 2009). The basal ganglia are part of a subcortical
network involved in emotional prosody production (Aziz-Zadeh et al. 2010; Laukka et al.
2011; Pichon and Kell 2013; Frühholz et al. 2015; Mitchell et al. 2016) and are thought to
have regulatory functional connectivity with the amygdala, motor and auditory cortices
during affective vocal control (Pichon and Kell 2013; Frühholz et al. 2015; Klaas et al. 2015).
Specifically, ventral and dorsal striatum show distinct roles during emotional versus neutral
prosody in motor control planning and executing motor plans, respectively (Pichon and Kell
2013). In this previous study, the dorsal striatum was functionally connected to hippocampus,
amygdala and motor cortices during angry prosody production. We corroborate these findings
showing increased functional connectivity between dorsal striatal regions and l-IFG
specifically for ongoing affiliative vocal control and engagement during voice production
trials specifically (Go vs. No-Go trials; see supplementary data S3 Table 1). This supports the
involvement of the dorsal striatum in volitional vocal control (Laukka et al. 2011), but
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suggests that this involvement is not exclusively due to affect, but might be a more
generalized function for socially relevant volitional vocal modulations.
Limitations. We acknowledge important differences between the experimental balancing of
the two conditions: where both poles of the affiliation dimension were manipulated in the
design, only one pole of the competence dimension was implemented. This is because we set
out to test specifically the expression of beneficial social traits, in the sense that sounding
likeable, hostile, and intelligent are helpful in achieving desired interactional outcomes.
Whereas trying to come across as intelligent or creating distance or proximity to others may
be beneficial, sounding deliberately unintelligent might not naturally lead to valuable
outcome. Nevertheless, this imbalance might have impacted comparison between the two
dimensions. In addition, although vocal modulations were effective in our study, we cannot
account for individual differences in the strategies used to carry out the task. Speakers mainly
reported imagining speaking to a known person towards whom they would have liked to
express the traits presented, or to whom they had done so in the past. However, this might not
be an analogue to how such processes would unfold in novel real-life interactions, and more
studies are aiming to provide direct social interaction in fMRI settings to raise ecological
validity (Schilbach 2016). Moreover, volitional voice modulation might present a very
specific social situation which is rarely practised with such purity in everyday life. We
suggest, however, that while voice manipulations may often be the result of spontaneous
reactions, the extent of humans’ flexible control over vocal expression allows for
modulations to be strategically employed in interactions with others.
Lastly, we acknowledge that the majority of speakers were female (n=21). Few
studies have shown sex-related differences in vocal modulation strategies during courtship,
(e.g. Fraccaro et al. 2013; Pisanski et al. 2018). In this study, we were interested in the
perceptual effects of vocally expressing socially desirable traits. In fact, relating to the social
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voice space, McAleer and colleagues (2014) report a consistent pattern in the perception of
traits in listeners’ ratings of male and female neutral voices (with the exception of perceived
attractiveness). This supports the notion that despite the different acoustic modulation
strategies that could be present in male and female speaking styles, they nonetheless lead to
similar ends in terms of the impressions made on listeners. In fact, to our knowledge only one
study has directly investigated volitional vocal control in males and females, suggesting
similar efficacy in vocal modulation for most social traits, apart from expressions of
confidence (Hughes et al. 2014). Future studies should nevertheless aim to obtain more
balanced samples of gender identities to explore potential differences in social voice change
and its neural mechanisms.
Conclusions and Outlook. A number of questions arise from our findings. Our results
suggest that social brain areas work together with vocomotor control areas to achieve social
vocal control. Although providing some first conclusive results, the underlying neural
mechanisms remain unclear, such as which specific social processing functions underlie
activation in social brain areas during this type of voice modulation. Moreover, future studies
could investigate how individual differences in the efficacy of social voice modulation relate
to different levels of social reactivity and mentalizing. For example, are more empathic
individuals also better at encoding social information in their voice? Additionally, it remains
to be determined how vocal modulation skills arise, as they comprise both social knowledge
and fine-tuned motor control. Do we instinctively learn to express social information in the
voice in the same way that we learn to speak, via our innate capacity as vocal learners?
Lastly, we have introduced an intuitive vocal modulation task that requires targeted social
evaluation and forecasting: this could be a candidate for theory of mind tasks of social
expression that could be implemented in isolated and dialogic scenarios.
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This study advances our understanding of the neural mechanisms involved in
intentional vocal modulation during encoding of social trait information. We suggest that
social vocal control can be exerted to reinforce percepts of traits across the social voice space
and is therefore effective in conveying self-referential social intent. Our findings suggest that
vocomotor control areas work together with social brain networks to achieve social vocal
modulations, thereby extending previous work focussing on affective voice modulation. We
suggest that precuneus and mPFC might be engaged in goal- and outcome-oriented selfreferential trait processing, while STS activity might relate to intention encoding to achieve
volitional social voice change. In sum, this study underlines the importance of the voice as a
social behaviour and suggests that vocomotor networks interact with social processing
streams to achieve dynamic vocal behaviours, with goal-directed social effects.
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Supplementary Materials
S1. Social trait scenarios

Participants received a short introduction to the social traits for the vocal modulation task
prior to scanning. During this training session, all speakers were given the same instructions
for each social trait, including ‘Normal: Speak in your normal voice and without trying to
express anything in particular’, ‘Intelligent: Speak as if you were at a scholarly conference
giving a presentation’, ‘Likeable: Speak as if you were trying to be liked by someone else, that
you admire or try to make new friends`, ‘Hostile: Speak as if you want to distance yourself
from someone, whom you strongly dislike or who has attacked you in the past’ and ‘Large:
Speak as if you were trying to sound physically taller than you are’.

S2. Post-hoc contrasts: Subjective performance ratings

We obtained subjective trial-by-trial performance ratings (self-ratings) in a post-scanner
session as reported in the main text. Here, speakers were presented with all in-scanner
recordings and asked to rate how intensely they had managed to express the target trait on a
7-point Likert scale ranging from (1 not at all, and 7 very much). We conducted additional
post-hoc Tukey contrasts to explore how the trait ratings differed from each other. These
contrasts showed that speakers felt that they portrayed intelligence least intensely (M=4.59),
showing a significant mean difference from hostility (M=-0.61, p<.01), likeability (M=-0.78,
p<.001) and their normal voice (M=-1.1, p<.001). Hostility (M=-0.48, p<.05) and body size
(M=-0.72, p<.001) were also expressed less intensely compared to normal voice. All post-hoc
comparisons were Bonferroni corrected (see S2 Figure 1 below).
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S2 Figure 1. Bar plot of speakers’ subjective mean intensity ratings for each expressed social

trait and results from post-hoc contrasts. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, error bars =
standard errors.

S3. Psychophysiological Interaction Analysis
S3 Table 1. Functional connectivity analysis during Go trials of social trait space voice

modulations. Results of the PPI analysis of contrasts Go Affiliation > No-Go Affiliation. No
voxels survived the contrasts Go Competence > No-Go Competence or No-Go > Go
Competence modulation.

Contrast

k

Region

Hem.

Seed: L IFG
Go > No Go

Z

y

z

-10

-44

20

6.34

4.78

-4

-48

2

5.19

4.18

4

-46

28

5.02

4.08

R

4

58

34

5.37

4.28

L

-4

50

44

4.98

4.06

Supplementary motor area

L

-10

20

66

4.96

4.05

Inferior frontal gyrus pars opercularis

R

48

16

22

5.07

4.11

44

14

30

4.41

3.71

Inferior frontal gyrus pars triangularis

R

56

28

16

4.27

3.63

58

Dorsal striatum

R

26

-20

4

4.47

3.75

20

-16

8

3.64

3.20

77

Anterior Insula

R

30

30

10

4.39

3.70

28

22

8

4.04

3.47

1812

Posterior cingulate cortex

L

R
832

224

(Affiliation)

T

x

(Affiliation)

No Go > Go

Coordinate

Medial prefrontal cortex

Note. k, cluster size in number of voxels, Hem., Hemisphere, L, left, R, right. Coordinates are in Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotactic space. p<.001 uncorrected, minimal cluster size: 58 voxels.
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S4. Differential functional neural involvement during body-size and hostile voice modulations.
S4 Figure 1. Activation maps for the contrast Go Large > Go Normal (red), Go Hostile > Go

Normal (blue) and the overlap between Go Large ∩ Go Hostile > Go Normal (purple).
Overlapping activation is located in SMA. ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, aIns = anterior
Insula, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, MCC = middle cingulate cortex, SMA = supplementary
motor cortex. L= left, R = right.
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S4 Table 1. Functional activations for the contrasts go large > go normal voice and go hostile

> go normal.
Contrast

Large

k

Region

Hem.

Coordinate
x

y

z

T

Z

>

64

Supplementary motor area

L

-2

-4

70

7.63

5.33

normal voice

37

Inferior frontal gyrus, pars opercularis
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10

16

7.22

5.17

(go trials)

73

Anterior cingulate cortex
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26

36

6.99

5.07

Hostile

>

Supplementary motor area
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-6

18

42

6.57

4.88

8

Anterior Insula

L

-36

24

0

6.38

4.79

296

Supplementary motor area

R

6

-2

70

8.13

5.53

R

4

6

68

7.44

5.26

Superior frontal gyrus

L

-12

2

72

7.49

5.28

130

Middle cingulate cortex

R

2

16

30

7.42

5.25

78

Anterior Insula

R

42

12

0

7.92

5.45

9

Anterior Insula

L

-32

10

-18

6.97

5.06

5

Anterior Insula

L

-42

6

2

6.44

4.82

47

Retrosplenial cortex

0

-32

6

6.68

4.93

29

Corpus callosum

L

-4

-4

24

8.30

5.59

R

4

-4

26

7.03

5.09

R

62

-28

28

6.73

4.95

normal voice
(go trials)

10

Supramarginal Gyrus

Note. k, cluster size in number of voxels, Hem., Hemisphere, L, left, R, right. Coordinates are in Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotactic space. p<.05 FEW corrected, minimal cluster size: 5 voxels.
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2.3 Study 3: What makes a vocal chameleon? Individual differences in social vocal
control are reflected in activation of vocal motor and social processing regions.3

3

Guldner, S., Nees, F., Flor, H., McGettigan, C. (2020). What makes a vocal chameleon? Individual differences
in social vocal control are reflected in activation of vocal motor and social processing regions.
Manuscript in preparation.
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Abstract
In our everyday life we coordinate numerous social interactions using our voice. Such social
vocal control relies on an interplay of functional processing in networks involved in
vocomotor control and social interaction. Individual differences in social reactivity might
support the efficacy with which social information is encoded in the voice. Moreover, the
strategic modulation of the voice to express beneficial social traits (such as likeability) might
contribute to the aptitude with which people with exploitative social styles engage in social
interactions. Yet we understand little about the psychological and neurophysiological
mechanisms that contribute to successful vocal modulation. We used functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) to investigate the relationship of cognitive and affective empathy,
psychopathic and Machiavellistic traits to social vocal control and its neural correlates.
Twenty-four right-handed, native British English speakers (twenty females)
modulated their voice to communicate social traits (sounding likeable, hostile, and
intelligent) while undergoing a rapid-sparse fMRI protocol. Performance in social vocal
control was operationalized as the specificity with which speakers evoked trait percepts in an
independent group of naïve listeners. Speakers’ empathy levels, as well as psychopathic and
Machiavellistic traits, were assessed using self-report questionnaires.
Better performance in social vocal control was related to increased functional
activation in brain regions associated with socio-cognitive processing and vocal control (TPJ,
SMG, premotor cortex). Machiavellistic traits were positively associated with portraying
likeability in the voice, but this was not reflected in the neural level. Exploratory analyses
showed that, during likeable voice production, lower cognitive and affective empathy as well
as higher psychopathic traits were associated with higher activation levels in brain regions
involved in social processing (orbital IFG, mPFC, STS TPJ, precuneus). These findings
highlight the psychological and neural mechanisms involved in strategic social voice
modulation, suggesting differential processing to achieve voice modulations in a combined
network of vocal control and social processing streams.
Keywords: Vocal control, Social interactions, Empathy, fMRI, Machiavelliansim
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Highlights:
-

Ability to express specific social traits in voices is associated with activation in brain
regions involved in vocal motor and social processing

-

Social reactivity indices in speakers is not associated with performance in volitionally
expressing social information in the voice

-

Self-reported levels of Machiavellianism are associated with better performance in
volitional vocal expressions of likeability

-

Producing a likeable voice differentially engages brain areas involved in social
processing depending on the speaker’s self-reported cognitive and affective empathy
levels.
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What makes a vocal chameleon? Individual differences in social vocal control are reflected in
activation of vocal motor and social processing regions
Vocal behaviour is a predominantly social signal and the primary channel for social
communication. Listeners form impressions about social attributes and personality traits from
speakers’ voices rapidly (McAleer, Todorov, & Belin, 2014) and reliably (Mahrholz, Belin, &
McAleer, 2018) along stereotypical dimensions of affiliation and competence (Fiske, Cuddy,
Glick, & Xu, 2002; McAleer et al., 2014). These are often generalized to other personality
characteristics (Hughes & Miller, 2016; Montepare & Zebrowitz-McArthur, 1987;
Zuckerman & Driver, 1989), and have far-reaching social consequences (O’Connor &
Barclay, 2017; Pavela Banai, Banai, & Bovan, 2017; Schroeder & Epley, 2015; Tigue, Borak,
O’Connor, Schandl, & Feinberg, 2012; Torre, Goslin, White, & Zanatto, 2018). Thus,
receiving favourable trait judgments is an important contributor to successful social
interactions and achieving social goals. One route of doing this is through the control of
nonverbal behaviours such as vocal modulations (DePaulo, 1992). Previous work has shown
that speakers can volitionally amplify trait judgments in their voice, for instance modulating
their voice to sound more dominant, intelligent or attractive (Hughes, Mogilski, & Harrison,
2014). Such social vocal control might therefore be important for speakers to manage their
impression on others and engage in meaningful social interactions. However, it is yet unclear
what psychological and neurophysiological characteristics determine a speaker’s ability to
voluntarily express social information in their voice, and in turn manage the perception of
their voice by listeners.
Successful social communication has been suggested to rely on the ability to attribute
mental states to others (Sperber, 2000), suggesting that the ability to understand and represent
a listener’s feelings, intentions and thoughts, can inform a speaker to behave in a way that
addresses these feelings and thoughts adequately. This process is commonly referred to as
cognitive empathy, thought to be under voluntary control (Bird & Viding, 2014) and closely
related to theory of mind (ToM; Blair, 2005), whereas the vicarious experience of another’s
emotions is referred to as affective empathy (Reniers, Corcoran, Drake, Shryane, & Völlm,
2011). In fact, empathy has been shown to predict the accuracy with which authenticity is
recognized in nonverbal vocalizations (Neves, Cordeiro, Scott, Castro, & Lima, 2018) as well
as the perception and understanding of irony (Amenta, Noël, Verbanck, & Campanella, 2013;
Jacob, Kreifelts, Nizielski, Schütz, & Wildgruber, 2016), and emotions (Aziz-Zadeh, Sheng,
& Gheytanchi, 2010). In populations where empathy is selectively impaired, such as in
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autism spectrum disorders (ASD) or psychopathy, vocal behaviour is characteristically
changed and often described as sounding odd or emotionally flat (Fusaroli, Lambrechts,
Bang, Bowler, & Gaigg, 2016; Louth, Williamson, Alpert, Pouget, & Hare, 1998; Shriberg et
al., 2001). Although spontaneous abnormal vocal behaviour is observed both in ASD and
psychopathy, this might be different for volitional vocal behaviour. Psychopaths, for instance,
seem to be more effective and persuasive in volitionally expressing emotions through facial
expression compared to control participants (Book et al., 2015). This might be due to
differential impairments in empathy in these two populations: whereas ASD is associated
with specific deficits in cognitive empathy, psychopathy is associated with deficits in
affective empathy (Lockwood, Bird, Bridge, & Viding, 2013). In fact, the ability to coolly
apprehend others’ feelings and thoughts (cognitive empathy) without sharing the emotional
experience (affective empathy), might in a malevolent context contribute to the aptness with
which people with high psychopathic tendencies manipulate and deceive others (Austin,
Farrelly, Black, & Moore, 2007).
Another personality trait that might be associated with good nonverbal
communication skills might be Machiavellianism (MACH). MACH traits are defined by a
highly strategic interpersonal style, which is mostly self-serving and manipulative, whereas
psychopathic traits are associated with a more manipulative interpersonal style, which is
often callous, unemotional and impulsive (Fehr, Samson, & Paulhus, 1992; Jones & Paulhus,
2009). While some work shows a positive relation between cognitive empathy components
(e.g. perspective-taking) and MACH (Szabó & Bereczkei, 2017), other studies show no or
negative associations with both cognitive and affective empathy skills in subclinical samples
(Jonason & Krause, 2013; Nagler, Reiter, Furtner, & Rauthmann, 2014; Wai & Tiliopoulos,
2012). Nevertheless, in dyadic interactions, higher levels of Machiavellianism and selfmonitoring are associated with stronger linguistic alignment, specifically if it serves the
interest of the speaker (Muir, Joinson, Cotterill, & Dewdney, 2016). Therefore, it remains to
be elucidated whether volitional social vocal behaviour might be a route through which
psychopaths and Machiavellists manage others’ impressions.
The neural mechanisms supporting the ability to volitionally modulate the voice to
express social information remain elusive. The voice is a voluntary and highly dynamic
behaviour, which results from an intricate interplay of fine-tuned motor commands
(Guenther, 2006). These are controlled on the neural level through a network of regions
involved in vocomotor control, often referred to as the vocomotor network (VMN), including
left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), supplementary motor cortex
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(SMA), supramarginal gyrus (SMG), superior termporal gyrus (STG), insula, basal ganglia
(BG) and cerebellum (reviewed by Pisanski, Cartei, McGettigan, Raine, & Reby, 2016;
Simonyan & Horwitz, 2011). Control over the vocal apparatus (larynx, vocal tract,
articulators), through the VMN allows for filtering and shaping of the subglottal airflow into
specific frequencies, vocal quality and loudness (Fant, 1960). Accordingly, vocal behaviour is
limited to certain individual anatomical boundaries. Nevertheless, the voice is also strikingly
dynamic, with substantial within-speaker variation (McGettigan, 2015) that allows to adjust
vocal behaviour to the social environment (e.g. Burnham, Kitamura, & Vollmer-Conna, 2002;
Farley, Hughes, & LaFayette, 2013; Kemper, Finter-Urczyk, Ferrell, Harden, & Billington,
1998).
Previously, we found support for the hypothesis that neural areas involved in social
cognition might support the volitional expression of social traits in the voice (Guldner, Nees,
& McGettigan, 2020). Empathy, and in particular mentalizing about others’ emotions,
intention, beliefs and thoughts (Frith & Frith, 2003) reliably engages the superior temporal
sulci, temporo-parietal junction (TPJ), medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) as well as precuneus
(Bzdok et al., 2012; Molenberghs, Johnson, Henry, & Mattingley, 2016; Schurz, Radua,
Aichhorn, Richlan, & Perner, 2014). These regions are often referred to as the social brain
network (SBN). SBN activation is related to both metalizing about others and the self
(Lombardo et al., 2010; Nicolle et al., 2012) and particularly ventral mPFC and precuneus are
implicated in trait processing (Ma et al., 2014; Van Overwalle, Ma, & Baetens, 2016) in
relation to the social trait space dimensions of competence and affiliation (Cuddy, Fiske, &
Glick, 2008). Ventral mPFC might also support predicting future social outcomes based on
social experiences (Krueger, Barbey, & Grafman, 2009; Thornton, Weaverdyck, & Tamir,
2019). In relation to vocal behaviour, SBN activation supports explicit (McGettigan et al.,
2013) as well as covert (Brown, Cockett, & Yuan, 2019) identity expression through vocal
modulations. Moreover, activation in superior temporal sulci during affective voice
production is modulated by the social context (i.e. the presence of others; Klasen et al., 2018).
SBN activation might therefore support the ability to express social trait information in the
voice, but individual differences in social vocal control ability in relation to social reactivity
have not been tested previously. An alternative hypothesis would be that engagement of the
VMN predicts social vocal control performance. This hypothesis is supported by evidence
that the ability to volitionally modulate the voice to express sad or happy emotions is
associated with increased functional activation of right IFG (triangular part), right middle
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frontal gyrus and left superior frontal gyrus that might be related to motor planning for
prosody production (Aziz-Zadeh et al., 2010).
One study has directly investigated the correlates of affective empathy and
psychopathy traits with functional processing during the perception of affective prosody
(Aziz-Zadeh et al., 2010). The authors report activation in left IFG to be significantly
associated both with affective empathy traits and affective subcomponents of psychopathic
traits. Psychopathic traits were additionally negatively associated with activation in other
SBN areas, including TPJ, STS and the bilateral anterior insulae. However, the authors tested
only affective subcomponents of empathy and psychopathic personality traits, and did not test
whether the association between affective empathy and affective prosody perception also
extended to prosody production, with prosody perception and production having been shown
to involve common processing areas in IFG (Aziz-Zadeh et al., 2010).
In summary, most previous studies have used either combined measures of empathy
(Amenta et al., 2013; Jacob et al., 2016), focussed on affective empathy components (AzizZadeh et al., 2010; Neves et al., 2018) or - most importantly - studied individual differences
in empathy in relation to perception but not voice production. Moreover, these studies mostly
refer to emotional voice changes, but not social voice changes. It is therefore unclear how
cognitive or affective empathy components in relation to socially opportunistic behaviour
might contribute to the ability to volitionally express social information through the voice,
and which neurophysiological mechanisms might support this ability.
Here, we investigate individual differences in the ability to convey social traits
through the voice in relation to individual differences in social reactivity, including
dispositional empathy (cognitive and affective empathy), and socially-opportunistic
personality traits (Machiavelliansim and psychopathy). First, we hypothesized that
performance in social vocal control would be positively associated with empathy (particularly
cognitive empathy) and socially-opportunistic personality traits. Given, that these measures
are interrelated, we tested this in the framework of multiple regression models, to determine
each

individual

and

unique

contribution.

Further,

we

probed

the

underlying

neurophysiological networks associated with individual differences in social vocal control,
hypothesizing a positive association between activation areas associated with domain-general
social processing (mPFC, STS/TPJ, precuneus) during social voice modulation. Lastly, we
hypothesized that activation in these SBN regions as well as their functional connectivity
with left IFG (in the VMN) will be positively associated with social reactivity indices during
social voice modulation. Given the exploratory nature of our study, we explored brain-
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behaviour associations based on first establishing whether there was a behavioural
association between the personality traits of the speaker and social vocal control ability. For
the interest of the reader, we report associations with all individual differences measures.
Methods
Speakers. Twenty-four right-handed, native British English speakers (Mage = 21.04 SD=3.26,
3 male) participated in this experiment. All speakers had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision and reported no history of hearing, language, neurological or psychiatric disorders and
were recruited from the participant pool at the Department of Psychology at Royal Holloway,
University of London and received 30 GBP as reimbursement. All speakers provided their
full informed and written consent prior to participation according to the Declaration of Helsinki
(1991). This study was approved by the research ethics committee of Royal Holloway,

University of London (587-2017-10-24-14-50-UXJT010).
Assessment of Empathy, Machiavellianism and Psychopathy. To measure individual
differences in trait empathy, speakers completed the Questionnaire of Cognitive and Affective
Empathy (QCAE; Reniers, Corcoran, Drake, Shryane, & Völlm, 2011). The QCAE is a 31item questionnaire measuring cognitive empathy in two subscales including perspective
taking and online simulation, and affective empathy on three subscales of emotion contagion,
proximal responsivity and peripheral responsivity. Speakers choose their level of agreement
with each item from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). To assess traits of
psychopathy and Machiavelliansim, we used the Short Dark Triad (SD3; Jones & Paulhus,
2014), which is a 27-item self-report questionnaire. Here, we focused on dispositional
psychopathy and Machiavellianism, as these constructs are highly associated with social
manipulative behaviours. Responses are given in agreement with each item on 5-point Likertscale with anchors 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
Social vocal control task. The main experimental task consisted of a social vocal control
task (Guldner et al., 2020) in which speakers were asked to express social and non-social
traits in the voice. Social traits included vocally expressed intelligence, likeability and
hostility. Modulating the voice to express a large body size, as well as speaking in nonmodulated neutral voice, were implemented as control conditions (for instructions on trait
expressions see Guldner et al., 2020). A body-size modulation was chosen as a non-social
control condition because it demands comparable vocal tract manipulations (e.g. larynx
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lowering, changes in vocal fold tension; Pisanski et al., 2016). Exemplars consisted of four
two-syllable, five-letter pseudowords with a C-V-C-V-C (C=consonant, V= vowel)
phonotactic structure (belam, lagod, minad, and namil; Frühholz et al., 2015).
Design and procedure. Speakers filled out the self-report questionnaires online prior to the
fMRI scanning session. One the scanning day, speakers first received a brief training on the
vocal control task before completing the task in the MRI scanner over the course of 4 runs.
Each run consisted of a randomized order of the 5 vocal modulation conditions (normal /
large / hostile / likeable / intelligent) paired with one of the 4 exemplars, of which each
combination appeared during 3 Go trials and 3 No-Go trials over the course of one run. Go
and No-Go trials were presented in randomized order, with the restriction of a maximum of
three No-Go trials in a sequence to avoid a decrease in attention. In total, each run included
150 trials of which 30 were rest trials.
Both Go and No-Go trials started with a two-second presentation of the target trait
and a fixation cross, allowing speakers to prepare expressing the targeted trait in their voice.
However, only during Go trials, the fixation cross was then substituted with an exemplar for
1.5 seconds. During this 1.5 sec silent gap speakers were asked to vocalize the exemplar
while expressing the target trait and utterances were recorded using an in-scanner MRcompatible microphone (Opto-acoustics, FOMRI-III). During No-Go trials, on the other
hand, the fixation cross remained on the screen for the duration of the silent gap and no
exemplar was presented. Go and No-Go trials therefore allowed filtering out neural activation
specifically related to ongoing voice production (Go) while controlling for any other taskrelated cognitive processing effects (present in Go and No-Go). Visual cues were projected
onto a screen at the back of the scanner bore and viewed via a mirror on the headcoil. All
stimuli were presented using the Psychophysics toolbox (Kleiner, Brainard & Pelli, 2007) in
Matlab (2014a, the Mathworks, Natick, MA). The total scanning time was approximately 50
minutes.
Based on their voice recording acquired in the scanning session, speakers were reinvited approximately 1 week later to rate how strongly they had expressed the social trait on
a 7-point Likert scale ranging from not at all (=1) to very much (=7). To do this, they were
presented with their voice recordings blocked by the expressed target trait in a soundproof
booth via Sennheiser Headphones HD306, using the Psychophysics toolbox (Kleiner,
Brainard & Pelli, 2007) in Matlab (2014a, the Mathwork, Natick, MA). Based on these
ratings, we selected one recording for each modulation condition and for each speaker that
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Figure 5. Experimental Procedure.

had received the speaker’s own maximal rating. This was done to ensure that independent
evaluations of performance would be based on sounds where the original speakers had felt
confident in their accurate expression of the target trait. In cases where multiple recordings
had the same maximal rating, we randomly selected one of these recordings. The
experimental procedure is illustrated in Figure 1.
Naïve ratings. For each speaker, the highest rated recording for each trait category was
intensity normalized across speakers (Guldner et al., 2020) and then presented to 24 naïve
listeners. All raters (Mage=19.92, SD=1.47, 4 male) were recruited at the Department of
Psychology at Royal Holloway, University of London, gave their informed consent prior to
participation and received monetary compensation for their participation of 5 GBP.
To reduce the experimental duration, each rater heard the recordings of a subset of 10
speakers, while ensuring that each speaker was heard by at least 10 different raters. For each
speaker we included one recording of each vocal modulation condition (trait) and one
recording of their neutral voice. Each rater heard and rated each recording of each speaker on
all trait scales in separate blocks. Each block consisted of one social trait rating for all
recordings in randomized order (e.g. one block for rating all recordings on likeability;
additional ratings of arousal and valence are reported elsewhere (Guldner et al., 2020). Raters
indicated their responses on 7-point Likert scales, with anchors at 1 (not at all) to 7 (very) to
rate how strongly a voice expressed a given trait. Block order was randomized across raters.
Stimuli were presented using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Kleiner, Brainard & Pelli, 2007) in
Matlab (2014a, the Mathwork, Natick, MA) on Sennheiser Headphones (Sennheiser U.K.
Ltd, Marlow, UK) in a soundproof booth.
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Individual differences in social vocal control. The ratings obtained from naïve raters were
analysed in R (http://www.R-project.org/). To assess the success of the voice manipulations to
express social traits, we calculated the average change in naïve ratings for modulated voices
relative to the normal voice samples, for each speaker and each intended trait (i.e. comparing
“intelligent” ratings for the normal and “intelligent” trials), thus allowing to compute a
performance index for each trait for each speaker (henceforth ∆ - [trait]).
Next, we computed representational similarity matrices (RSM) based on the pairwise
Pearson correlation coefficients of naïve ratings between pairs of social traits (likeability,
hostility and intelligence). These matrices permit to characterise the similarity in mental
representations between different stimulus categories (Kriegeskorte, Mur, & Bandettini,
2008); see e.g. Kuhn, Wydell, Lavan, McGettigan, & Garrido, 2017; Sauter, Eisner, Calder, &
Scott, 2010 for similar approaches). In this study, we made use of this analysis to explore
how specific voice modulations were expressed in respect to the trait percept they induced
(reflected in the naïve ratings). Each cell of the matrix contained the pairwise correlations of
mean ∆-ratings for the respective two trait categories. From these matrices, we computed a
general performance parameter to capture specificity of social voice modulations for each
speaker. This parameter was estimated by calculating the Euclidean distance of each
speaker’s RSM to a theoretical matrix with maximized discrimination between trait ratings
(see Figure 2). Based on the social space dimensions shown elsewhere (Guldner et al., 2020;
McAleer et al., 2014), we assumed that there would be no significant correlations (r=0) of
intelligence ratings with either likeable or hostile voice modulation, and that the ratings for
hostile and likeable voices would be anti-correlated (r=-1).
Effects of social reactivity on performance in social vocal control. To investigate the effect
of social reactivity indices (self-reported cognitive and affective empathy, psychopathic and
MACH traits) on vocal modulation performance, we calculated a multiple regression model
to test whether social reactivity indices are predictive of social vocal control ability
(Euclidean distance measure). The model included the social reactivity indices as regressors,
and age and gender as covariates of no interest. On the trait level, we calculated partial
Pearson correlation coefficients pairwise for each spoken trait performance (∆ - [trait]; e.g. ∆intelligence) and each social reactivity index, controlling for age and gender. We corrected for
multiple comparisons using the False Discovery Rate (FDR; Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).
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Figure 6. A. Theoretical Representational Similarity Matrix (RSM), showing expected correlations
between evoked trait ratings. B. Exemplary Individual RSMs for two speakers, with high (left) and
low (right) specificity between evoked trait ratings.

Neural correlates of performance in social vocal control. Functional brain images were
preprocessed and analysed as described previously in detail (Guldner et al., 2020; see
supplementary materials S1). To determine brain regions associated with performance in
social vocal control, we ran a multiple regression model on the group level for the contrast
“Social Go > Rest” with performance in social vocal control (Euclidean distance) as a
covariate of interest.
Effect of social reactivity on task-based functional activation. To explore whether
differences in behavioural performance related to social reactivity were associated with
differences in neural processing during social voice modulation, we calculated a multiple
regression model based on the behavioral association on the contrast “[trait] Go > Rest” and
the social reactivity indices as covariates of interest. All models included a constant intercept,
and age and gender as covariates of no interest.
Effect of social reactivity on task-based functional connectivity. Lastly, we explored the
effect of social reactivity indices on task-based functional connectivity with a core vocomotor
control area in left IFG [-52 12 24], during Go versus No-Go trials. Psychophysiological
interactions (PPI) were computed in SPM12 following the procedure described previously
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(Guldner et al., 2020; see supplementary materials S2). On the group level, we computed a
multiple regression model including the social reactivity indices as regressors as well as a
constant intercept, age and gender as covariates of no interest. This approach allowed us to
estimate the effect of social reactivity on functional connectivity during ongoing social vocal
control to express social traits between left IFG and other brain areas while cancelling out
other task-related effects unrelated to voice production (Go vs No-Go trials). Thus, we
targeted the association between social reactivity indices and functional connectivity
specifically involved in achieving ongoing social voice production.
For all imaging analysis, we used a significance threshold of uncorrected p<.001 on
the voxel level, corrected for multiple comparisons on the cluster level with p<.05 using an
individual cluster extent threshold for each contrast, which we determined using a MonteCarlo simulation with 1000 iterations (Slotnick, Moo, Segal, & Hart, 2003). Resulting
clusters were labelled based on the location of each peak activation using the in-built
Neuromorphometrics and the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas in SPM12.

Results
Individual differences in social vocal control
Descriptive statistics of the behavioural measures can be found in Table 1. Performance
social vocal control (Euclidean distance from theoretical RSM) ranged from 0.25 to 1.64,
with M=0.74, SD=.034, where smaller values denote higher specificity in vocally evoked
trait ratings in naïve listeners (see supplementary materials S4). On the trait level, speakers
evoked a mean increase of 1.30 points on the Likert-scale with their likeable voice
modulations relative to their neutral voice (∆-Likability: M=1.30, SD=0.66, t(23)=5.64,
p<.001), an increase of 2.07 for hostile voice (∆-Hostility: M=2.07, SD=1.41, t(23)=6.68,
p<.001), and an increase of 0.53 for intelligent voice modulations (∆-Intelligence: M=0.53,
SD=0.87, t(23)=1.87, p<.05; results of multivariate trait rating comparisons have been
reported previously (Guldner et al., 2020).
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of social reactivity and performance in social vocal control and
partial Pearson correlation coefficients, controlling for speaker gender and age.
M (SD)

α

1
0.60*
0.06
-0.27
0.08
0.13
0.66 **

2

3

4

5

6

1 Machiavellianism
25.29 (4.79)
0.74
2 Psychopathy
16.92 (3.86)
0.61
3 Cognitive Empathy
57.42 (8.32)
0.91
-0.30
4 Affective Empathy
36.67 (5.15)
0.81
-0.19
-0.00
5 ∆-Hostility
2.07 (1.41)
0.10
-0.01
-0.07
6 ∆-Intelligence
0.53 (0.87)
0.33
-0.32
-0.03
-0.10
7 ∆-Likeability
1.30 (0.66)
0.53t
0.20
0.01
-0.19
0.05
Euclidean Distance
0.74 (0.03)
Note. * p≤.05 ** p≤.01 FDR corrected, t p=.08 FDR corrected; FDR= False discovery rate, M= Mean, SD=
Standard deviation; α = Cronbach’s alpha.

Effects of social reactivity on performance in social vocal control
The multiple regression model showed no significant association between social reactivity
indices and general performance in social vocal control (Euclidean Distance; adj.R2=0.0,
F(6,17)=0.91, p=.51 all βs<-.31, all ts(17)<1.61, all ps>.13). We next explored associations
between social reactivity and performance in social vocal control on the trait level and found
a significant positive association between ∆-Likeability and Machiavellianism (rp= .66,
p<.02). Performance in all other traits was not significantly associated with psychopathic or
Machiavellistic traits, nor were there significant correlations of performance with cognitive or
affective empathy (all rs<.32, all ps>.08, see Table 1). To explore this result further, we
employed an additional multiple regression model including ∆-Likeability as the outcome
variable and all social reactivity indices as predictor variables, while controlling for age and
gender. The model explained 46 % of the variance in ∆-Likeability (adj.R2=.46,
F(6,17)=4.21, p<.01) and revealed that levels of Machiavellianism predicted likeable voice
performance independent of other social reactivity indices (β=.54, t(17)=2.30, p<.05).
Neural correlates of performance in social vocal control
The whole-brain multiple regression model showed a significant association between
functional activation and general performance in social vocal control (Euclidean Distance) in
9 clusters (uncorrected p<.001, k=61) with peak voxels in left posterior Temporo-parietal
junction (TPJ), right middle frontal gyrus (MFG), bilateral supramarginal gyrus (SMG), left
middle temporal gyrus (MTG), left somatosensory cortex in postcentral gyrus (S1), cuneus,
and bilateral caudate (see Table 2 and Figure 3).
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Figure 7. Correlates of Social Vocal Control Ability: Activation Maps. The multiple regression
model revealed a significant negative association between the Euclidean distance measure and
functional activation in response to Social Go trials > Rest in left posterior TPJ, MTG and right MFG,
as well as bilateral SMG. Associations are illustrated based on the peak-voxel parameter estimates in
left posterior TPJ and SMG. MFG=middle frontal gyrus, MTG=middle temporal gyrus,
TPJ=temporo-parietal junction, L=left, R=right.

Effect of social reactivity on task-based functional activation
Given that Machiavellistic and psychopathic tendencies were associated with better
performance in expressing likeability (∆-Likeability), we explored possible underlying
differences in functional processing in networks involved in social processing. We ran a
multiple regression analysis on the contrast Likeable Go > Rest with the questionnaire indices
as regressors, while controlling for gender and age. We found no significant clusters
associated with Machiavellianism. However, given that these analysis were exploratory, we
report associations with all social reactivity indices.
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Table 2. Functional activations for the multiple regression whole-brain model of performance
(Euclidean distance) on Social Go > Rest. All contrasts are negative correlations, the positive
direction showed no significant voxels.
Contrast
(-) Euclidean

k

Region

338

Caudate

295

Posterior Temporo-Parietal Junction

Distance on
Social Go > rest

221

105
96

Caudate

Postcentral Gyrus/S1
Middle Frontal Gyrus

Hem.

x

y

z

T

Z

L

-18

-22

22

6.31

4.63

L

-8

-26

16

4.77

3.85

L

-40

-70

28

5.68

4.33

L

-38

-62

20

5.13

4.05

L

-28

-74

44

3.95

3.36

R

18

-10

22

4.59

3.75

R

20

-26

18

4.19

3.51

R

16

-30

10

4.05

3.42

L

-36

-28

40

4.72

3.82

L

-32

-26

48

4.17

3.49

R

32

14

60

4.37

3.62

R

30

6

62

3.98

3.37

Superior Frontal Gyrus

R

24

16

56

4.07

3.43

84

Middle Temporal Gyrus

L

-42

-50

0

4.40

3.64

L

-42

-40

-2

3.98

3.38

69

Supramarginal Gyrus

R

50

-50

30

4.63

3.77

68

Supramarginal Gyrus

L

-56

-42

24

4.91

3.93

63

Cuneus

L

-14

-80

20

4.22

3.53

Note. k, cluster size in number of voxels, Hem., Hemisphere, L, left, R, right, (-) denotes negative direction.
Coordinates are in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotactic space. p<.001 uncorrected, minimal cluster
size: 61 voxels.

Higher affective empathy was associated with increased activation during likeable
voice production in the left posterior TPJ, ventral medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and
precuneus (PrCu). Lower cognitive empathy was associated with increased activation in a
cluster in the dorsal mPFC/anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), right STS, left parahippocampal
gyrus (pHC), right orbital inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and PrCu. Higher psychopathic trait
scores were associated with decreased activation in an overlapping region of the orbital IFG,
and a region in the temporal pole (uncorrected p<.001, k=60; see Table 3 and Figure 4).
Effect of social reactivity on task-based functional connectivity
Lastly, we explored whether personality traits were associated with patterns of functional
connectivity between left-IFG and social processing areas. The multiple regression model
revealed no significant effects of Machiavellianism, nor psychopathic, or empathy traits.
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Figure 8. Activation maps: Effect of social reactivity on functional activations while speaking in
a likeable voice. Negative associations between task-based functional activation and cognitive
empathy (green) were found in right IFG, orbital part, right STS, left paraHC and dmPFC. The cluster
in orbital parts of right IFG was also negatively associated with psychopathy (red; overlap shown in
yellow). Affective empathy was positively associated with activation in left pTPJ, PrCu, vmPFC.
IFG= inferior frontal gyrus, dmPFC=dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, pHC=parahippocampal gyrus,
PrCu=precuneus, pTPJ=posterior temporo-parietal junction, STS=superior temporal sulcus,
vmPFC=ventromedial prefrontal cortex, L=left, R=right.

Discussion
In this study, we aimed to explore individual differences in the ability to volitionally express
social information in the voice. We tested the influence of dispositional empathy and sociallyopportunistic personality traits on social vocal control ability, as well as associated neural
activation differences during voluntary socially motivated voice changes. We found that
general performance in social vocal control was not associated with differences in selfreported cognitive or affective empathy, psychopathy and Machiavellianism. On the neural
level, individual differences in performance in social vocal control were associated with
increased functional activity during social voice changes in areas associated with social
processing and vocal motor control. Performance in expressing favourable social traits
(sounding likeable) was uniquely and positively associated with MACH traits. However, we
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Table 3. Functional activations for the multiple regression whole-brain model of personality
traits on Likeable Go > Rest.
Contrast

k

(+) Machiavellianism

-

(-) Machiavellianism

-

(+) Psychopathy

-

(-) Psychopathy

85

Region

Temporal Pole

Hem.

x

y

z

T

Z

L
L

-32

8

-22

4.49

3.59

-42

10

-22

4.43

3.56

R

42

32

-4

6.20

4.42

71

Inferior Frontal Gyrus, orbital part

(+) Cognitive Empathy

91

Inferior Parietal lobe

L

-36

-36

28

5.52

4.12

(-) Cognitive Empathy

235

Inferior Frontal Gyrus, orbital part

R

42

32

-4

9.11

5.42

R

42

44

6

4.32

3.50

126

Parahippocampal Gyrus

L

-24

-46

-6

4.89

3.81

Cerebellum

R

4

-58

-6

4.08

3.36

L

-10

-44

-6

4.00

3.31

Inferior Frontal Gyrus / Anterior

R

32

14

-12

4.90

3.82

Insula

R

32

4

-10

3.98

3.30

Dorsal Medial Prefrontal Cortex /

R

4

46

20

5.43

4.08

R

4

-44

-28

5.12

3.93

89
88

Anterior Cingulate Cortex

(+) Affective Empathy

(-) Affective Empathy

74

Cerebellum

L

-4

-48

-32

4.29

3.48

68

Precuneus

L

-12

-56

22

6.32

4.47

65

Superior Temporal Sulcus

R

50

-16

-4

4.89

3.81

R

44

-24

2

3.74

3.15

236

Posterior Temporo-Parietal Junction

L

-42

-66

36

7.24

4.83

93

Precuneus

R

12

-46

18

5.38

4.05

R

16

-48

28

4.51

3.60

74

Ventral Medial Prefrontal Cortex

R

8

50

-14

5.73

4.22

R

12

38

-12

4.53

3.62

-

Note. k, cluster size in number of voxels, Hem., Hemisphere, L, left, R, right, (-) denotes negative direction, (+)
denotes positive direction. Coordinates are in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotactic space. p<.001
uncorrected, minimal cluster size: 60 voxels.

found no significant association between MACH traits and functional processing during
likeable voice changes to explain better performance in likeable voice modulation.
Exploratory analyses instead revealed spatially separable regions associated with cognitive
and affective empathy traits during likeable voice modulation, possibly suggesting
differential task strategies. Lastly, we found no significant effect of Machiavellianism,
psychopathy or empathy components on functional connectivity with the core region of VMN
in left IFG.
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Measuring individual differences in social vocal control. We introduced a novel
operationalization of social vocal control performance, in the form of RSMs, which reflect
the differentiability of expressed traits based on the speakers’ vocal modulations. Similar
approaches have been used to examine the representation of emotion categories during voice
processing (e.g. Kuhn et al., 2017; Sauter et al., 2010). Here we applied the reverse approach,
and showed that untrained speakers can influence discriminability between social trait
categories. This approach allowed us to compare an optimal modulation performance
(maximal evoked discrimination between voice modulations for each trait) with individual
speaker similarity patterns. We thus operationalized general social vocal control ability as the
Euclidean distance between each individual speaker-evoked RSM based on the naïve listener
ratings and a theoretical RSM with maximal differentiation between the social traits in a twodimensional trait space (Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick, 2007). Thus, the Euclidean distance measure
primarily indicates the specificity of trait percepts evoked by the speakers’ voice modulations.
We used a novel methodological approach and suggest that multivariate listener ratings can
be a viable tool to study the specificity and sensitivity of voice modulation. Social
interactions are in themselves highly complex and include a certain level of ambiguity (for
instance, reflected in differential processing of ambiguous social voice information
(Hellbernd & Sammler, 2018). This underlines the importance to include both specificity and
sensitivity measures of social vocal control in future investigations, to allow us to measure
both how clearly discernable the social information is to listeners (specificity), but also how
strongly speakers can express that information in their voice (sensitivity).
Neural networks supporting performance in social vocal control. One aim of this study
was to investigate functional activation associated with individual differences in social vocal
control. We found that better performance in social vocal control (evoking specific trait
percepts in independent listeners) was supported by an increase in activation in left posterior
TPJ, bilateral SMG, right premotor cortex, left premotor cortex, somatosensory cortex and
cuneus, suggesting the involvement of both vocomotor-related and social processing to
support specific social trait expressions through the voice. This is partly in line with findings
reported by Aziz-Zadeh et al. (2010), who reported an association between emotional prosody
production performance with motor and affect related processing areas such as right IFG,
MFG and left SFG. The partly diverging findings might be related to differences in the
operationalization of performance: while Aziz-Zadeh et al. (2020) determined performance
based on the expressed magnitude of affect in the voice rated by a single rater, we measured
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the specificity of volitional vocal behaviour in a multivariate approach using multiple
independent raters.
Thus, while we corroborate the involvement of motor related processing streams for
social voice changes in the right MFG, we offer novel evidence suggesting additional
engagement of the left posterior TPJ and bilateral SMG in individual differences in social
vocal control. SMG supports both auditory and somatosensory feedback integration during
speech (Golfinopoulos et al., 2011; Oberhuber et al., 2016), while TPJ is a region reliably
involved in domain-general cognitive and affective social processing (Bzdok et al., 2013;
Schurz et al., 2014; Van Overwalle, 2009) for instance during perspective-taking (Wang,
Callaghan, Gooding-Williams, Mcallister, & Kessler, 2016). Specifically posterior regions of
TPJ are associated with socio-cognitive processing and social trait judgments (Schurz et al.,
2014) and left pTPJ is suggested to support top-down control of endogenous episodic
memory retrieval (Ciaramelli, Grady, Levine, Ween, & Moscovitch, 2010). Moreover, left
pTPJ is engaged during life conversation (Jasmin et al., 2019) and volitional vocal
impersonations (McGettigan et al., 2013). Globally, TPJ activation might support current and
future mental state attribution (Cabeza, Ciaramelli, & Moscovitch, 2012) and construing a
social context for behaviour (Carter & Huettel, 2013) in correspondence to immediate
intentions and goals (Saxe & Wexler, 2005). Structurally, pTPJ is closely connected to
regions in precuneus and vmPFC, which harbour social trait representations (Van Overwalle
et al., 2016) and social scripts (Krueger et al., 2009). Our data suggest that, while precuneus
and mPFC might support social vocal control (Guldner et al., 2020), the engagement of left
pTPJ is predictive of the efficacy with which social traits are expressed in the voice. In our
task, pTPJ activation might be related to creating an internal social context to allow encoding
specific traits in the voice to influence the listener’s impression of the speaker. In fact, left
TPJ has been found to support regulating another’s emotions through vocalizations (Hallam
et al., 2014). However, the Euclidean distance measure reflects speaker evoked perceptual
trait differentiation, and TPJ activation might thus also support social feedback processing
during ongoing social voice production. In favour of this, left TPJ is essentially involved in
monitoring and differentiation self from other produced speech (Mondino, Poulet, SuaudChagny, & Brunelin, 2016) and specifically engaged during intention inference from voices
(Hellbernd & Sammler, 2018). Although future studies are needed to determine the exact
contribution of these regions to social vocal control, left pTPJ might work in accordance with
VMN areas to support encoding social information in the voice (McGettigan et al., 2013).
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In summary, the network of regions reported here might reflect the speakers’ ability to
monitor and encode social trait expression during ongoing social voice production (TPJ),
through somatosensory and auditory feedback processing (SMG, S1) and vocal motor
planning (MFG). We thus offer first evidence that social processing areas, in particular TPJ,
support the ability with which speakers control listeners’ perception of their voice.
Association between social reactivity and social vocal control ability. Our behavioural
data showed no significant association between neither MACH and psychopathic traits, nor
trait cognitive and affective empathy with general performance in social vocal control. This
might be due to several reasons. First, most previous work focussed on perceptual processing
in socio-emotional vocal expression (e.g. Amenta et al., 2013; Aziz-Zadeh et al., 2010; Jacob
et al., 2016; Neves et al., 2018), or manipulated socio-emotional vocal expression only
indirectly (for instance in clinical populations with impairments in social reactivity: Louth et
al., 1998; Shriberg et al., 2001). Therefore these studies might target more reactive vocal
behaviour than in our experimental design. Given the reviewed literature, both cognitive and
affective empathy might thus be related to spontaneous social vocal expression, but not
necessarily volitional expression. Secondly, socio-cognitive processing might be more
important in live interaction (Redcay & Schilbach, 2019), that is, when speakers have a
listener and have to flexibly adjust their vocal behaviour accordingly. Since our in-scanner
task required speaking in isolation, we might therefore not have evoked a comparable social
processing load. However, in live interactions during which linguistic style accommodation
was tested, there were no significant effects of empathy on the likelihood of accommodation
(Muir et al., 2016), although nonverbal vocal characteristics were not assessed and cognitive
and affective empathy were not distinguished. We suggest that future studies should examine
both spontaneous and volitional vocal behaviour in live interactions to elucidate the relation
between social reactivity (both cognitive and affective empathy), perceptual acuity and vocal
modulation.
The social vocal chameleon. We also explored correlations between social reactivity indices
and vocal control ability in each of the traits and found that the magnitude of the likeable trait
percept evoked by the voice modulations was positively associated with MACH traits. Posthoc correlation analysis showed that this was not explained by the likeability ratings of the
neutral voice (see supplementary materials S4). Rather, this supports the notion that MACH
interpersonal styles might make use of nonverbal vocal strategies to make favourable
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impressions on others. Interestingly, this suggests that strategic social behaviour is not
generally higher in socially opportunistic personality styles but rather particularly related to
achieving favourable impressions in correspondence within a given situational context. This
adds to the findings that Machiavellianism is associated with increased vocal convergence to
interlocutors, given that it is advantageous for the speaker (Muir et al., 2016). Muir et al.
(2016) showed that both high levels of Machiavellianism and self-monitoring were associated
with an increased likelihood of converging linguistically to an interlocutor, though only if the
speaker was in a position of lower social power and dependent on making a favourable
impression. We also extend previous work by showing that such strategic nonverbal
behaviour might include volitional voice changes alongside volitional facial expression
(Book et al., 2015). This type of charming behaviour might facilitate trust and liking - and
ultimately, rapport - in an interaction and thus contribute to the success with which
Machiavellists manipulate others (Jonason & Webster, 2012; Paulhus & Williams, 2002).
Better performance in volitional voice modulation might be achieved through increased selfmonitoring (Corral & Calvete, 2000; Grieve, 2011) and higher emotional self-control (Nagler
et al., 2014), which might support volitional display of emotion in nonverbal behaviours
(“posing”; reviewed by DePaulo, 1992).
Differential functional activation associated with social reactivity. We computed a
multiple regression analysis to unveil possible functional processing mechanisms
contributing to better performance in likeable voice modulation in association with higher
levels of Machiavellianism. We found that MACH traits were not uniquely associated with
functional processing during likeable voice production on a whole-brain level. This might
imply that other processing stages might be associated with MACH traits, for instance during
preparation for voice production, or that MACH traits did not uniquely contribute to the
model in relation to empathic indices. We therefore conducted post-hoc exploratory analyses
of the multiple regression model but this time only including the MACH subscale and gender
and age as covariates of no interest (see supplementary materials S6). Here we found a
significant negative association between trait MACH and task-related functional processing
in two small clusters with peak voxels in bilateral precuneus and a significant positive
association with activation in left premotor cortex. The cluster in premotor cortex overlapped
with a sole cluster associated with likeability performance (∆-Likeability), suggesting MACH
traits might engage increasingly in precise motor control than social processing during social
voice modulations. However, future work is needed to investigate whether the vocal
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performance to express likeability is associated with changed functional processing during
other processing stages.
While MACH traits were positively related to the outcome of the vocal control task,
the neural model only revealed unique associations with individual differences in empathy
and psychopathy. This implies that the task of sounding likeable might be tackled differently
on the neural level regardless of its behavioural success in relation to empathy components.
Spatially separate social processing regions were associated with functional activation during
likeable voice modulation in opposite directions. Previous work has suggested that
overlapping but separable neural regions might support affective and cognitive social
processing (Kanske, Böckler, Trautwein, Lesemann, & Singer, 2016; Shamay-Tsoory,
Aharon-Peretz, & Perry, 2009; Tholen, Trautwein, Böckler, Singer, & Kanske, 2020; Völlm
et al., 2006). In our experiment, higher levels of affective empathy were positively associated
with increased activation in precuneus, ventral mPFC and left pTPJ during the production of
likeable speech. On the other hand, lower levels of cognitive empathy were associated with
higher activation in dmPFC, right STS and left parahippocampus and right orbital IFG. Right
orbital IFG activation was also negatively associated with psychopathic traits. The observed
regions overlap largely with a set of regions showing increased functional connectivity during
life-conversation in relation to social impairment in autistic speakers compared to
neurotypicals (Jasmin et al., 2019) specifically between precuneus, right paraHC, right IFG.
As both groups of speakers were matched in task performance, the authors suggest
compensatory processing in these regions to support social interaction. Our findings add that
this might also be the case for nonverbal social vocal behaviour in relation to empathy traits
in normal speakers. However, given that the differences in neural processing observed in
relation to empathy indices and psychopathy were not reflected in better voice modulation
performance, and together with the supplementary findings in relation to MACH
(supplementary materials S6), this might imply that particularly motor-planning and
implementation supported by premotor cortices is necessary to successful volitional voice
modulation, at least in isolation, while different (possibly compensatory) strategies might
support the expression of social information in the voice.
Considerations and further studies
Onew limitation of this study is that our sample included a majority of female speakers and
raters. Previous work has shown gender differences in some acoustic parameters in response
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to expressing social traits in the voice (Hughes et al., 2014), although these might be more
important in mating contexts, which often rely on exaggerations of sexually dimorphic
physical characteristics (Fraccaro et al., 2013; Jones, Feinberg, DeBruine, Little, & Vukovic,
2010). Although this is not to be expected for the traits we studied here (intelligence,
likability and hostility), we controlled statistically for effects of gender in all of the reported
analyses. Future work is needed with a more balanced sample, to investigate possible gender
differences in social vocal control ability. Another limitation is the reliance on self-report
measures: although our instruments showed satisfactory internal consistencies and variation
comparable to previous work in non-clinical populations (SD3: Jones & Paulhus, 2014;
Maples, Lamkin, & Miller, 2014; QCAE: Seara-Cardoso, Dolberg, Neumann, Roiser, &
Viding, 2013), the SD3 has recently come under scrutiny (Persson, Kajonius, & Garcia,
2017). Behavioural measures of cognitive and affective empathy components (e.g.
EmpaToM; Kanske, Böckler, Trautwein, & Singer, 2015) would be useful in future work.
The theoretical RSM was based on perceptual organisation of both neutral and
modulated voice samples in the social voice space (McAleer et al., 2014), which assumes that
likeability

and

hostility

are

at

the

two

opposite

poles

of

an

affiliation

(warmth/trustworthiness) dimension, whereas intelligence is related to an orthogonal
competence (dominance/hierarchy) dimension. Thus, we assumed that maximal specificity of
trait expression would lead to naïve listeners’ ratings of likeability and hostility to be anticorrelated, whereas there should be no significant association between intelligence ratings
with the other traits. One could imagine alternative RSM patterns, e.g. with a higher
correlation between more socially favourable traits (intelligence and likeability) in contrast to
aversive traits (hostility). However, the perceptual organisation of voice in the twodimensional social voice space we modelled here is robust across different languages and
stimulus materials (Baus, McAleer, Marcoux, Belin, & Costa, 2019; Mahrholz et al., 2018),
and therefore offers a good starting point. Future work could explore different RSM patterns,
particularly when investigating underlying neural processing strategies.
Here, we report evidence that social reactivity-related personality traits might account
for differences in functional processing to achieve voluntary social voice changes, although
we did not find evidence of an association between social vocal control ability and social
reactivity on the behavioural level. Previous work shows that clinical populations with
pervasive social impairments, such as ASD and psychopathy, also show deficits in the
perception (Bagley, Abramowitz, & Kosson, 2009; Blair et al., 2002; Globerson, Amir,
Kishon-Rabin, & Golan, 2015) and spontaneous production of socio-emotional information
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in the voice (Fusaroli et al., 2016; Louth et al., 1998; McCann & Peppé, 2003; Shriberg et al.,
2001; ten Brinke et al., 2017). Our findings in a subclinical sample suggest that although
spontaneous vocal behaviour might be similarly impaired in both disorders, voluntary social
behaviour might be specifically impaired in ASD, but not in psychopathy. More work with
clinical populations, preferably using an endophenotypic transdiagnostic approach (Insel et
al., 2010), is needed to disentangle social vocal control in ASD and Psychopathy. Moreover,
future studies should therefore take the distinction between spontaneous vocal expression and
voluntary vocal expression into account. In fact, existing training programs to increase
nonverbal vocal communicatory abilities in ASD (e.g. Dunn, Harris, & Dunn, 2017), already
make use of volitional voice changes to support treatment.

Conclusion
Our findings suggest that individual differences in social vocal control are not generally
related to social reactivity, but that performance in expressing favourable traits (sounding
likeable) is specifically associated with dispositional Machiavellianism. Based on our
observations, we conclude that social opportunists might engage in goal-directed vocal
behaviour to navigate social interactions. Further, we find that the efficacy with which social
traits are volitionally expressed in the voice relies on a network of regions supporting finetuned motor planning, auditory and somatosensory feedback control and socio-cognitive
processing, and that differential engagement of these regions is associated with a speaker’s
dispositional cognitive and affective empathy.
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Supplementary Materials

S1. Acquisition of Imaging Data. All functional brain images were recorded on a 3T
Siemens TIM Trio scanner with a 32 channel headcoil, using a rapid–sparse event-related 3D
echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (32 axial slices, slice gap 25%, resolution 3x3x3mm2,
flip angle 78°, matrix 64 x 64, TE: 30 msec, TR: 3.5 sec, TA: 2 sec). A 3D T1-weighted MPRAGE scan was acquired for EPI image alignment and spatial normalisation (voxel size 1
mm isotropic; flip angle 11°; TE 3.03 ms; TR 1830 ms; image matrix 256 x 256). Analysis
was conducted in SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Preprocessing steps included
spatial realignment, segmentation, co-registration, normalization (functional images were
resampled to a voxel size of 2x2x2mm) and smoothing (FWHM=8mm). 1st Level general
linear models included the vocal control task conditions as regressors and subjective ratings
as parametric modulators for each condition.

S2. Psychophysiological Interactions. Each speaker’s individual core vocal motor area was
identified on the basis of their peak activation during the Go vs No-Go contrast within a VOI
(voxels of interest; 10 mm radius) around the group-level peak activation of the same contrast
in left IFG [-52 12 24] at a voxel height threshold of p<.001. 6 mm spheres were constructed
around this individual peak activations and from this we extracted the first eigenvariate of the
functional MRI signal change. The mean time course was then multiplied by the task
regressors based on the Go > No-Go Modulation contrast. We added this interaction term as
regressors to the 1st level models, along with the deconvolved source signal of the VOI.

S3. Exploratory functional activations for multiple regression model of ∆-Likeability
during Likeable Go trials. Only positive correlations survived.
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Table S3. Functional activations associated with performance in likeable voice modulations (∆-Likeability) during
Likeable Go > Rest.
Contrast

Likeable performance on
Likeable go > rest

k

61

Region

Middle frontal gyrus

Hem.

L

Coordinate
x

y

z

-34

10

42

T

Z

5.48

4.23

Note. k, cluster size in number of voxels, Hem., Hemisphere, L, left, R, right. Coordinates are in Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotactic space. p<.001 uncorrected, minimal cluster size: 60 voxels.

Figure S3. Activation Maps for Likeability Performance on Likeable Go > Rest and
descriptive stats of Likeable voice performance. Performance in likeable voice modulation
was positively associated with functional activation in a cluster in middle frontal gyrus.
L=left.

Figure S4. General social vocal control performance. Higher values indicate worse
performance in social vocal control ability, operationalized to worse specificity in evoked
trait percepts in listeners. Exemplary RSMs for two speakers are given to illustrate better and
worse specificity of evoked trait percepts, reflected in pairwise correlation coefficients in
each cell. The minimum of the Euclidean distance measure would be 0, assuming that a
speaker achieves maximal differentiation between evoked trait ratings (the speaker’s RSM
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and the theoretical RSM would be identical), whereas 2.45 would be the maximum distance
(if the speaker’s RSM would be a matrix of ones, i.e. no differentiation between the trait
categories). Descriptive statistics are reported in the main text.

S5. Correlations between naïve ratings of likeability in neutral voices and MACH. To
test for possible baseline effects of MACH on perception of likeability of speakers’ neutral
voices, we did additional post-hoc correlation analysis to compare mean likeability ratings of
neutral voices and speakers’ MACH scores. Partial Pearson correlation analysis revealed no
significant association between MACH and likeability ratings of neutral voices (rp=-.03,
p=.89) controlling for sex and age.

S6. Exploratory functional activations for multiple regression model of MACH during
Likeable Go trials. The multiple regression model showed a negative association with
MACH in bilateral precuneus (blue) and a positive association with activation in middle
frontal gyrus during likeable voice modualtions (red; uncorrected p<.001, k=25). The cluster
in MFG overlapped with a cluster associated with likeable voice performance (∆-Likeability;
see S3).
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Table S6. Functional activations associated with Machiavellianism during Likeable Go > Rest.
Contrast

MACH (-)
MACH (+)

k

Region

Hem.

Coordinate
x

y

z

T

Z

50

Precuneus

L

-10

-40

66

5.90

4.44

44

Precuneus

R

12

-48

64

4.33

3.59

43

Middle frontal gyrus

L

-34

10

42

4.66

3.79

Note. k, cluster size in number of voxels, Hem., Hemisphere, L, left, R, right. Coordinates are in Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotactic space. p<.001 uncorrected, minimal cluster size: 25 voxels.

Figure S6. Activation Maps for self-report MACH and Likeability Performance on Likeable
Go > Rest and descriptive stats of Likeable voice performance. MACH was positively
associated with functional activation in a cluster in middle frontal gyrus (red), overlapping
with the left MFG cluster related to likeability performance (yellow). MACH was negatively
associated with activation in bilateral precuneus (blue). (+/-) denotes positive or negative
relationships, respectively. L=left.
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3 General Discussion
The goal of this dissertation was to investigate psychological and neurophysiological factors
contributing to voluntary social voice modulation. The reported findings offer evidence that
social traits can be effectively and specifically expressed in the voice, amplifying perceived
social traits within the previously described social voice space. Volitional social voice
modulation engages areas associated with domain-general social cognitive processing, which
might support the integration of motor plans based on social trait representations during
ongoing voice production on the level of a core vocomotor region in left IFG. Activation in
left posterior TPJ, premotor cortex and sensorimotor areas was predicted by the specificity
with which social voice modulations influenced trait perception of speakers. Thus, the ability
with which speakers modulate their voice to express social information seems to be related to
both socio-cognitive processing and vocal motor control. Lastly, Machiavellianism, rather
than dispositional empathy, was associated with social vocal control ability to evoke
favourable social judgements (being perceived as likeable). Below, each of these findings
will be reviewed separately. Finally, limitations of this work will be discussed and a
conclusion and outlook for further research will be provided.

Functional aspects of Social Vocal Control
This thesis offers evidence that social traits can be effectively and specifically communicated
through volitional vocal behaviour both in short sentences and pseudo-words (study 1, 2, 3).
This extends previous work on volitional social trait expression in the voice, by using a
multivariate rating paradigm to show that speakers can evoke trait perceptions specifically.
Previously, Hughes et al. (2014) showed increased trait perception after voice modulation
compared to the neutral voice. But the authors only obtained comparisons between the neutral
voice and the congruent trait expression. Consequently, it was unclear whether the perception
of any voice change leads to an increased trait percept, or whether specific modulations are
necessary to express particular traits. Moreover, using RSM analysis (study 3) to measure the
specificity of evoked perceptions is a novel approach to voice production research. This type
of analysis has been used traditionally to examine mental representation of stimulus
categories in listeners (e.g. Kuhn, Wydell, Lavan, McGettigan, & Garrido, 2017). Moreover,
we show that volitional voice modulations can amplify the perception of traits within the
social trait space (McAleer et al., 2014). This has previously been documented only in
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artificial modulation of pitch in voices (Belin, Boehme, & McAleer, 2017) and supports the
notion that voice changes are a viable tool to manage listeners’ impressions of speakers in
social interactions. Although listeners’ trait judgments do not necessarily reflect reality
(Olivola & Todorov, 2010), they are rapid impressions (McAleer et al., 2014) that influence
how a speaker is perceived globally – based on a speaker’s voice, listeners also infer visual
appearance or other personality attributes (Hughes & Miller, 2016; Montepare & ZebrowitzMcArthur, 1987; Zuckerman & Driver, 1989). Although heuristic, these judgements therefore
lay ground for a speaker’s social attractiveness, underlying the importance to create
favourable impressions on others to achieve personal goals in social interactions. Together
with trait judgments from faces (Mileva, Tompkinson, Watt, & Burton, 2018), this work
therefore advances the current literature by highlighting the importance of vocal behaviour in
impression management. Moreover, it underlines the human capacity to engage in goaldirected vocal modulations more broadly as well. Such vocal flexibility is important in social
interactions by signalling social distance and affiliation (Giles et al., 1991), increasing
efficiency of vocal communication (Neumann & Strack, 2000) and the quality of an
interaction (Gregory et al., 1993), both through vocal alignment (imitative processes; Pardo,
2006) and the adaptation to the emotional and social needs of the social context of a speaker
(modulatory process; Burnham et al., 2002).

Predictors of social vocal control ability
The work presented here suggests that, in a subclinical population of speakers, neither
dispositional empathy (cognitive nor affective aspects; study 3), nor more general vocal
control ability (expressing body-size through the voice; study 1) were associated with
performance in social vocal control. This was surprising, given that a speaker’s dispositional
capacity to mentalize about the listener might support adequate social vocal behaviour (Louth
et al., 1998; Shriberg et al., 2001) and that affective empathy is related to understanding of
emotional (Aziz-Zadeh et al., 2010) and social information from speech (Amenta et al., 2013;
Jacob et al., 2016; Neves et al., 2018).
To some extent this might be due to differences in the operationalization of vocal control
ability: body-size modulation was measured categorically, while social voice modulation was
measured continuously (study 1). Moreover, we measured social vocal control ability as the
magnitude of voice change in response to social traits in study 1, but by the more multivariate
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Euclidean distance measure in study 3. This was due to the construction of the theoretical
RSMs which was based on the inter-correlations between trait ratings. These intercorrelations would have been harder to estimate with multiple traits (e.g. it is unclear how
tightly attractiveness and confidence should correlate theoretically), rather than the reduced
trait selection (hostility, likeability, intelligence), which allowed a clear theoretical profile
based on the social trait space.
Another reason that we have not found significant associations between social reactivity
indices and performance in social vocal control might be that social reactivity measures are
more important for spontaneous vocal behaviour, particularly in life interaction. Previous
work suggests a positive association between empathy measures and social inference from
voices (Amenta et al., 2013; Neves et al., 2018), reflected in associated functional processing
and connectivity during voice processing (Aziz-Zadeh et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2017). Thus,
empathy might be important to correctly appraise propositional vocal behaviour and
emotional needs of others in conversations, to then adapt one’s own vocal behaviour
accordingly. This is partly supported by the exploratory finding that dispositional empathy
might lead to differential neural processing strategies to carry out the task, however, at the
same time having no effect on task performance (study 3).
Although it seems unlikely, it could nevertheless be the case that the variability in
listeners’ rating behaviour might have a deleterious effect on the expected association
between social vocal control ability and social reactivity indices. However, the experimental
design controlled for differences in raters, as every speaker was rated by a unique set of ten
listeners. We refrained from statistically standardizing the obtained ratings (for instance
through z-transformations) so as not to compromise the ecological validity of social vocal
behaviour by eliminating natural differences in how voices are heard in real-world
interactions.
Our findings suggest further that both motor processing and social processing might be
involved in social voice modulation on the neural level (study 3). Importantly, socioemotional expression can be trained, seen for instance, in professional acting. In fact, the
effects of training can also be readily observed in vocal artistry during singing or
impersonations (Lavan, Burton, et al., 2019). In everyday life, of course, other personality
characteristics might also contribute to social vocal control ability, for instance extroversion
or self-monitoring. A speaker’s level of extroversion is reflected in specific vocal cues
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(Scherer, 1978) and might be associated with more opportunities to practice social vocal
control. Furthermore, self-monitoring might be associated with higher motivation to express
adequate social information in the voice according to the social context (see below,
Gangestad & Snyder, 2000). Future work is needed to determine the contribution of training
and personality traits on vocal flexibility, beyond those measured and reported here.
Importantly, we show a unique contribution of dispositional Machiavellianism to
volitionally expressing favourable traits in the voice (sounding likeable; study 3). This
corroborates previous work showing that greater likelihood of vocal alignment is positively
associated with Machiavellistic traits if it is beneficial to the speaker (Muir et al., 2016) and
suggesting that Machiavellists might strategically target influencing others through tactics
such as charming (Jonason & Webster, 2012; Wilson, Near, & Miller, 1996), which is a tactic
with low costs and high potential benefits. One route through which this might be achieved is
through increased self-monitoring (Corral & Calvete, 2000; Grieve, 2011). Self-monitoring
describes a person’s ability to control their own socio-emotional expression in order to match
it with the current social context depending on own social goals. In fact, people with high
levels of self-monitoring are often very good at decoding nonverbal social cues in others in
order to adapt their behaviour accordingly (Gangestad & Snyder, 2000). Nonverbal vocal
modulation might be part of the self-monitoring repertoire. Importantly, the findings reported
here show the unique contribution of Machiavellistic traits over and above psychopathic,
cognitive or affective empathy indices, corroborating the very definition of Machiavellistic
traits based on social predatory behaviour (Christie & Geis, 1970). Moreover, likeability
ratings of neutral voices were not associated with levels of Machiavellianism in speakers,
therefore it can be inferred that the success with which likeability is expressed in the voice is
related to specific and volitional vocal modulation rather than general expression of socially
desirable traits or decreased likeability of the neutral voice. More work is needed to identify
these specific changes on the physiological and acoustic level in order to inform
neurocognitive models associated with speaking in a charming voice in Machiavellianism.

Neural basis of social vocal control
Regarding the neural mechanisms involved in social vocal control, we report a network
particular to volitional voice modulation similar to the previously proposed VMN (insulae,
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Figure 2. Networks involved in social vocal control. Structures involved in vocomotor control during volitional
voice modulation are shown in grey, regions involved in social vocal control in green and areas specifically
associated with performance in social voice modulation in yellow. Functional connectivity during social vocal
control is depicted in red, with left IFG as source region.

right STC, left IFG, SMA, ACC, SMG and corpus callosum) and add the involvement of
precuneus, mPFC and STS in social vocal control. The findings confirm the hypothesis that
these regions interact with left IFG to achieve respective social voice changes (study 2). This
suggests that activation in regions associated with trait processing and mentalizing might
inform speech sound maps represented in left IFG, that are then fed into motor cortex for
motor planning and execution (Tourville & Guenther, 2011). Social vocal control might rely
on a similar integration of two processing systems as it was proposed for spontaneous
(Ackermann et al., 2014) and volitional affective voice modulation (e.g. Frühholz et al.,
2015). Individual differences in social vocal control ability revealed that premotor cortex, as
well as auditory and somatosensory feedback areas, support performance in vocal control
together with activation in left posterior TPJ (pTPJ; study 3). This suggests a possible
functional segregation in SBN areas: While mPFC, precuneus and STS support social vocal
control possibly via trait processing and speech sound map integration, left pTPJ - involved
in social intention inference and explicit mentalizing - supports the performance with which
social traits are encoded in the voice. The findings imply that while midline structures and
STS might inform motor plans for speech, pTPJ might be specifically involved in monitoring
the social content of the speech outcome. Moreover, individual differences in empathy
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subcomponents might differentially engage social processing streams to social vocal control.
Cognitive empathy was negatively associated with task-related functional activation in right
STS, orbital parts of IFG, dorsal mPFC, whereas affective empathy components were
associated with increased activation in ventral mPFC, precuneus and left pTPJ (study 3). The
main findings are summarized in Figure 2.
Open questions remain as to the specific function of mPFC, precuneus, and TPJ related to
social emotional processing. From the work reported here, we can speculate that social
feedforward and feedback processes might be involved in social vocal control: social trait
representation and simulation of the listener’s future mental state as a consequence of vocal
behaviour might support social vocal control through engagement of mPFC and precuneus
(Krueger et al., 2009; Tamir & Thornton, 2018; Thornton, Weaverdyck, & Tamir, 2019),
whereas social feedback processing in pTPJ (Hellbernd & Sammler, 2018) might contribute
to social vocal control ability. Thus the work presented here offers novel hypotheses for
future studies. Beyond advancing our understanding of social processing in the voice, these
findings also highlight an important gap in the field of social neurosciences: most studies
focus on perceptual processes involved in social processing, but less on active social
behaviour. The work reported here suggests structures associated with social perception
might also be engaged during socially motivated action, but more work using active social
tasks is required. Given the constraints of functional imaging settings regarding movement,
studying speech production might offer a good possibility with technical advances allowing
for better control of movement related artefacts. Beyond fMRI, functional near-infrared
spectroscopy or portable electroencephalography are other techniques allowing for more
freedom in movement to study social behaviour and interaction, albeit on more superficial
cortical layers.

3.1 Limitations
Findings reported here rely largely on female speakers (study 1: 13/40 male speakers, study 2
and 3: 4/24 male speakers). Given the anatomical differences, and the fact that most previous
work has focussed on courtship and mating preferences coming from an evolutionary
background, speaker production and listener perception was often contrasted based on gender
differences. Although it must be acknowledged that acoustic differences in vocal modulations
might be present, this thesis was focused on the effect of social vocal modulations on
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perception, that is, whether social impressions can be reliably evoked and are therefore
effective and impactful for social interactions. In fact, the social inferences drawn from
voices might be stable over gender roles (Ponsot, Burred, Belin, & Aucouturier, 2018).
Moreover, although acoustic variation is of course a central outcome in voice modulation
studies, it also has its limits, often being not able to reliably account for more fine-grained
differences in perception (Pardo, 2013). Therefore, naïve listener ratings, with variability in
raters across speakers as well as multivariate trait ratings can more precisely capture the
social impact of the voice. However, the integration of both naïve rater evoked impressions
and acoustic variation should be the way forward in future studies (discussed below).
Although levels of Machiavelliansim were positively associated with a likeable voice
percept, it is unclear whether listeners would catch on to the sincerity of the vocal portrayal,
which might diminish its favourable social consequences. Authenticity ratings in facial
affective mimicry, for instance, were higher in psychopathic participants compared to
neurotypicals, although or maybe because the corresponding emotional experience was
lacking (Book et al., 2015). In voices, particularly pitch contour is related to emotional
authenticity (Anikin & Lima, 2017; Drolet et al., 2014). However, listeners’ awareness of
inauthentic vocal modulation to express confidence, for instance, has been shown to be
independent of the favourable judgments (e.g. of the persuasiveness of the voice; Van Zant &
Berger, 2020). Nevertheless, future work should include a measure of perceived authenticity
to elucidate whether social vocal control is not only more recognizable with higher levels of
Machiavellianism, but also more persuasive. Lastly, behavioural measures of dispositional
empathy would be desirable to pinpoint social-cognitive processes involved in volitional
vocal behaviour more precisely. One such example would be using EmpaToM (Kanske,
Böckler, Trautwein, & Singer, 2015), an fmri compatible video task designed to capture both
affective and cognitive empathy components in individual behavioural scores and associated
neurophysiological activations.

3.2 Outlook and future studies
Acoustic correlates of social vocal control. Both emotional and social information is
encoded in the acoustic vocal signal during speech (Hughes et al., 2014; Ko, Sadler, &
Galinsky, 2014; Scherer, 1995). Particularly fundamental frequency (F0) and formant
changes have been suggested to be correlates of socio-emotional information in the acoustic
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signal (see Pisanski, Cartei, et al., 2016 for review). But also glottal features and their
perceptual correlates voice quality as well as temporal features of vocalizations have been
related to production of socio-emotional attributes (Brück, Kreifelts, & Wildgruber, 2011;
Liu & Xu, 2011; Xu, Kelly, & Smillie, 2013). How can these parameters be volitionally
modulated? Vocal tract length can be exaggerated by lip protrusion, for instance, and by
lowering the larynx. In fact, Lee et al. (2006) were able to show differential changes in vocal
tract shape, length and variability depending on the emotional inflection of the produced
speech. Although in a single subject, relating this methodology to neural activation patterns
during socio-emotional voice modulation could offer the missing insights into socioemotional vocal flexibility and its neural mechanisms.
The combination of acoustic vocal analyses and naïve ratings could help refine the signals
central to effective social vocal communication, i.e. through the analysis of lens-models (e.g.
Ko et al., 2014), which allow the acoustic parameters used by the speaker and listener for
communication to be differentiated. In fact, Pardo et al. (2013) suggest to use naïve listener
ratings as regressors on acoustic parameters, in contrast to traditional acoustic analysis. This
is in line with previous work showing that listener ratings are more sensitive to the
paralinguistic content of speech than acoustic parameters (Banse & Scherer, 1996) or
uncorrelated to these (Hubbard & Trauner, 2007). Recent work has started to focus on the
combination of listener ratings and acoustic analysis within the framework of reverse
correlations (Ponsot et al., 2018). In addition to elucidating the effect of acoustic parameters
in social nonverbal communication, a refinement of the contribution of particular acoustic
dynamics can also inform mechanisms on the neurophysiological level of vocal control, for
instance, by using multivariate analyses such as multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA) and
representational similarity analysis (RSA; Kriegeskorte, Mur, & Bandettini, 2008). Both
naïve rating data and acoustic data could be combined to refine specific areas involved in
motor and auditory/somatosensory (feedforward and feedback) processing during social
vocal control.

Vocal behaviour in dyadic interaction
Vocal flexibility can be exploited to meet a speaker’s interests, be it to communicate
effectively or to elicit a desirable response from a listener. The work presented in this thesis
elucidates how social vocal control is achieved in isolation. But of course the voice is most
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prominently used in direct social interactions, and future investigations both on the
behavioural as well as the neurophysiological level should take this into account (Redcay &
Schilbach, 2019; Schilbach, 2016) by investigating voice change in life conversation.
In dyadic scenarios, speakers often converge to each other in their paralinguistic cues, for
instance in their voice pitch and intensity (e.g. Babel, 2012; Gregory & Webster, 1996;
Natale, 1975; Pardo, 2006). This type of vocal alignment has a social function, as it is
positively associated with affiliation and liking (Adank, Stewart, Connell, & Wood, 2013;
Lakin, Jefferis, Cheng, & Chartrand, 2003; Pardo, 2006; Pardo et al., 2012) and perceived
quality of an interaction (Gregory et al., 1997; Gregory et al., 1993). This has been
conceptualized in Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT; Giles et al., 1991). CAT
suggests that vocal alignment is a dynamic process supporting social interaction, reflected in
the synchronization of higher-order cognitive regions between interlocutors (Dikker, Silbert,
Hasson, & Zevin, 2014; Hasson, Ghazanfar, Galantucci, Garrod, & Keysers, 2012; Silbert,
Honey, Simony, Poeppel, & Hasson, 2014; Stephens, Silbert, & Hasson, 2010). It can be seen
as a type of imitative behaviour, that occurs often in conversation, sometimes outside of
conscious awareness (Garnier, Lamalle, & Sato, 2013; Pardo, 2013). However, vocal
convergence is also subject to situational and social contexts (Pardo et al., 2010) and vocal
divergence can be an equally effective sign as alignment can be (Healey, Purver, & Howes,
2014). The social desirability and status of the interlocutors is predictive of the direction of
convergence or divergence (Natale, 1975), such that convergence occurs mostly in the
direction of the speaker with higher social status (Gregory & Webster, 1996). Beyond
signalling such social information, vocal alignment on the socio-emotional level can also
increase emotional transfer between individuals by acting as affect induction signals, which
evoke a concordant emotional state in an interlocutor (Neumann & Strack, 2000). Alignment
can therefore serve to inform interlocutors of the other’s emotions and mental state, and
enhance bonding and understanding. Thus, similar to the notion of linguistic alignment
facilitating linguistic speech comprehension (Garrod & Pickering, 2004), emotional
alignment reflected in socio-emotional vocal patterns might be at the basis of successful
social communication (Frith & Hasson, 2016).
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Development of social vocal control
Speech is a foremost social behaviour and as such, how we express ourselves vocally
develops in social interactions from early childhood onwards. There is evidence that we learn
to express socially relevant information in our voice over ontogeny (Cartei, Cowles,
Banerjee, & Reby, 2014; Redford & Gildersleeve-Neumann, 2009; for review see Locke,
2017), through imitation (Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1996; Sato et al., 2013) to approximate a vocal
target through sensorimotor experience (Catmur, Walsh, & Heyes, 2009). Imitation in and of
itself is a social behaviour highly associated with affiliation and bonding (Lakin et al., 2003),
which engages neural reward processing areas (Kühn et al., 2010). Early sensorimotor
experience might be acquired through imitative interactions with caregivers (Heyes, 2010;
Paulus, 2014) and later on through as-if play, in which children often practice societal roles
extensively. Experience has been shown to affect both linguistic abilities and nonverbal
communication skills in children, depending on their interactions with caregivers or siblings,
respectively (Havron et al., 2019; Hoff, 2006). Children learn to speak in voices in
correspondence with stereotypical societal (Cartei et al., 2020) and gender roles (Cartei et al.,
2014). On a neural level, vocal learning might be realized through the acquisition of sound
and sensorimotor maps through practice, thus shaping motor plans for vocal expression
through imitation (Tourville & Guenther, 2011). Associative sequence learning (ASL) theory
suggests that imitation is automatic and thereby supports social learning particularly through
the engagement of cortico-striate (Belyk, Pfordresher, Liotti, & Brown, 2016) or mirror
neuron networks (Iacoboni et al., 2009), but that it can also be voluntarily controlled via topdown regulation, most likely reflected in inhibitory control from mentalizing processes in
mPFC and TPJ (Wang & Hamilton, 2012).

Using the voice in social interactions: The Vocal Triflex
In summary, this work has focussed on voluntary modulation of the voice to express social
information as one subcomponent of vocal flexibility. Based on the findings provided here,
we suggest that vocal flexibility relies on the cooperation of perceptual and productive
processes and we propose a triple-process model of vocal flexibility (Vocal Triflex) to inspire
novel hypotheses. The model includes three main nodes which allow flexible vocal
behaviour: perceptual, imitative and modulatory processes. The accurate perception of vocal
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Figure 3. Illustration of a triple-process model of vocal flexibility. Perceptual, modulatory and imitative
processes interact to allow for flexible vocal behaviour in social interactions. Vocal flexibility supports social
signalling and communicative efficiency. While the perceptual node supports the interpretation of others voices,
it also informs a speakers feedforward maps to diverge or converge to interlocutors. Converging to others’
speech engages imitative processes, which might in turn inform the interpretation of others’ speech signals.
Through ontogeny imitation supports the establishment of internal speech sound maps that can be used
independently to modulate vocal behaviour in response to the interlocutor. All three processes can be attended to
automatically and volitionally.

cues from others informs a speakers’ behaviour to converge or diverge from other speakers.
While convergence is supported by vocal mimicry to an external target, divergence is
supported by vocal modulation based on an internal target. Internal targets become
independent of external scripts through vocal learning from imitation over ontogeny. Through
these three processes, vocal flexibility itself contributes to signalling affiliative information
and supports communication efficiency and quality of an interaction. The suggested
mechanisms involved in vocal flexible behaviour are illustrated and summarized in figure 3.
How might these processes be reflected in the brain? Imitative processes might be
supported by the engagement of common networks engaged both during listening to and
producing a voice (Aziz-Zadeh et al., 2010; Garnier et al., 2013), whereas modulatory
processes might be supported by mPFC and precuneus harbouring social knowledge and
scripts, as well as areas involved in episodic memory processing in hippocampal regions.
Both voice production components might engage feedforward and feedback regions involved
in motor planning and control, sensorimotor regions, and areas engaged in social processing
such as TPJ. Perceptual processes on the other hand, might engage auditory processing
streams including STG, pSTG and dorsolateral prefrontal areas, as well as social brain
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networks in STS supporting intention inference and affective voice processing (Dricu &
Frühholz, 2016). Given the putative role of brain networks involved in social processing
supporting social vocal control, this model also allows for hypotheses regarding neural
processing strategies related to social communicative impairments in clinical populations.

Clinical implications
The RDoC (Insel et al., 2010) aim to define systems for key domains of human behaviour,
which can be analysed on different system levels (e.g. self-report, behaviour, neural circuits)
and argue that social interactive deficits are a prevalent and pervasive symptom cluster within
a realm of mental disorders (Cuthbert & Insel, 2013). The production of non-facial social
communication is a subdomain of the system for social communication. One important aspect
of social interactions is the exchange of information via the visual and auditory modularity as
well as their successful integration. Whilst visual processing of socio-emotional information
in faces, body posture and gestures has been studied thoroughly (e.g. Wang & Hamilton,
2012), the degree to which the voice contributes to supporting the successful interaction
remains elusive. In fact, abnormal vocal behaviour has been discussed as disorder specific
biomarker for acute phases of mental illness (for instance in schizophrenia or depression,
reviewed by (Cannizzaro, Harel, Reilly, Chappell, & Snyder, 2004; Foltz, Rosenstein, &
Elvevåg, 2016). Automated voice analysis is moving into the focus of research as a
diagnostic tool for mental disorders (Cohen & Elvevåg, 2014).
Clinical populations with difficulties in perception of socio-emotional information from
voices are, for example, people with autism spectrum disorder (ASD; Gebauer, Skewes,
Hørlyck, & Vuust, 2014; Paul, Augustyn, Klin, & Volkmar, 2005) or psychopathy (Bagley,
Abramowitz, & Kosson, 2009; Blair et al., 2002). ASD is characterized by pervasive social
impairment, repetitive behaviours and restricted interests (American Psychiatric Association,
2013). Moreover, ASD has traditionally been associated with an atypical speech style
(Asperger, 1991), which is reflected in multivariate variation across acoustic parameters and
particularly in the spontaneous modulation of pitch (Fusaroli et al., 2017) also in subclinical
populations (Shriberg et al., 2001). However, past research has focussed on spontaneous
vocal modulation. The work reported in this thesis suggests that empathy skills might be
supporting volitional social voice changes, which are specifically impaired in ASD (BaronCohen & Wheelwright, 2004), on the neural level. Future work is needed to see whether
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social vocal control can be specifically targeted and improved in therapeutic interventions
(Dunn, Harris, & Dunn, 2017). In fact, nonverbal communications trainings already exist,
which encompass, albeit indirectly, social vocal behaviour (Dunn et al., 2017; Kreifelts et al.,
2013).
Social vocal behaviour is important for both patients and therapists. Most
psychotherapeutic approaches are based on spoken communication between patient and
therapist. Firstly, the vocal behaviour of the patient might be highly informative of the
patient’s current mental state, or experienced emotion (e.g. Laukka, 2007; Sauter, Eisner,
Calder, & Scott, 2010; Scherer, 1972). In ASD, for instance, the magnitude of vocal rigidity,
i.e. the lack of vocal alignment with the therapist has been shown to be associated with
diagnostic ratings (Bone et al., 2014). However, strikingly little work has systematically
investigated vocal behaviour of patients in therapeutic settings and vocal behaviour receives
little attention during clinical training. This becomes even more relevant when considering
that, secondly, the vocal behaviour of the therapist is of course, also heard by the patient.
Signalling empathic responding to the patient and using vocal alignment to “pace” the patient
might contribute to the quality of the therapeutic relationship and ultimately, might support
treatment success (Bady, 1985). Thus, the work regarding mechanisms of volitional vocal
behaviour draws attention to how the therapist can effectively control how he or she is heard
by the patient. Lastly, during therapy, the patient also hears him- or herself speaking. Both
what is said and how it is said reflects the acute psychological experience of the patient.
Drawing attention to one’s own vocal behaviour can therefore be understood as a
metacognitive act supporting insight into the patient’s own mental processes – an important
contributor to behavioural change (Bertau, 2008; Frith, 2012; Neff & Dahm, 2015).

3.3 Summary and conclusions
In summary, volitional vocal control to express social information is an important route
through which speakers can manage how they are heard by listeners. In the work presented in
this thesis, evidence is provided that social vocal control is effective and recognizable, and
speakers can evoke amplifications of social traits in their voice along the dimensions of the
social trait space. Moreover, we show that social processing streams support the expression
of social information in the voice on the neural level. Although dispositional empathy did not
predict social vocal control ability, cognitive and affective components of empathy might
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contribute to differential task strategies on the neural level. Lastly, a social-opportunistic
interpersonal style (Machiavellistic traits) was associated with better performance in
favourable trait expression (sounding likeable). Together these findings highlight the
importance of volitional social vocal behaviour for social interactions.
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“Whether personality is expressed as adequately in the voice as in gesture or in carriage, we
do not know. Perhaps it is even more adequately expressed in the voice than in these. In any
event, it is clear that the nervous processes that control voice production must share in the
individual traits of the nervous organization that condition the personality.”

Edward Sapir, 1927, in Speech as a Personality Trait, p. 896
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